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NEW ISSUES IN 1979
The following new issues are proposed for 1979, subject to-alteration
if necessary:
1
21 Feb. PUBLICITY - Series I
100th Birthday of O. H. Ammann
50th Federal Shooting Festival, Luzern

World Esperanto Congress, Luzern
Basel-Mulhouse Airport
PORTRAITS:
Rainer Maria Rilke
Paul Klee

20 Apr.

EUROP4
Ro ' Amu
,

Hermann Hesse
Thomas Mann
Historic Postbox in Basle
Alpine Relay Station Jungfraujoch ,
- Castles: Oron
Spiez
Porrentruy
Rapperswil

25 May

•

6 Sept.

PUBLICITY - Series II

18 Nov.

Centenary of Swiss Numismatic Society
International Year of the Child
50 Years of Swiss Amateur Radio
European Space Organisation ESA
DEFINITIVE - Church Font, Saanen (BE)
PRO JUVENTUTE
Arms: Cadro
Riite
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SILGALL.„
VE'
Arta, dark green (No.7). Outs ending full-margined mint
copy, original gum (very slight thinning). The most brilliant copy
we have Seen, as printed yesterday
..
§4:1=altitailat: loc. no. 38/Al2 22atatirjat.
Pine mint
Double
emboesin,
superb used
25c. No. 40/1

pagaLL :

150. No. 63A Used Block of, Four on address labelSTAND;NG pELVtiTIA: Fr.3.- No. 72F. .20A-Larlte, used in Geneva.

125".CP

35.00
275. 00

100.00

First known copy with this cancellation
3600.00
y•
30.00
89A Used
a • •••' *
•
• •
89A Mint Block of Four, luxury condition & outstanding centering
325.00
KOC HER STAMPS:
2e. blue, superb used
300.00
10e. blue, mint
125.00
10c. blue, superb used
180.00
•11
10c, violet, mint, broken ' variety
140.00
125.00
Zait..l&D 50. No, 103 FineN mint copy with major 'lantern' vani ty .•
k914 HIGH VALUE:
625.00
Fr.3.-- o. 129 Pine mint
1.924
R
eeS
:
A_
400.00
4
ee Fr.1.50 No. 1651 ImPerfe superb mint 1916 LANDSCAPES:
- 60.00
20c. No. 205y, fine mint
•
149.4.1 BERN CENTENARY: 10c. No. 253a magi.. mint
165.00
i
25c. S1 fine mint
110.00
,w,LLR
.aug:
25c. S1 IsaLtaltatilL, superb used on addres
625.00
.120164,"'s
lc. 15G lpeLpia, fine used
••
67.50
$c. 17G Type I, fine used
****
***
***
99'99?9? QUIZZES ARE THE RAGE THESE DAIS - HOW DO YOU SHAPE UP TO THIS ONE? HOW
MANY OF THE REALLY DIFFICULT ITEMS ABOVE ARE IN YOUR COLLECTION?
IF ALL 20: YOU DON'T NEED US! BUT CuNTACT US PLEASE SO THAT WE CAN DELETE
YOUR NAME FROM OUR MAILING LIST:
IF 15 - 19: YOU HAVE A SUPERB COLLECTION - BUT STAY IN TOUCH; WE WILL STILL
HAVE THE ODD ITEM FOR YOU FROM TIME TO TIME.
YOUR COLLECTION IS "ON ITS WAY" BUT STILL NEEDS OUR HELP TO GET IT
IF 10 14.:
TO THE TOP.
IF 5 - 9 : YOUR COLLECTION WeULD BENEFIT GREATLY FROM REGULAR APPROVALS; DROP
US A LINE AND ASK FOR OUR eNROLMENT FORM.
DU YOU ieJOY BEING AT THE
GET THAT CHEQUE BOOK OUT RIGHT NOW IF
BOTTOM OF THE LEAGUE?
4
1 LIZJI,VALYSZikall9011...XL.A210. ff

cL

pc cft4-1't

OF THLAkika

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
(SWISS SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 33 YEARS
HIGHGATE, LONDON N6 4LW
PO BOX 242,
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

•••••••••••••••••••••n•

THE SECRETARY wishes to express
appreciation of the many Christmas
Greetings - more than ever this time received from members at home and
abroad. Such expressions of goodwill are most encouraging and every
endeavour will be made to maintain
our standards in the coming year.
THE TREASURER and THE PACKET
SECRETARY also send their thanks to
the many members who have sent good
wishes and words of encouragement
and thus make tne many hours of work
involved so worthwhile.

SWOGS STAMPS are foremost in the
philatelic field. With so many fadete you
can build up a superb collection -...,.
STAMPS - mint/used, FDCe.etc.
POSTAL HISTORY / STATIONERY
AIRMAILS - stamps, pioneer, special
and regular flights
VARIETIES, PLATE FLAWS, TETE-BECHE etc

Many 'side-lines' - Ms, SOLDIa
STAMPS etc.
Items on ApproVal , or to your Wants
Lists will help your collecting. Write
l
,
ONC
e, F trri§olme, 9E
14, iti cin

Lancs LA4 6PN
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BASLE - THE FOCAL POINT
By C. RALCh

(Concl.)
By 1880 the increaaing traffic rendered the station too small,
especially- for the handlinp of mail and a new station was planned.
The long
awaited new building in the Schwarzwaldallee was inaugurated on 13.9.I3, with
great rejoicing, but after only 10i months' use, was closed on 1.8.1914 owing
to the outbreak of World War I.
During the period 1853 to 1900 six important treaties were made
between the Federal Post Administration and the Baden - later the Imperial German
Post.
•
•
Fention was made earlier of mail from Austria passing through Basle
and the cover shown in Fig. 6 is particularly interesting for the large number
of postal markings.

Fig. 6 Prepaid registered letter from BRUNDI, Austria . (now Brno, CaeonO-,
slovakia, dated 12 Feb. 1847 to Audincourt, addressed to Bureau, .
restant at Montbeliard for collection.
•
Laparlaria
_uu_
ks: 'BRUNS 12 FEB,' in green; , 'RECOY. & 'FRANCO'
Registered & Paid; 'CliaRG'a! i4 black - Charged
i.e.containing money ett,
.
'AUTRIChE Beau FR 1-DE BALE 21 FEVR 47''cds,in French marks:
red, - French transit mark Applied at St. Louis.
oval in red. St. Louis mark
or Basle; ', n
for a prepaiVinter; 'CHARGE' in red and
' backstamped 14,INTBELIARD I 22 FEVR 47 French
receiving mark.
The first Swiss Branch (Filiale) Post Office in the railway station
was opened on 18.11.1862.
On 'Strubelis' single circle cancels were -(4sed with
'BASEL' at the top and 'BAD. BA&ROF''at the foot.
On the 'Cross & Figure'
issue at the turn of the century, the normal . Swiss cancel, double circle
10 bars in both segments, was used, with i BASEL 2' at the top and 'FIL. B.B.'
(Badische 3ahnhof)-at'the foot, usually in conjunction with a straight-line •
cancel 'RIEsEh (BARNROF)'.
On 'Tell Boy' stampa are known the large German
oval cancels which are still in use to-day.
From 1907 a later mark had
'FILIALE B.B.' or
while still later ones show 'BASAL 16' with-.B.B.'
or 'BAD. BARNHOF' at the foot.
In 1935-the German authorities altered the name from 'BASEL BADISCREB
BARNHOF' to 'DEUTSCHE REICBSBARN I , with the agreement of the Swiss, and so in
However, after the
the 1930s and 1940s postmarks snow 'D.A.B.' at the foot.
end of World War II, on 8.5.1948 the German station reverted to its former
title of 'BAD. BA8Mi01%.
Cancellations with D.R.B. are found up to about the
middle of 1948.

7
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'BASLE - THE. FSCAL POINT (Cont.) •
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Fig.. 7

The cover of the "Day of the Stamp" of 1966 (Fig. 7), when the event
was celebrated in Basle, has taken up the multi-national _aspect of Basle as a
theme and illustrates the Swiss, French and Baden postal markings in use in
Basle in the 1860s.
•, And here in Basle, watching the activity in the station in the late
afternoon I could see in the far siding a number of modern German turquoise and
white TPOs being loaded with 'sacks of mail and nearby some dark green Swiss

TPOs likewise receiving their eadks of mail and being taken away one by one to
Later, on the west side of the station,
be coupled to their appropriate trains.
on the French side, there were the dark red French TPOs also being loaded and
made ready.

And whilst waiting and watching, in front of me passed a tall German
and white electric engine, with the train driver sitting very high, pulling
A little later
its red ' and white 'inter-city' carriages through the station.

red

it was a French net of carriages with some Italian carriages for good measure,
that were being drawn across into the Seise section to go on through Switzerland
into Italy.' -On anoteer platform was the White and black Austrian rail set ,eiat
And then there was en old

arrived from Vienna and Innsbruck.

j

WiS3 electric

engine' of the 1930s drawing across from tee Frencn side a set of dark blue
coaches with dining cars of the "Companie Internationale de Wagons Lit s 8: du
Tourisme" of the same period and I spotted the wording on the plate that shows
I wonder how
on each carriage the destination: "Orient Express - Nostalgia".
It all
much of- the old run of the Orient Express this train will have covered.
made

me think how it started,

, The.fact that a large town "is situated at the point where the frontiers
of three countries join is unique in Europe and possibly unique in the world.
This is not surprising: bearing in mind that Basle is at the point where the
Rhine leaves one region of hills and mountains through a 90 degree angle to flow
through the plains of Alsace. 'Tele helps to explain the reason for a town of
such importance In the communication sense at this geographical point.

The End
FEBRUARY MEETINGS

nollm_orap Saturday, Feb. 3rd
LOsIDON., GROUP:

ENVELCPES, WRAPPERS & EMI - OFFICIAL CAR DS

(Discussion Leader: DR. RITCHIE
Wednesday, Feb. 14th - STRUBELIS .... All Members

The list of lots submitted for the Foetal Auction (2.4.) on 28th February
is enclosed herewith.
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
4.

•

Rawnsley

Part VI

4a,POILArELY

A g iance trough tne airmail catalogue will snow that toere are countless cancellations and special cachets wYc ave been applied to mail from
and to
/Arlon sioce trio earliest days of aviation.
nearest airfield was t'.en situated at Dtlbennerf, a 3ixort distance from the city.
It is notice
tnat
although fiyin meetingn were meld there at intervals from Octoherable
1(110,
the CiR8Sir; pioneer flights in 1-W took place from Abendnrf, perhaps none of
because it
was primarily a military base.
Ever a cover of 4 June 1?19, bearing a 50c . , stamp
t,Ie propeller overprint has a military cancel.
(Pies. 36/39).
Fig.

5",4

Toe first postmarks
on regular mail flights
read simply 'SCii4Eic:ER
FLLGiOST', without town
name and were uoed on
flights between ZUrich,
Bern, Lausanne and Geneva.
In the 1920s covers began
to bear a variety of
markings indicating the

tie'.

40

Fig.
routes, and tt,ere 49Z also a cancel inscribed
"FLUGPLATZ/ZURICH/DURENDOdf * FLUGPOST * "
Fig. 41).
Then came 9 siple cancel wito stars at the sides.
c
aRICH' at tno top alai 'FoUGPGET 1 below.
Later still
the modern airport was constructed at Kloten, Inaugurated on 28 Aue.u.,t 1 , and in due course
tne preserit i;ictorial cancel of
5d Fi.U1HAFEN' came into being.
Fig. 41
Such is toe variety of markings
reiatie to 41rich t"at a se pirate study w-Juld ue needea to deal

F.g.

42

wttri tnem adequately*
it must not be forgotten, no:Never, th:,t, even nefore the e ra
aeroplane. Oailooning bad twen - and still Is - very

popular in Switzerland. with flights recorded as early as 1892,
and In more recent times balloons nave carri e d mail with appropriate
cancels, for
speclal events
such as the
wisa National

A t::;:"-‘<,

•1) IT
• 4 v :,;

v

• p,,vdion

RY,h11.in
.

4 -•( r
t

j

ec\
•
lit -4

4

Exhibition held
in ZUrich in

1959 k F i g .43 ),

while others in
aid of charity
nave helped
causes such as
the Pestalozzi
Children's
Village in Trogen
and so on.
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS (Cont.)
Airships, too, were being constructed in Friedrichshafen, on the German
shore of the Bodensee (take Constance) and from 1907 a number of these Zeppelin
flights were made across Swiss territory, mail being dropped off At various cities
in Switzerland, including Ztirich, from 19 6 to 1911, such as that shown in Fig. 44.

to) 1.4 10rt

,-.7";7711;

,

Fig. 44
Having thus dealt briefly with tne two major developments in mail services,
we can return to the general postmarks which by now were becoming more stanJardised,
except for one type, known as the 'razor-blade' cancels which were in use for a
These are found with
comparatively short period around the turn of the century.
and without the 'nails' at the ends of tne shaped date bridge.

-3 X Cl
O.,

Fig.

45

III

Fig. 46

Fig. 47

Fig. 48

r% F.

49

Barred cancels gave way to ttle simpler double circle type with small cross
Zurich - below,
in the upper segment and the postal area number - VIII in the case of
which remained in use for several decades and nave now been replaced by cancels
which include the postal code.
i, To be concluded)
n•nn•••n•••

W#NTED: Pro Juventute varieties & plate
flaws. Also items pertaining
to the Pre-stamp Postal History of City
of Bellinzona. Outright purchase or I
have a great variety of material for
MR. J.F. BARRETT (Sec. AHPS),
trade.
1009, Harding St., JACKSON, Miss, 39202,
U.S.A.
MR. M. THOMPSON would like to exchange
Airmails 9 & 14e, both fine used for
Airmails 6a or 6b in same condition.
Write to 23, Breckhill Rd, Woodthorpe,
Nottingham, NG5 4GP
The 2 PJ Booklets offered in the Dec.
HNL at £2.00 each are still available.

MR. A.W. SiZELAND of 16 Mount Street,
King's Lynn, Norfolk, would like to hear
from any member who may have items of
Zeppelin mail for disposal.
NEW SERVICE FOR COLLECTORS
Herr R. Baumann, Kreuzlingerstr. 32,
857C WEINFELDEN, Switzerland, with the
help of the SVP, is starting in January
1979 a NEW ISSUE SERVICE FOR PP CANCELLATIONS, both hand cds and machine.
Price 50c. per cover + postage twice
year. For every change of name or postcode the last day & first day will be
made.

JAUa.ifv 1979
I NDEX FOR' 19
iiccourktaiWY: Mark.
s:

on Pgat!",
.bapoleoh*c Coves
Additions to Library
,Annual,Competition
annual , General Meeting,
,BaSie, the. Focal Point, Pt,
Chillon Castle - Fortress &
- Resldenee
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DID YOU KNOW?

that on '!,lat July 1978 the 'Lemariex'
Block was withdrawn fro6 sale at all POs
(as rind been originally announced), but
is now available again , in the annual
packs: price 6Fr,20,.r.for,18.20,worth
of atamps plUS 1080 ,. f'Oi" t, he.“trectiVe
red hard - covered fo1der,-being,now155
'49'
x
UPU
215 mM. This can he used as a'Wop
Commeimarative0'. 50 Ash.
' 5
booklet
etc*
Fiscal Stamps . 23
.Has -Philately 'become Unhinged? 77
........ that , at the OaMe R811i auction at
Inflatitm-- Threat to Philately 52,1
which K.13 with cloud went for SFro1600
insurance for the Collector
(tumour has ii that thifwa4 ffohnd-by
59.72'
,
Lemanelt Blotk
the Seller in an Enpliah circulation,
, 17;46-,48
LemanemExhihitionPacket for 41 for tre Stampa on the
41,45g
New xpressIabel
covert tie sac Cancellation went 'for
54
New IssUeS
In
stocabook , - . 1pt,there were
nbovt , 500,oldli.c!ano p la . . 0 below average
24,5337,
ooality, but a bidder had seen a - perfect
K.15 there too -he-pot the lot for
81;86
Publicity Cancellations
Fr.60. - ,1
83,87
Postal HiAorY of Menziken
t
62
ht25Y e ara a go, on 1 Deco 1955,
Sittinv Helvetia Imparf.
it was 1,e,first time that 411 ,Jwi$s
Stamp Booklets
51
stamps
of the
year were valid together
.
Suchard Envelopes
12
crn-nid
and
ne
cancell
ed'tn the:s"dme cover,
i
Switzeriand a23rd Canton
' 73
have:nO
W:25
aliCh
covers, altho now
Tete-beche,6e-tenant and
041 ,29
one rweds 2 largisn'(-ihVerS Pei
Interspace Pairs
excluding biodkilo
Two Swiss Cancellation Orphans,22
...... . that on , 4 D e c. 1978 : the 9thPhilaZdrich PoSt ' & its Postmarks, . 57,67,75,
toile Office was opened in Chime A
Pts.,I-V
special cover was isdned, with.tert.in
Compiled by M.. Thompson
German, Italian and 2 Romansch dialects.
........ that whew tnet main khilatenc
sak1-41221
Office in Bern - reopened - in the new ParkterasSe (above the railway-station) on
14.5.64 . special envelopes . were-issbed in
German and French and - wbatis not
knowng In SwItzerland-741s9
for En lish-Speaking latandingArder.
customers.
I bought one at 'Ptampex'
some years ago.
.,... that a new philatelic Ma gss 141.0 has
ELBIAS
Y
'
appeare
d - 'PHILAPOST,'
tp come out
t/ent. of Fed. factories
every
3 months; it wiii contain articles
Act
20c.
9,063,0(k
of interest to the "politically interestPrOtectibn of Monum
ents 40c. 22,138,000
.
ed
collect
or". whatever that , may ,mean,
Swiss Footpaths d0c.,
6,12h.0(.)0
p
the
and
collectors of Soldier stamps.
fo
PRO JUIENTUTE
Printed
on
art paper the reproductions
20+10c. 10,925,000
are very good,
40+20c. 17,252,000
that the "9 Europa stamps for all
70+30c.
80+40c,- 4,118,000 CEPT countres w i jJ necievioteri,to the
Incl. 349,964 booklete.
"History of pOSts : ,* teleCoMminications",
Figures for Pu blicity I and Pro Fatria with .-.iwitzerland putting in the Basle
1
not Piven.
" ve P° 3tb," ( 3 st 4 ,1 in use) and the
Jun p fraaiw: h w i th i.ta . hignest jc in .
burope and a. mass,of„radioand.,17;re1ay
DID IrOILK140W? - Continued
aerials.
. . .. that question' 46 4:79 is bout the
........ that 198U will be ''Famous People",
Old'PJ Arms stamps, namely the 10q. of
rather uninspiring, and 1981 "Folklore".
1925 (Z. No. 34)
What does the 'VR'
...., that the : ansWer to 4. No 78 i6 to
stand for?
my count the number of Swiss heraldic
stamps is 56. made lia of Defs. 8, PJ 36,
M, R1TH4000AD
PP 12 and of course many cancellations,
making an interesting collection.
25.55143
2,47
?1,27

•
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It It With deep regret that
we have to start the new year by
announcing the. deaths of three
prominent members:
-MR. J. N. HIGRSTED
A Founder Member of the Yorks/Lanes later the Northern Group - and Chairman who died on 21st December, and

Who will be sadly missed...

,

DR. A. K. KESTON
Vice-Chairman of the N, Group, who
died suddenly on 24th December; a.
member of the Society since 1969 he
had become, : a valuable Group member.
The lose of two Officers at
I the same time is a great shock to
- everyone.
MR. S. A. STEWART
of Broughty Ferry, Dundee, who died
early in December. He had been a
member since 1970.

AO'

....u
aLal_gimais

from 7 & llth Jan.

7431 ZILLIS

Deckengemalde St.
Kirche
Idealer Wander
8638 GOLDINGEN
Skigebiet

greatest stock Switzerland and Europe
all world's new issues
Certificates
Publication of the ZUMSTEIN
cataIogUes .EUR(A and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTEA.STEIN
Berner Briefmarkeh»Zeitung
with supplements for the Urope
catalogue
philatelic accessorie s
albums,

.zurnsten4-cie
,

Proprietors :

Hertsch &Cie

Zelighausgabse 14, CH-5001 Bern

Address: POB 2585* CH-30G1 Bern
Cash' accoUntsu Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42-55-6
Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: 'Vienna 1700.512-Netherlands,: 380 17 00
00o
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Some are still outstanding;
if there is an 'X' in the box
will you please remit by return,
N. GROIE: Hon.See. R. R. A. HOYLE,
Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.
At the lJeoember meeting members were
entertained by a superb ,display And most
interesting talk by hit. G.1), WILJO on
the P0 TA HISTOnY OF :i.e. SWITZERLAND,
he described theesrly history of, tne
area, givinp details of the growth of th,1
postal system anu routinv of mail 1oth
within the region and to France, also
listing the wealth of postal Imarkings to
he found on early covers and -the postal
rates for letters routed tnru the French
uxonange Offices.
In nio display he
showed, a vast number of early covers in
fine. condition,g all beautifully presented
and written up l itri muc interesting,.
information.
At the meeting: held- in Leeds on
6th January the following Officers were
elected to fill the vacancies just

Nartin's announced:
(K.721)
Cheirman:
und,
Vice-Chairman:
(K.722)
Chairman Elect:

execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzerland, Europe and Overseas,
mint, and used.

-

WS

MR. D. CAIRNS
MR. G. D. WILSON
MRS. H. J. DAVILS
An account of the January _meeting
will be given in the next ,issue.
LONDON GROUP MtLTING3
In pee e moer me. ffi ers saw a remrkable display, riven by Mr. Q. Rolcier,
of covers to and from Alsace-Lorraine,
most [laving
some connection with jwitzerland, to gether with explanations - of the
many postal markings to he found, not
only of the 19th century, but ale 'from
the period of e,W.I when parts of the
territory were
back from Germany.
The range nf material was amazin,- : 'a nd the
interest enhanced by Mr Rolder's mastery
of his subject
The January ,leeting, tre Film
Show
g
anised by Mr. BnlstroUe, g exnellen,,
marred only by the absence of many memrcrs
to tne railway etrike on Southern
region.
The first film, ' °PneullATtiv
dealt with the proiaction of earreved
sterns from preparation of deairn6 to thn
finished product.
Then followed films
Nith a railway theme ,: ' Huh a, Buro.ymi
UdN RACh RA;L A AT' - the Brienzer Rothern
eailway, and a very new one on 7HE RAIL.AYS OF TUE FUTURE', a look at.the : develoeeente envisaged for the carriage of freignt
and provision of fast suburban services,
thoroughly enjoyable evening.
Won

Wa

v-RILATELic
Founder

812F4a
1
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FEBRUARY NEW ISSUES
The issue of PORTRAIT STAMPS will be the last in the present series and
features famous writers and .painters who made their home in Switzerland.
The
stamps have been designed by the well-known painter and graphic artist HanS.Nrni
of Lucerne* who will be 70 this year.
Details are as follows:
20 Rp.

MI
LIQUALUalka German poet, son of an Austrian railway official

born in Prague on 4 December 1875; 'intended for an
officer's Career the over-sensitive youth left the military school it St. Polten -

in 1892 and completed his secondary education under private tuition'beforegoing on
to Prague University to study art and literature. Periods of tree-lance writing

in Kunich.and Paris were interrupted by travels in Italy, Russia and the far North,
as well as Spain, N. Africa and Egypt. After World War I Bilk. went to live at
Musot Castle near Sierre in Ct.' Ulais. There he completed his rich and varied
works in prose and lyric poetry which include "Das Stundenbuch" (Peens fro* the
Book of Hours), "Neue Gedichte" (New Poems), the "Duineser Elegien" (Duineee
Elegies) and the novel "'Malts Launds Brugge". Rilke died at Territet near
Montreux on 29 December 1926, aged only 51, and was buried in the churchyard of
Baron (Valais)*
40 Rp.

fgaiza, . -

Swiss painter, graphic artist and art theorist, born at
Kanchenbuchsee, near Bern, on 18 December 1879.. Went to .
school in Bern, where the family moved shortly after his birth. , After leaving
school the 19 year old went to Kunich to study painting. Be returned to Switaer-

land for a time, having travelled in - Italy, and in 1906, now married, he settled in
Munich. His acquaintance with fellow, painters such as Kandinsky, association with
the 'Biaue Reiter' group and contemporary French art had a lasting effect On him.

On a visit to Tunisia (1914) he received further decisive impulses; 'exhibition*
in Europe and overseas established his reputation l and world famous by the 1920a
Klee taught at the 'Bauhaus' (1921..31) and at the p Osseldorf AcademF'(19313,),,
but the Nazis, who thought his work decadent, forced him to resign. His last ten
years were spent in 3witeer1an4 where the first ,symptoms of illness became apparent.
He died in Locarno on 29 June. 1941 leaving a rich legacy 0 nearly 9,000 paintings
and drawings.

Rainer Marla Mike
1875-1925

Pau1 Mee
1879-/940

Hamann Hasse

Thomas Mann

1877-1902

/875-1955

German-Swiss novelist and poet, the son of 4 Protestant
stission, las born at Calw, Rarttemberg on 2 -July 1877*
Intended for the church the 14 year old boy ran away from the Protestant seminary
at Kaulbronn because he wanted to be a poet or nothing at all. After a year's

70 Rp.

RERMANN,HESSE.
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mechanic and training as a bookseller at Ttbingen and Basel
apprenticeship as
(1900) he turned to writing. His first successful. novel "Peter Caiensind" (1904)
enabled, his to settle at Gaienthofen on Lake Constance as a fre•-lance writer.
After a 'journey to India he moved to Smitserland with his family (1912), living in
Bern until 1919 and in Ct. Ticino until his death. As early as 1914 he raised his
voice against war and its atrocities and from 1915-1919 devoted himself entirely to
prisoner-of-war **Ware. In 1924 he reassumed Swiss nationality,, which he had had
to renounce when 12 because of his education in Germany. Asong theworks which
made Hesse famous are "Demian", "Sidharta", L "Der Steppenwolf", "Retsina und Goldmund" (Death and the Lover) and "Dee Glasperlenspiel" (Register Ludi). He died
at Montagnola t 'near Lugano, OD 9 August 1962. Awarded Nobel Literature Prise in 1946
80 Hp.

THOMAS4ANN, : German

novelist and essayist,

VOA

born in Meek on 6 June

his family belonged to the patrician class of

1875;
prosperous merchants who played a wide role in the N. German Hanseatic cities.
Mann received his formal education in Ltbeck , and in Munich where the family moved
after his father's death in 1891. Lectures on literature and history, as well as
extensive travel broadened his outlook. In 1898 he joined the satirical journal
t
"Simpliciesimnet'as a'publishet e reader and later became . a free-lance writer.
His literary work ranged from the family chronicle *Buddenbrooks" to the critical
novel "Der ZeUberherg" (The Magic Mountain) and "Doktor Faustus", as well as the
tetralogy "Joseph & seine Btlider" (Joseph & his Brothers) and the picaresque novel'
"Bekanntnisse des'Hochstapfern Felix Krull" ( The Confessions of Felix Krull
Confidence Man). l'or-"BUddenbrooks" he was awarded the Nobel Prise for Literature
to Switeerland. and in 1939 went to live in. the
In 1933 Mann migrated
in 1929.
,
United States as a , guest prefessor. After World War II he Viiited his native
Germany several times, but in. 1952 returned to Switzerland making his home first
at Erlenbach and then at Kilchberg, near =rich, where he died on 12 August 1955.
Other details:
Hp. Ramer jlaria Rilke - background 4 rose and Musot Castle - green
lip. 'Paul Klee - in front of his painting 'Heroic Roses' - red
Re, Hermann Hesse - bankgroUnd his Ticino vineyard -brown
Hp. _Thomas , Mann - backgroend the Buddenbrook house and other
Meek buildings - grey-blue

Yeel ntA
2 14114613

20
40
70
80

balms:

Hems Erni,,Lucerne
Pierre Schopfen, La Chaux-de-Fonds
Rotary line engraving by PTT stamp Printing Works
28 x 3301 mm. - in 2 sheets of 50 stamps
White with luminous ubstance, without fibres.

i

.

Ensravers

Zratisegs
t
g

lu

PPIT"

*********

*****

Born at Schatfhauaen on
26 March 1879, graduated
from Federal Polytechnic in Ztrich in civil engineering (1902) and emigrated to
Served with Port of New 'fork Authority end was its
the United States in 1904
Director of Engineers from 1937-39. An authority on bridges he participated in the
designing or construction of New York's Hell Gate, George Washington, Triborough
Bronx-Whitestone and Verrazano-Narrows bridges 83 well as San Francisco's Golden
Gate. The stamp design shows also the Verrazano-Narrows bridge, opened in 1964,
the year before his death, as the then largest and heaviest suspension bridge in
20 Et

.

.2.111kMarl

the world.
40 Hp. 59th Federal Riflemen's Festival, Lucerne.

From

7-22 July 1979 Lucerne

will be host to thia event.

Switzerland's largest traditional target shooting festival, which will

bring

tog-

ether thousands of marksmen from all over the country. The stamp shows a target

and a five-point marker in the colours of Lucerne.
70 Hp. leisaLkorgedsaaeiretajajameem. UNIVERSALA ESPERANTO-ASOCIO, the
Association of Esperanto Organiastions which was founded in Switzerland in 1908, will be holding its 64th World
Congress in Lucerne this summer. The stanp shows a hot-air balloon, the symbol
of Esperanto as a means of overcoming language barriers.
d
M
sei . With the extension of its main runway to
jege_t_otaigua=i4jae
80 Hp. Ar
3900 a., Basle-Mulhouse which is operated

jointly by France and Switzerland becomee a fully fledged European and International

FEBRUARY 1979
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airport, capable of accommodating all
type
units in the French and Swiss colours emp s of airliners. In the design the tail
hasize the supranational impo

rtance of

the airport.

Laimmuk

20 4p. O. H. Ammann
40 Rp. Target with /TVspoint marker
70 Rp. Hot-air balloon
80 Hp. Airport building

PAA143,11 1

st

Dee/Kass

& tail units

1

Zug'

"

. •
•

•

H. Thbni, Bern
b W. Baettenschweilera
c) K. Wirth, Bern

. ,

J lAft• 4. 6%, A
Alr.+FE3.;
riPFRAter.',
UOIHNIONJ-.
•

d) H. Bdrgia, Basle

Rotogravure by
Courvoisier S.A.
36 x 26 mm. in 2 sheets
of 50 stamps

..
!

White with luminous'
substance, no fibres
Commemorative covers will be available for
each
of
the
4 stamps in each set
and the for each complete set, also folders
and collection sheets. The lust Day
cancel reads simply 3000 BERM - 21.2.1979 AUSGABETAO.

Vig.

M99 I
Depigust

Designers

1111114110
2,13112.'

40 Rp. Mailplane over Schein.
80 Rp. Zeppelin over Vaduz
Castle
Otto Stefferl, Vienna
Multicolour photogravure by
Courvoisier S.A.
30 x 25.7 mm. in sheets of

20 stampa

STAM P EX
FEBRUARY 27th - MAIM 3rd,

2. YEAR OF THE CHILD

Veluee & 80 Rp. Child drinking
admit 90 Rp. Child eating
Fr.1.10 Child learning
Detainer: Roberto Altmann, Vaduz

Printiw Multicolour photogravure by
.
Courvoisier S.A.
25.7
x 36 mm. in sheets of
§-41
20 stamps.
Special covers will be available
for each set and also Maximum cards.
The First Day cancel has a large letter
W.in the centre with a flower and will
be used for both issues.

NORZWRIN_PROU: February meeting
cancelled due to bad weather.
AltLjaarah4ra THEMATIOS Ir.Arthur
, Dr. Ritchie v display will be given
after the ACM on April 7th.
IMESTAga - Wednesday.. March 14th -"ODDS & ENDS"
All Members

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING ALL
HELVETIA SOCIETY FRIENDS ONCE MORE:AT
Come and enjoy our fine display of
superb and unusual material - there's
sure to be somethin g to make your Mouth
water::
An especially fine lot of
Collections will be on sale this year,
so early viewing is advised.
Inland readers may find the
enclosed leaflet, giving full 'STAMPER'
details, of some help.
N.B. Your former Chairman, Edgar Slate,
will be up once again from the
sticks' - it's worth your visit just
to see the lad!

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242
Highgate LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01-349-0296

HELVETIA NEWS
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OBITUARY
Northern Group suffered a tragic double 1orn during the Christmas break
the- sudden deaths of theiro Cha rman, DR. k. P1. MESTON and JOHN N. HIGHStED,

Our
with

Vice-Chairman. .
We have the following Appreciations from the President..Laurence Moore, who
'

foundedothe TorksiLancs, later the Northern Groups
JCFD N.
Terkshire
Philately will greatly
and knowledgable collector who

mite this
contributed

enthusiaetic

much ro eeveral

To the Northern Group of 'HLLVETIeohis passing ip an irreparable

4ocieties.
lose. When,in 1950, I invited collectors in the County to form a Group, John

WIS

one of the very first to respond. He attended almost every meeting from that time
and he could elweys-be relied-uponto provide a display from his ezteneive
collection, ?or many yeara Group meetinga were held at his home, where his charming
Wife regaled members with tea and home-made cakes. John was an early general
collector, but Switzerland WRO his great love, and he ass particularly well-informed
On the 'side-lines' such as Fiscala, Soldier Stamp, Postal Labels and Mandates
etc. At the same time'he maintained a complete collection of all issues from the
'Reims' onwards. An extremely friendly patient man of great charm, always ready
to advise beginners, John Highsted was one of the main props of the Group.
We mourn his passing, and offer our most sincere sympathy to his wife and
family, hoping they may find some consolation in noting the high regard in which he
was held by his colleagues.
p
DR. A.1„les
gI, Dr, Meston began attending Group meetings about 4 year's
11
ago, and we all. admired his courage and determination not
to be incapacitated by his handicap of being mainly confined to a wheel-chair,
He . attended
from which he could stumble a few steps with the aid of two atteks.
Most of the Group meetings in Leeds, driving with his wife over the Pennines from
In his Chairman's Address in October
Macclesfield in all kinds of wintryweatherd
be related his experiences when, ten years ago, he became crippled with chronic
Arthritis - almost paralosed from the waist downwards. Gold and other active
pursuits now impossible, he sought a sedentary hobby, He had collected stamps in
his youth, but realising the : modern need for specialisation, he chose Switzerland
because he knew the country, speaking German and a little-Schwytserdyttsch. Re
told how he had found 'HELVETIA' and joined the Group, and how he had enjoyed the displays and discussions and meeting kindred spirits. Stamps had made life
His Chairman's
tolerable for him, providing a new and absorbing interest.
with
the
emphasis
naturally
on
the
more
modern issues,
Display was excellent,
Now,
halfway
through
his
yearas
Chairman, he
Hundesfeier cards and the like.
has left us.
To his devOted wife, who made it possible for him to attend our meetings, we
offer the most sincere sympathy of all members.

deep sorrow we learn of the death of our Founder and First President
DWABDR °P
at the age of 75. Of Czechoslovakian origin, and a survivor from Dachau Concentration Camp, he came to thie countr y. later adopting the name of Cookrides from
e place which sponsored him. He held a university doctorate but retrained-as
a precision engineer. Through an encounter with MT. BmVin, the LOP4T Minipter,
ie a Yorkshire wartime factory, his knowledge of European languages and politics
en to an appointment as foreign radio broadcasts monitor for the Provincial Newsopera Group. , He was also a politicel correspondent at Westminster. He wrote a
limber of books on intelligence and Counter-espionage, mostly published in America
also articles for the 'Sunday Telegraph Magazine', and broadcast on these subjects
A keen stamp collector he founded the Helvetia Philatelic Society it
at first single-handed as Secretary, Treasurer & Packet Secretary, When, following his journalistic' iustict, he began the 'Helvetia News Letter, ha relinquished
the other posts fer that of Editor until assignments abroad necessitated a change.
Although in later years writing and other commitments, together . with failing
health, prevented him from active participation in the Society, he never lost his
interest in ite continued success and only a few weeks ago had written recalling
the early days and his hopes for the future of the Society he had founded. Those
who knew him personally will remember him with pride and affection.
E.J.R.
With

7..r>=1415
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THE ZURICH POST & ITS POSTMARKS
4.

By E. J. Rawneley

THE CITY PO47

Conclusion

To bring this saga of the Ulrich Posts to an end one must take p look
at the modern city post.
This forms an absorbing study in itself,
while
postal services in the city were established from the 17th century, for
there were
many smaller towns and villages on the outskirts which were gradually
absorbed
into the main network as the city expanded. _ Patience
is required in the search
,
for information, which is not easy to come by, and such has only been tolled thanks.
to invaluable help from Mr. M. Rutherfoord. More still remains to be diecov
eted.
The majority of these outlying areas had no post-offices until the 19th
century, although many were situated on postal routes served by messengers or
diligences. As the need for collection or delivery points developed, a room
in
a house, sometimes the schoolhouse or an inn were used for this purpose.
Prom
1837 official post-offices were set up which had their own cancel
lationcranging
from straightline to early cirouler types with the name at the top.
The first incorporation of such elves into the
city took place in 1893
when 13 were added, and the cancellations were changed to show
',Ulrich* at the
top and the district name below.
The numbering of poet-offices appears to have come into use at the turn
of the century - my earliest example being on a UPU card dated 29.VII
I.00 - and,
numbers from 1 onwards y ore allocated.
A further ameleemation se.3 made in 1934, mainly to avoid confusion with
political divisione of the ;v.inur city and the post-offices were renumbered
commencing with '8' - .7,1: 11 being the VIIIth postal some— thus 8021 for the
Headquarters, while the previous numbers from 2 - 35 had 20 added, becoming
22 - 57, so all postmarks up to around 1957 muet be checked for both numbers.
Some cancell
ations have been discontinued. but c:In. be found on stamps up
to around
1930. These include ?Wale (branch), Pil. Beetengasse, Pil. Limmstquaie
Fahrpost, Prodigerplats, SeidersAase, Trager . (or Brieftrager), Transit and
Weinbergersteaese.
Orce again a t . b1a is the simplest way of illustrating the scope of
such postmark collecting:

Old No. Current N
1
8020 1

N

sae

P.O. from

Hauptpost HQ
Annahme (amt)
Bahnpost (ant)
Briefannahme
*
"
"
"

Remarks
row period of use of
numbered cancellations .

aefgabe
anegebe
elpedition

veesend
Eileuntelling
Paketangabe
Zeitungsamt
2
3
4
5

8022
23
24
25

6
7
8

26
27
28

9

29

10
11
12

30
31
32

13

33

14

34

Praumunster
Havpnaihof
Umieeeeeee
Predigorelatz
Wiklagavee

Discontinued
Re-allocated

Aueeoesihl
Enee
Pluntern
Hirslanden
Hottingen
Industriequartier
Neumunster

1837
1837
1857
1853
1853
1887
1836

Oberstrass
Riesbach

1853
1853

Incorporated on 1.1.1893

9, 10 & 14 were originally
part of Neumunster but
separated in 1853

IVO

15

8055
36

16
17
18
19

.

20
21

22
23
24
25

,

37
38
39
40
41
42
45
44
45

,

46

26
21
-28
29
30
31
32
33
34

' 48
49
- 50
51
52

53
54

55

35

56

' 57

58
59

60
61
.62
03
64
65
as
.
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Old Jo. I Current No.

1837

Untorstrass

Discontinued
Re-allocated

Stampfenbach

Wiedikon
Wipkingen
Wollishofen
'
Selnau*
Sihifeld
Leimbach
Schaffhauserplats
Preilager
Mrichberg
Giesghtbel

1857
1857
1842
1899
1910
1872
1925
1927
1931
1932

Affoltern
Albisrieden
Altstetten

1842
1E47
1844
1842
1848
1843
1847
/847

Oorlikon
Sohwamenclingen
Seebach
Witikon
Kongresshaus
Heuried
Wehntalerstrass
Hirechwieeen
Flughafen
Rieterplats
Kalchbahl
Hirzenbach
Waldgarten
Stadtspital
Grdnau
TMC

Remarks

! P.O. from

Naas

Incorporated on 1.1.1893
Also Pil. Selnau

Incorporated T

Incorporated in 19

1939
Added from 1957

Triemll 1975
1975
1978

Textil & Mode Centrum

The search for examples of the many types of cancellations used, as well
further information and dates, will occupy some time to come.

few
as telegraph •tc*,
There are 40.11 a
other .types of postmarks. such
.
which have not been mentioned, but we must not neglect to include slogan and MPO
cancels which publicise events relating to the city. Some are used annually with
v
adifferent design each year, as for SechstlAuteel marking the end of winter,

Z RICH
.
JL1 dr,-—
•

ft_i
rl '

Gcchatte

ZITRcrir,E.
I

Ctt,
A 'N

zt)Nrr

19(18

ZUFIF,CilNit();

lin1.1•Ovem•

ft

; 't

.' /

TAUTEN

(-;:t

r\-°

,r-11

it

r kt",
L.? ?

•
"

Ttc

-

•

voiwasoodeawwwwweiltete

while others are for exhibitions, festivals etc., and it is appropriate to close
with one - in anglish - for the Seventh International ,Meeting of Forensic Sciences
held in 1975, which brings. us right back to the beginning by featuring Enrich's
three Patron Saints.

Winkler, J.J.
Emmenegger, H.

Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie 1695-1850
Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplunger auf Schweizer Marken

Meller, A.

Die Ortsstempel der Zarcher Auseengemeinden his su ihrer

Christian, R.L.
Misr, A. .

1843-1907
Verschaelsung sit der Stadt
Swiss Railways and their Cancellations

Die Schweix•rischen Bahnpostatempel
.....a.waVVO4.1..0

received.

0.11110000

Any further information which members may care to add will be gratefully
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DID YOU KNOW?

A member wishes to dispose of the
followings

that the new 'out' booklet/ have an
identical make-up as before, but have
a
SWITZERLAND
.salmon„ pink cover with new design.
The
stamp paper is fibre-free. :There is a
122,11alLakeljdanerz - Postcards from 1870
stro
ng feeling amongst collector,: that
to date. 020 limas
£200
complete sheets should not be put on
sale,
Ambulant Coven Nos. 1-63 (almost comm
as there would be far too many cembin«.
.
plete, some duplicates)
ations available. The German PO41so dis
80 items
• 4
continued the sale of sheets for :booklet
s
when they introduced cut edges.
album, Over 800 pieces ...
... that the PTT Philatelic Bureau have
Slogan Gapepla in PTT album
assured me that it will be announde in
d
750 pieces
the PTA when the next middle-valUe . defi
...
4100
nAS128201, PO C yentas =only (Complete itive stamps are to be released On the
new fibre-free phosphorescent paper.
virtually impossible to complete
The
singly). 116 items (seise rare) 4100
SPr.1.- & 2.- having come out on
24th
Auguet 1978.
& e
1947-1976 (a
few earlier 640 items ...
... that for the 3-days before Christma
4250
s
21 - 23, an 'old' custom was revived,
(PEN Cat. 1976 .055)
(Would split these if required)
following years of prodding, in that the
suburb of Bern, Bethlehem once agai
Nailwae Cancel/ (covering period
n had
approx.
a special Christmas cancellation:
1936 - 1970)
In the
years 1956 to 1960 a special PO and
Over 900 items ...
Cl
can
cellationspre in use for the 2 weeks,
Also
' around Christmas. The custom was disc
onGERMANI - Over 860 stamps 1897
tinued when the village got its Own
4945.
PO,
1933-45 almost complete, mostly
Bern 27, in 1961. The new cancellation
unused Cat. price 1978 over
-(see Dec. RML) is a bit different from
4800
previous ones shown in the Pan catalogu
• *
4500
e,
with fixed date.
1N;T GEgMANK - nearly 1000 stamps
1945 to date (almost complete
•
that a new club hal been founded in
including miniature sheets)
1978 in Geneva, "The Great Britain
and
1978 Catalogue 4850
...
00
Commonwealth Philatelic Society (Sw
r.
pELVID (EIRE) - Over 400 stamps
land)", with a good number of Selatmoritse
s all
over the country. A circulation pac
(1922 to date - complete from
ket
haa started and a new issue
1929). 1978 Cat. Over 4300
service is
4200
planned, Articles are esquireef
or
If anyone is interested in these
their monthly 'News'.
collections or 'redid like further
detaile •
that the new slogan used in Bern for
will they please phone Mr. T.W. Prio
r on
the centenary of the Art Gallery has
Worthing 0903) 65014 or contact the
a
nice humorous touch in that the Beef
Secretary for full address.
less

bear is shown off his place in the town
arms looking at it

New publicity'

slogan from 1 Feb.,

replacing earlier
design.

itaTou KNOW

(Cont.)
Canton was allowed to retain
the original arms, but with indi
cati
"Ausserrhoden" ( 4* outer forest clea on of
ring)
which in Swiss-German is written
"Ussroden". But as Roman inscri
ptions
used a 'V for 'U', the result beca
me
'VR' and has been used ever since.
..... that Question No. 80 iss the
new
series of 4 portraits, the last for
the
time being, was designed by Hans Erni
,
to come out around his 70th birthday
.
Which other stamps has he designed
?

the new half

M. RUTMRFOORD

....... that lest September the PTT introduced a new R label for their packets
to

standing order customers. The printed

, invoice contains a field which shows thru
-

the window of the envelope, similar to a

previous type used years ago. In this
:

field is written '3000 Bern 1 Annahme', A

large red R, then the computer
printed

5 figure number.
; ....... that the answer

to Question No.

79
is that in 1597, when the Cant
on of Appen-

i sell split up with the Protesta
nt 'out
part leaving the 'inner' old Catholic er'
part,

VET IA
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Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

SUBSCRIPTIONS

NORTHERN GROUP;

Li

Time is flying .. if yours
has not been sent please do so
by return or reluctantly we aust
regard your membership as hating
lapsed-. .., and we don't want to lost

At the January meeting in Leeds
, members were entertained by Mr. Gilchrist
with a superb display of Swiss Internment
Mail.
Re began by pointing out that it was

WKW

t

r t CANCELS - as from 19th February:

8462 RHEINAU
1.521s
(current 521 then withdrawn)
4563 GEELAFINGEN
Arbeit
haoude 1.723
5010 WOHLEN (AG)

• ••

6014 LITTAU

•

6015 REUSSBEHL

• ••

••

1.724

••6

1.725

••

1.726

6•66•••••••••••••••••••=66

.

EXHIBITION

Held in the GlattZentrum near Wellisellen
frOm 23rd Jandary to
3rd February, when the
special cancellation
*how:ilia:a used.

zumsbein de
execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzerland, Europe and Overseas,

a subject on which little information had
been published, especially with regard to
World War I and how he was in fact working
with others on a check list of internment
camp cancellations. His display began
with the Second World War, at which time
many people from other countries were in
Switzerland. He described how mail was
carried free and displayed many examples
of covers and types of cancellations
from the various camps. He also displayed
a selection of covers from English P.O.Ws
with a variety of markings and various
postal stationery items.
From W.W.I he showed examples of

covers with many types of French and
German markings and pictures of several
of the camps. He concluded with a
selection of covers from the various Red
Cross organisations dealinp with prisoners-of-war and a large selection of
covers with Red Cross tracing labels.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Does your Collection need
the addition of some unusual items

mint and usecl.

zumthein +cie
greatest stock Switzerland and Eu opeg ll world's new issues
certificates
publication oi the ZUMJPEIN
catalogues EUROPE, and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTE0:;TEIN
Berner Briefwirken-Zeitung
with supplements for the urope
catalogue
philatelic aCcessories
albUms

to give it that extra interest or
put it into the award-winning class?
If so let me know what you
require.
Material sent on Approval to
Helvetia Members: or supplied
against Wants Lit.
STAMPS

zurrebein+-de
Hertsch & Cie
Proprietors:
Zeug4ausgasse 14,-CH73001 Bern
Address; POB 2565, CH-3001 Bern
Cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42-55-0
Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: . Vienna 1700,512.
Netherlands: 580 17 00
o0o

...

COVERS

POSTAL HISTORY'
TPOs

SOLDIER STAMPS

... VARIETIES

AIRMAILS
etc.

etc.

Write now to
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECA.MBE
Lanes LA4 6PN
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY
& TODAY
By EDGAR
BOMMELI, Grand Lancy
- Translated by H. STEINE
R
Permission for the translati
on and publication of
this article in
the 'Helvetia News Letter'
has been given, but it
may not be
reprinted without consultat
ion with the author.
Part I.
As the interest in Pos
tage Dues and 'T' cancellat
ions has been confined
to specialist collectors lit
tle has been written about
their
following notes will show how
The
Postage Due stamps came into uses to date.
cancellations replaced the
use and later how 'T'
m.
It will also be shown that
today, because of
use, the number of items wit
their
h insufficient postage is
small.
restricted to the uses of
This study is
Postage Dues of Switzerland
and Liechtenstein with some
comparisons with other cou
ntries.
We must first look back so
that we can familiarise
ourselves with the
old ways of collecting taxes.
Because the 'Porto' cancel
lations then played
important role we need to look
an
at their uses rather than the var
colour changes and varieties
iou
s
iss
ues
,
, as there is sufficient inf
ormation available on
these subjects.
Firstly we will show how tod
ay's practices came int
then deal with the roles played
by the 'T' and 'UNGUTIG . cancellat o being and
ions.
At this point I would like
'
to
rec
ord
my
tha
nks
to all those who have
contributed to the compilati
on of this Work.
First and foremost to the
Directorate of the PTT in
General
Bern; Herr Rosenberg of the
Postal Division (Local
Post); Herr Zumetein of the Librar
y & Documentation Section;
Herr Liniger of
the PTT Museum; the Postal
Directorates of Basel, Ohu
r, Geneva, Lucerne,
dt. Gallen, Schaffhausen and
ZUrich; in addition the Uni
versal Postal Union in
Bern and the Administration
of the Posts and -Telecommunication
s of the Netherlands
in The Hague.
I would also like to thank
Herren Betschinger and tieuho
Circle of Liechtenstein Col
ld of the
lectors, Reutlingen, who gav
e valuable information,
also the firm of Hasler, Ber
Special thanks finally go
n.
to Mr. Peter Hobbs,
Founex, whose help in the res
earch on the 'T' and 'UliGU
LTIC;' cancellations, as wel
as the photographic work,
l
was invaluable.

INTRODUCTION OF THE POSTAGE STA
MP5

Before the introduction of
postage stamps in Switzerla
ing countries, the recipient
nd and neighbourof a letter was respsnsible
for payin g the postage,
which was often a considera
ble embarrassment to poorer
recipients, who had to
pay the postage, often ver
y high, before they knew who
had written the letter.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau complained bitter
ly
abo
ut
the
cou
ntl
ess letters he received
from followers throughout
France and Europe on which
he had to pay the dues and
which ultimately ruined him
financially.
With the issue of the first postag
e stamps of Cantons Sdrich
in 1843 and Basle City in
and Geneva
1845 this changed slowly.
The prepayment of postage
was then considered as the
right and proper method as
many more letters were
written for one's own intere
st or pleasure than were of
use to the recipient.
We could not imagine a postal ser
vice without the medium of a pre
paid stamp

?a

•8
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these days.
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It ia, therefore, interestieg to report teat both atrich

and

Geneva were not especially successfal in the first few years.
A large percentage of the population did not like the new stamps, despite the fact that they

could buy complete sheets, often uelow tne value oe tne staapae A the previoas
procedure put the onus for payment on the , recipient it was now considered by many
to be impolite to prepay, waiie the recipient treated it az a elur on his capacity
to meet the postage.
It took quite some time before this view chaneed and the
Duriag the days of the Cantonal superviaion
practice became widely accepted.
of the Foetal Service and later after lath aepteweer, 184a wile!! the Swiss
Confederation took over, it was left te tele eender to poet nao letters either
with or without stamps.
In the latter case the caarge was simply collected free
the recipient.

The Federal Law of June 4th. 1849 states . clearly that only the

normal amount of postage eneuld be collected et, ae unstaaped letter, unlike
today when a surcharge is levied.

IaThaanCTe'N a i PUeeeaa D a e CaaaGaS
with the natural proaression of things it happened that, after the
introduction of postage stamps over the whele Swiee territory, an increase in
postal traffic &leo meant an increase in iesufficiently or unfranked postal iteme.
The Postal Administratioa issued a directive in aepteeter 1850 to tee effeci'teet
any under-paymerts on postal itexe aere t., C, be cellected from the recipient. 'At
tee same time a variety of hand canceilatioes, pen-stroke eanee1latiee6 and 'Tax

notice' cancellations were created wnich nelped tee forwarding poet office to
give notice of uader-payment and these i. ems ceuld then be dealt wite accordineay.
Theae nand cancellations were Lased
The district
between 1845 ana 1387.
afminietratieee were instructed to oetain taesa eaecellers according to teeir needs,
e
These cueceiers varied ceneiae ably in size
but preferably from Swiss sources.
and form, the values reflectine the most numeroue charges required in the iedivual
a) Hand cancellatieee for

Lost

payment. :

The scale of values ranaed frees 1 to 75 Happen, often a aeortened
post offices.
aound, followine the value,
form of the French 'centimes'- c., cc., or eet.
and in some cases the equivalent Germane RP. Tee ma.: . colours used for the
cancellations were black, red, brown, grey, blue and greet', with varieue saaaes.
An excellent illustration of these caacellatione is to be found in the
is

"Manual of Cancellataoes of Swiss Postage atamps 1843-1907" by F. X. Andres &
Hans Lamenegger, Group 17/A.
p

As can e seen by the purpose for wnich tney were created, these alina
canceller's were not meant for the cancel:Let-ion of postage atamps and are seldom
found, and then only on 'hayons' and 'atrubelis'.

Lial=a1E9

.
.
1211.111:

The Postai Ooeventeon between France and awitzerlana of 3( April, 165U created postal excnauge

offices in each country, 11 in France and 12 in .4witzerland.

Article 13 of the
figures, in black

agreement states: "The swiss postal exchanae offices will add
ink, to the address bide of all letters poeted witaout stamps destieed for
France, Algeria and the French post offices in ale Levant, the figuees repreeentinn, the amount the recipient has to pay."

These cancellers were applied by Feance to the Swiae post offices; the
In
stamps.
marks are found only on mail whica was sent abroad without postage
g
ures
were
used;
ste
different cancellers expreasieg_amourts in decimal fi
all 16
n aaeual of Cancellations" or ferteer details (Group 17/B).
the
c)

Notice_caacelsa

'Tax Notice' mark.

In addition to tne above types of cancels, letters

weieh were deficient in postage often also carried
These drew the aetention oa tee receiving' post office to

the under-payment and inatracted them to collect the duo frum the recipient and
Th,;se
also often indicated tee reason for the sncrtages (i.e. AFFh.

cancellers were in uee frem 1851 to 187a ie all parts 01 witzerland an have been
eples; Freece - 22 and Italian ).
found in all three languages (aerman - 7 ex'
As the local administratioe was responaible fer the purcease of these items it is

not stal=risinF tnat many different types of lettering were in circulation.
Most have the wording "au weeie fraridert", "Affranchissement insuffiJant' or
The "Manual oi Cancellations" again carries details of
'Boll° insufficiente".
teese types (Group 16).
The cancels varied in size and form, eometimee all letters or

(veatiaued

on

page. /9)
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2 4th ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO BE HELD AT DRURY ROU, WC2 on WEDN
ESDAY. 11th APRIL 1979. at 6.45
p.m.
R

is

4

The Competition, open to all members
resiient in Great Britain, is in two
sections:
A.

'BEL(ETIA' SILVER cyk.
Entries of not less than EIGHT and not
more than
TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage
stam
postage dueu, official items, miniature sheeps, charity, airmail, special,
ts, flown covers etc.
. Post History Competition for the
'MOORE TROPHY'.
Entries of NINE sheets
on any aspect of Swiss

Postal History,
Members may submit ptiL ENTRY IN EAUB SEC
TIM,
Entries sent by post (preferably covered
by postage including Compensatory
p
ee) shouid be in the

20

hands of the Competition Organiser,
Mrs. E. j. RAwNSLEY,
and sent to 3. Cranford Gardens, Vict
oria Drive, Bo gnor Regis, W. Sussex,
P021 2EL, not later than Monday, 9th
April.
Members attendinp the meeting

unould, of course, bring their entries
on the night.

3*

All entries will be covereo by insu
rance during the period from receipt
until
return to their owners,

4.

Due to difficulties in finding suit
able Adjudicators it nas been decided
that
on this occasion judging will be by
the method of popular vote of the
members
present, and will give members an opportu
nity to gain some experience of
judging,

Entries will be judged by a system of points
based on the general hea
a) Phil. knowledge & study
b) Importance & spec0 factors
c) Condition (incl. rarity)

20

arrangement

20

d) Presentation &

30
30

h22.4&-agiff.
a) Knowledge & study
b) Originality & importance
c) Condition (incl. rarity)

d) Presentation & arrangement

40
25
15
20

The 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awarded annually,
shall remain in the possession
of the winner for 11 months and then be
returned to the Competition Orga

7.
80

niser
named by the Committee and awarded to
the next winner.
If
the
same
pers
on
wine three successive Annual Competit
ions the Cup shall become his or her
property, and the Committee snail prov
ide a new Cup for the nett year.
The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held
by the winner for 11 months and
then
be returned to be competed for again.

Thematic entries - if received - will Pe judg
ed as oein p part of tne Cup

Competition.

POSTAGE DUES

T(7)Ccht
a.;breviations, cften written f)t.
two lines in upri g ht or italic
lettering.
Black was the most common
inx, but they are also found it; red
and ulue,

Un
fnr
st:on,/:
Values ,*
Lies i n

Marcn twc dtamp: .3 were issued
(1;1 ,4 disaster Aelief GrganioFr.(;.,-10
1
r.1.5C

Sceu,atie seismograp
nic curves
During th , yeRru 1361 circulars
multicolour
(printed papers) in 7,eneva, which were
Res
igne
r:
M.
klutw
arin
Geriian Feleral
sent with 4 5c. poutage ins!',ead of the
Republi
normal 10c., received a cancel readine
: Heliogravure oy deraclio
'Affranchissement modere l . The postae:
e
staIps of tut period, the 'Jtrupelisl,
A,,
would usually be stuck centrally 04 the
Spain
56 x 26 mm.
reverse of the letters, so that they
Issu
e:
1,50
0,00C of
were often torn when the letter was
eRcn value

opened.

(To be contin

FL cancel as shown.
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NEW 'CUT' BOOKLETS

The,new Fr.5..- booklet .recently :issued brings the first change in format
for 75 years.
3asica1ly the make-up is the same as 'before. both for counter
booklets
for vending machines, consiatine of 5 panes of atamps from the new
definitive series: one pane of ' 2 x 10c. with two dross-hatcned labels: two of
4 x 20c., and two of 4 x 40c. stamps.
The change is trat the booklets now have
cut edgei on three sides, tnus providing a number of variations, i.e. cut edges
top or bottom with vertical and centre perforations, or cut edges top or bottom
and right margin and perforated on other two siles.
The salmon-coloured cover
depicts two dancers and nms an advertisement or the back.

, !,

et -

20'
r
,37r,-.

'41,r
!At

•

O D 4.1,T I.,'

I

Our correspondent, Kr. Rutterfoord, states that from each sheet 20 booklets are obtainable, the 10 from the middle section, left and right of the interspace, having cross-hatched selvedges, while the outer 10 have plain selvedges.
For the time being complete sheets prepared
for booklet stamps have not been put on
sale, alledgedly "to pretect collectors'
If you have not received your
nocketal:;
copy of our 1(..79 list vet, drop

T TO ImAST4a1) * LEYT0;46TWE P.
P,4ATURDAIL_ItL_AFRILL
2.45 - 5 p.m.
So far 5 members , nave promised to
display aspects of Swiss Philately. 4e
suggest 30-40 sheets encn, to be reduced
. V necessary, if any other members wo,d1
p
like to come they w . e most we'icome.
The meet p will be in WA.,TEAD
nuCc.A, facing tne Green and one minute
from Wanstead Underground station by
Central Line train marked tia1;4Ai,LT or
;1 • w6URY PARK.
Turn left from the station with the
Green on one's ri g ht and it is the large
house on the corner.
By road the most direct w ay is via
Mile End,'Stratford (keep left at the
roadway, Levtonstone and Wanstead.
turning ripht at the 'George'.
We look forward to our visit and to
entertaining our hosts.

us a linu aoi' we sLail imrediately
r:s
nu our

rPTirACT PPIcs, - LIST OF

SVITZLPJP,Ar,

....1•411110.1001.

Iov, etber with lav of1ler currcnt
lists of specialist traterial for
otIector.
.t ee w

We uave excuflenl g Loci. s of most
: p& cis of :wiss pSilatety, all
of which is available Or approval
!or inspection at your home.

NEW SLOGANS/FLAGS FOR THE SWISS AL

F MACHINES

By M. RUTHERFOORD
in Berne, and now in Geneva, are ther
e Telefunken Automatic Letter
Facing (ALP) machines which incorpo
rate a cancelling device, mad
e by KlUssendorf,
• using their standar
d 28 mm„ diameter crowns.
(Th
e
mac
hine
in
Lau
sanne dose not
yet cancel mail as well.)
Both places have only one such mac
hine, but two
ordinary 'Flyers (22 mm 0) as
well.
In Berne it was found that the len
gth of the slo pan
to be reduced
frnm 37 to 35 mm and with only 3 mm
between flag and crown. Since 16.1
.78 the
2 'textless' flags No. 0.2.22 and
the PP 0.3.6 are now of the small
size (see'
Figs. 1 & 2).
Note that the PP flag No. 0.3.10,
which was only used on this
machine has now been withdraw n,
and
that only in Berne will such covers
coded,
'also be
Only

2.

On 29.5.78 the machine in Genela
was put into o peration, and f o
beginning the small sized 0.2.22 was
r m 0411
used (see Fi g . 3).
A
PP
flag
has
been seen.
not
yet
(No. 0.3.9 (1945) is still being use
d on the 'Flyer' machine). *
However, what is interesting is Vie
t in Geneva they have decided,
of the volume of mail being cancell
ed in the ALF unit, to make special sma because
publicity slogans.
ll-sized
At this point I must say that non
e of the circulating
publicity flags of Groups 1 or 2
can be fitted to any of the XlUssendo
rf machines
in use in Switzerland.
The first was 'FeAtes de Geneve' Na.
4.6.135; this appeared on 17th July
as scheduled, but on 24th it appear
ed in the small size too, until oot
h were
removed on 13th August.
See Figs. 4 & 5, showing lengths of
39 and 34 mm
respectively.

(Continued on

p. 22)

Page 22
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La collectors of postal
history know, in the early
days postage was paid by the
recipient, but there were
occasions when letters were
prepaid. Mr. Bulstrode
mentioned recently that he had
read somewhere, but cannot recall the source, that ,a mark
shown as
indicated prepayment.

ccerw-e.

In J.J. Winkler's book
on Postal History, on p.74, is
shown an "Extra Courier" cover
with such a mark, but altho

other marks are explained,
no reference is made to
this one.
I have two covers which
seem to come into this.cate,.
ory.
The first, dated.
6 Aug. 1757, is from Venice
to Marseille (but routed
via Geneva because of 'a
British blockade of the Mediterranean.)
The second, from Geneva
to Exeter, is dated 1 Aug.
1761, and altho the mark is of a
different shape the theory seems borne
out by the fact that it also has the mark
'too' -Tram) e paid.

We were very happy
to see so many of our
Helvetia Society

Can any postal historian confirm the

friends at 'STAMPEX'

meaning of this curious mark?

this year.
NEW SLOGANS/FLA

...

(Continued)
We hope you all found items

The first, and so far only slogan to
appear solely in the small size was 4,1.56
from 18t Oct. to 5th Nov. (See Fie. 6)

which you are pleased to add to
collection, and for those not fort-

The local publicity slogan NO. 3..70
has been used regularly in 1978, then on
let Dec. it appeared in the small size as
well: (See Pigs. 7 & 8 - 40 & 34 mm
respectively).

unate enough to be able to attend
we assure you that we still have
material worth seeing if you will

let us know your requirements.

In Germany the slogans used with the
ElOssendorf machines are approx. square,
28 x 28 mm; maybe this size will come to
Switzerland too.

H.L.KATCHER
THE ANATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

There is always something new happening, so please keep your eyes on Swiss
slogans,' and report anything strange you
may see. If you have any questions, then
bring these Up too.

'

P.O. Box 242 Highgate London N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
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NEW
K CANCELS
From 5th Marchs
6085 HASLIBERG GOLDERN - Sommer
u. Winter
K.727
6083
HOHFLUH -do- K.728
6086
REUTI
-do- K.729
6084
" WASSERWENDI -do- K.730
The above all have the dame des
ign
3431 OBERGOLDBACR - Gemeinde Lan
diswil
im Emmental
K.731
From 16th March:
7499 FELDIS (VELDEN) - Sulegl ruo
s a
beala vesta
K.732
Prom 19th March:
8501 WARm - Kartause Ittingen
K.733
9405 WIENACHT-TOBEL Klima und
Kneippkurort
X.734
From 26th March:
9621 OBERHELFEBSOHWIL - Xur und
Badeort
X.735
From 16th March to 31st December
a special commemorative pictorial can
cel
- without 'X'
No - will be used in
9548 MATZINGEN 1200 Jahre

Pe40 23

....

that there were 275 cancelling
sachines in use in Switzerland
on 31 Dec.
1978 including 11 & UN Gen
eva
(2
h).
O
f the se 152 are American 'Flier' eac
type
and 123 German Klassendorf. The
8
biggest P0a have 23 machines
between
thee, including the 2 ALP units
in Bern
and Geneva.
.... that.in 1977 and '78 onl
y one Flier
and one German machine were put
into
•rvice, showing the downturn
in businesb,
hen compared with the 40 machin
es put
into use on 5tb Dec. 1967,
33 of them
German table models, this day bei
ng a
record.

.... that the PTT has turner
in another
bumper profit for 1978, SFr.450m,
which
has calmed an immediate drop in
prices
for local and foreign tele
phone
the telephone has brought in mor calls, se
e money
than the post: How many postal
administrations count on slow delivery
of We
sail to push up telephone calls:
.... that in the Postal Museum
in Bern,
from February to 3rd June there
is a
unique exhibition of telegraph
his
tory,
IMPORTAN T,
especially about the 'Telegraph'
stamps.
These were a.complete flop,
LIT to WANSTEAD & LEYTONSTOMLEslia_
as it was
mi
much easier to pay for a tel
egram in
gAZIMAY-L-714-allki-24-5-5-94U
cash at the counter than to wor
k out the
SO far 5 members have promis
coat and put stamps on the form
ed to
before
display aspects of Swiss Philately - 30
- handing it in. Actually it's a wonder
40 sheets, to be reduced if necess
that they existed as long as the
ary.
y did,
If any othermembers would like
186
8 to 1886. At this tiAie it was
to go
perthey will be most -welcome.
aiited to use ordinary stamps
if
one
The meeting will be in WANSTEAD
wanted to, and this is still
possible toHOUSE, facing the Green, and one
day
: A special field for specialis
minute
ts.
from Wanstead Underground Statio
n by
tha
t in 1978 the number of standing
CENTRAL LINE train marked HAINAU
LT or
order customers of the PTTLPhila
NEWBURT PARK. Turn left from the
telic
Service increased again by 10%
station, with the Green. on one's right,
to
160,000. Deliveries are post-f
to the large corner house a few yards
ree if at
least 2 sets are ordered, and eve
along.
ryone
By road the most direct way is
gets a very nice New Year's card
via Mild End, Stratford (keep left at th
too.
Broadway), Leytonstone,-turning
.... that the Liechtenstein Ph
right at
ilatelic
Service has 95,000 customers,
the 'George' Wanstead.
and the
UN Geneva 25,000,
We look forward to our visit and
By the number of
to
printed stamps which have to be
entertaining our hosts.
troyed
0 the latter each year, they aredes
not
WAPTED: Postage rates from Switzerland!
doing as well as hoped. But the extrem
e
symbolism of all issues makes the
1. Rates from 1882 onwards for
ir
letters,
stamps uninteresting in the
printed matter etc. (Also inland
long run.
parcel poet). M.O. Lowe, , 53, Hookhills
... that the answer to Questi
on No.80
Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7LR.
is that Hams Erni of Reagen
t near Luzern,
had designed 8 Swiss stamps pre
2. . Foreign rates 1907-1933. Would
viously.
i.e
members check their covers and list
. 1949 Pro Aero, 10c. Water God in
1964, 20c. Pegasus in 196 snd the
placeseof origin & destination,
9,
dates of
.
5
portraits in 1972. All are
posting, value & type of stamps used and
outstanding
designs.
type of correspondence. G.E. Jones,
.... that Question No.81 is:
85, Westwood Rd, Sutton Goldfield,
Who are
the
foreigners who have taken up res
W,Midlands 373 61W.
idence
in Switzerland and are shown on
Swiss
Also a BULLE-BRUO AMBULANT TPO on
stamps?
cover: P. Stockton, 5, Poolhay
Clo
se,
M. RUTHERFOORD
Corse Lawn, Gloucester GL19 4NN
.

N. Grouo: Hon.Secretaryi MR. R.A. HOYLE
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax'
In Leeds on March 3rd Mr. Arthur

presented a display with the general
title of 'THEMATICS . , an extension, he
said, of his Chairman's'Display of four
years ago, the overall theme being railliays. He remarked on how well the
stamps of Switzerland lent themselves.
to this type of theme and how he had
developed his subject.during the last
few years in the form of a holiday
souvenir with railways as the connecting
link.
His display consisted of journeys
along many of the most famous railway
routes - Jungfraujoch, Gotthard, Simplon
Montreux-Oberland-Bernois and the PeruLetschbere-Simplon with stops at interesting points along the routes and
visits to the towns of Bern and Geneva.
The whole was most beautifully
written up and illustrated with stamps,
postmarks, covers, cards and photographs and was greatly admired by a
large attendance of members.
Other shorter displays were given
by Miss Solly on Zillis Church, and by
Dr. Ritehie who displayed pages from
his 'Peaks and Passes' collection.

zunsbein-i-cie
execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzerland, Europe and Overseas.,
mint and used.

greatest stock Switzerland and Europe
all world's new issues

certificates
publication of the ZUMSTEIN
. catalogues EUROPE and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the 'Europe
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albume

zurnsbein+de
Proprietors, Hertsch & Cie
Zeughausgasse 14, CH-3001 Bern
Address; POB-2585, CH-3001 Bern

Cash accounts; Bern 30-314
Sweden* Stockholm 42-55-6
Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria, Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands; 380 17 00

'STAMPEX'

1979

This was a most enjoyable event
and, as always, an occasion for meeting
In fact we were almost
old friends.
accused of holding a ' Helvetia' meeting
at the 'Amateur Collector' stand ... but
where else would we foregather? It was
good, too, to see our former Chairman,
Mr. E. C. Slate, up from Devon and in

fine form.
However, it must

said that our
present Chairman, Mr. Bulstrode, was
be

very disappointed at the lack of entries

for the H. L. Katcher Trophy - only four
in number and only 2 by members. As
none was considered good enough the
Trophy was withheld and it is hoped that
more interest will be shown next year.
Of those on display that by
Lt.-Col. J.C.R. Hewgill received a BronzeSilver Medal, the subject being
SWITZERLAND - WORLD WAR II INTERNAL MAIL'
phowing the methods adopted for dealing
with mail during the period 1933-1945.
Major C.J. LaBlonde was awarded a Diploma
for 'SWISS TRANSIT MARKS', illustrating
the development of transit & route marks
on mail to France 1790 - 1860. .
The other exhibits were 'FISCAL
STALPS OF FRIBOURG' (Bronze-Silver Medal)
and 'SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS' which received
only a Diploma despite the very imaginative and pleasing method of presentation.
Mr. Bulstrode's excellent entry on
'HELVETIA PROOFS & ESSAYS' (not entered
for the Trophy) was awarded a well-deserved
Silver Medal.

You cannot go wrong if you
collect Swiss stamps or Postal History,
there are so many facets to be followed
you will never tire of your collection.

Early covers help to understan4
the development of the postal service,

their postal markings tell the routes
by which they travelled.
The beautiful designs on stampsare a joy to look at.
The subjects of the designs

provide material for many side-lines.
Whatever aspect you mean to

follow I can help you with stamps of
all periods, all types of covers etc.'
Send your Wants Lists or ask for

material on Approval.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, . Torrieholme,
M ORECAMB E,
Lancs. LA4 6PN
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33rd YEAR

PRO PATRIA and EUROPA

The steeps to be issued on 23rd May,
1979, will be the last in the series
on 'SWISS CASTLES' which began in 1976. The
y represent historic castle* from
various parts of the country.
of the additional charge Will go tO the Tund
for "Momen t s Service to the People",
while the remaining
will be allocated to
other cameos.

90

24

'

Oron

Spier

Sagi (Canton Vaud) *
.

Repperswil

With its massive circular keep, high outer wall and
magnificent furnishings. Oren is one of the finest castles in
Canton
layout is not known, as the olde

Vaud. Its original
st surviving parts date back
to the 13th century. When the own
ers, the Lords of Oren, died out in the lAth
century, their estate passed

to
Counts of Greyer*, who could not afford to 'keep
it. After they had sold it, Oranthe
cha
nged hands several tines, arid aucceeeiwe
owners included the Savoy Lords of Mon
tmayeur-Oron.;' Iii-1457 Frans of Greyers
managed to buy back the castle and land
s, but the family lost them again in 1554.
when Count Michael of Greyers went bankrupt
. The property passed to the City of
Bern, which shared it with Pribourg and used
the castle as a bailiff's residence
until 1798. It is now managed by a private trus
t, and in open to the public.
moz (CantmEft701 There are only a few reliable
deta about the origin of
this castle on the left bank of Lakeils?bu
n. It was probebly
built by the Barons of Strittligen in the closing
yea
rs
of
the
12th
century and
became their main residence in the 13th century.
Pac
ed
with
eco
nom
ic difficulties
towards 1300, the barons had to sell their propertie
s
one
by
one
Spi
.
es
Castle was
bought by Johannes of Bubenberg, mayor of Bern, in
133
8.
In
the
han
ds
of this
influential patrician family, it served the City of
Ber
n
as
an
imp
orta
nt
base
in
the struggle with the aristocracy of the Oberland.
During the economic oriel" of
the late Middle Ages, the castle was
to the Diesbaohs, and in 1516 it peeped
to Ludwig of Erlach, in whose familysold
it
rem
d until 1875. Extensively rebuilt
and refurnished several times in the courseaine
of
its history, the castle retains some
of its medieval character only in the massive, subs
equently raised keep. Now a
State property, it is open to the public.
Its
and examples of the region e s hesdicrafts, are welr00114, furnished with Period Pieces
l worth 0044114.

EIMELitgamalusagaja

In the early Middle Avis the site was Part
of a manorial estate owned by a local ,noble
family. About the middle of the 12th cen
tury the Counts of Kontbeliard, waiting
to extend their territory eastwards, seised
the estate and later (ea 1200)
secured it with a massive stronghold of which
remains. Because of conflicting political only the imposinh circular keep
interests, the Bishop of Aisle took
cal:

aramm na 'arm
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Porrentruy in 1283 and burned it down, thus forcing the counts to surrender control
over the territory. Mismanagenent by a succession of spiritual lords having
ruined the Prince-bishopric, Porrentruy was pawned towards the end of the 14th
century, but bought back by Bishop Johann of Venningen in 1467. After the victory
of the Reformation in Basel. the bishops made Porrentrur their permanent residenoei
converting be medieval stronghold into t princely castle. Its heyday lasted until
the , Princebishopric disappeared in the French Revolution. To-day the historic
parts of the extensive castle are open to the public.

Jamul'. (Canton

St. Gallen)1 ' About 1200 the Lords of Rapperswil left their

ancestral home, Old Rapperswil Castle, and
established themselves on a rooky promontory on the right bank of Lake ZOrioh,
where they erected a massive stronghold and a small town. When the last of the
family died in 1283, the large estate was partitioned.. Rapperswil went to the
COM* of:FrobergeOlomberg and subsequently to Rudolf of Rapsbure4aufenburg
In
the 14th century the town developed and prospered in such a way as to become a
rival of neighbouring Zurich and even a refuge for the aristocracy expelled by the
letter in 1350. Upon this, the angered city-state of Mich seised the town and
castle and burned than down. Sold to Duke Albrecht of Austria in 1354 and
sOsequently rebuilt, Rapperswil was used by the Austrians as an important base JAL
their fight against Confederate expansion. However, when they lost their predominance over eastern Switzerland in 1450, Rapperswil fell to the Confederates
and was given the status of an allied territory. The castle, its interior much
changed by rebuilding and modernisation, has outwardly retained its medieval
. character. It houses a museum and is open to the public.

St aluees

20 + 10
70 + 30
80 + 40
Hp.
40 + 20
Oron
Potrentruy
Rapperswil
Spies
Dasigeers
Anne °tartle t Winterthur
-AIM 33.4 x 28 am. (30.4 x 25 mm.)
prinUado Nulticolour Rotogravure by Courvoisier
bow
Obits, luminescent, without fibres.
reasLcvlinders 2 sheets (11, & B) of 60 stamps each.

EUROPA

CEPT

On the same day 2 Europa stamps will

be issuod. The theme for this year is
'History of the Pit
Fr.0.40 Old Lotter-box at
14,13aLA
Spelentor, Basle
Maar

Fr.1.10 . High alpine Risley
Station, Jungfrauoch, (3704 la.)
Both in 3 colour,* blue,
brown & ochre
'Claus °barn, Bern
Max Killer, Bern
Rotary line-engraving by PTT
jrrOtinas
Stamp Printing Works, Bern
MAW 28 s 33.1 ma. 25 x ,0 mm.)
2 sheets 1 & 2) each
For, Cvlindert
of 50 stamps.

A TWELVE PAGE ISSUE .,.

NOS. 76 - 78 ...

HAS JUST BEEN

PUBLISHED. THIS POPULAR PUBLICATION COMES OUT EVERY TWELVE MtOTHS
AND LO-ONE WILL BE DISAPPOINTED IN
THE VARIED AND INTERESTING CONTENTS
OF' THIS EDIT'

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A CURRENT
SUBSCRIPTION SEND 60p FOR A COPY (01.80 AIRMAIL).

Specially designed covers, folders
and collection sheets will be available
for both issues. For the 'Castles' the
FD cancel will show coats-of-arms of 3,
with the 4th on the cover. The 'Europa'
-cancel lithe simple 'Ausgabetag'.

H.L.KATCHEI?
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242

. Highgate

LONDON 16 4L1
Tel. 01-348-0296

COMPETITION RESULTS
Despite the absence of entries by
post, due no doubt to anxiety as to
the fate of any parcels entrusted to
the Post Office during the present poet
al
strife, this year's Conpetition prov
ided a most interesting evening in which ever
yone participated.
As announced earlier, on this occasion
judging was by Popular Vote.
Members present were divided into four
teams, each judging one aspect and awarding
marks as laid down in the Rules. Exhi
biting menbers did not judge their
own
entries but received an average of the
points awarded by the other members
in his
(or her) team. Finally all the seta
of figures were added up to give the
totals
and arrive at the winners. The resu
lts were as followss
A. GEN
_DA - The HELVETpAILVER CUP
was awarded to MRS. E. J. BANNS= for an
entry on the 'FIRST ISSUE OF SITTING
HELVETIA PERF.' which included
•
shades, cancellations and items on cove
r.
Runnerl-tns.
Awarded-to
for a_stoist interesting entry of
a
' AIRMAIL COVERS'.

si,„l jmui

Other entries in this class were on
the 'Pro Acre Plights', 'Hotel
Posts' and 'Standing Helvetia'.
B. POSTAL AISTORI - the PIR
LUBOIL was also won by MRS. E. .1, RAWESLVY for
an
entry showing the 'DEVELOPMENT OF POST
MARKS IN THE 18th-19th CENTURY'
unner-ums
Awarded to MAJOR C. J. jo.BLONDE for a
most informative entry on
' GENEVA P.D. CANCELLATIONS'.
As last year there were more
and the other subjects covered were 'Pri entries in this Class than for the Cup
vate Railway TPOs', 'Ticino Ovals,
'Postal Labels, 'Airmails in the '20s .
and 'The First Swiss Airmails'.
Stock-books were awarded to the two
Runners-up.
The standard of the entries was very
high, perhaps following
Mr. Branston's excellent talk earlier
in the season, much greater attentio
n had
been paid to the preparation of entr
ies,
particularly to the presentation and
writing-up, thus adding greatly to
the
overall interest.
The remainder of the evening
was spent discussing other matters,
chiefly suggestions for next season's
programme and also some preliminary
ideas on the institution of an award
to
be created as a memorial to our Foun
der,
Mr. E. H. Spiro. Further deta
ils on
this project will be given in due
course.
NEW

now pANCELLTION
A pictorial slogan inscribed

• GRIZONS SUISSE / LENZERILEIDE-VALBELL
- Mohr /orison in den Porten' will be A

into use on 7th May.

put

JEW 'K' CANg40144TIONS
From 28th Aprils
6518 WALCHWIL - am Zu g
:oral's - K.736
From 15th May:
4138 PFEFFINGEN - im Birseck - K.73
7
NEW POST-OFFICE

from 22 April

8640 Kempraten - distribution
from

8640 Rapperswil (SC)

RAVEN II 1850
RAYON I
!

1851

RAYON III 1852

Large new selections of the above
are now available and are offered
in a 12-page illustrated price
list, sent free to interested
collectors.
Useful not only for specialists
(with classifications into types
and printing stones), but also
for the general collector who
would like to select a stamp from a
really wide range, including covers.

L.110 BARESCH
PHILATELIST
120 Church Street.
Brighton,E.Sussex, BN1 1WIT

A GENERALLY UNKNOWN BALLOON FLIGHT
By A. NEWALL
* somewhat original airmail was carried in 1924 to help the good cause
of the Geneva Red Cross. The Organizing Committee printed 1,000 numbered cards
t e
and sold h a_AIJULLJEwh Ljozether with a small balloon.
Prizes
were promised

CARTe POSTAL

Tell
20 Cts.

Semeuse
15 Cts.

Nom du Concurrent:

Croix-Rouge Geileyoise
Adresse:

11, rue Matsui

GENEVE
(suisso

No. 157
Rack seite :

for. the 3
which flew
the furthest
distance.
On Kay 22nd,
1924 the wind
was northerly
. and the
' Committee expected that
their missives
would land in
Prance. They
therefore
a
added
1
-- ' French

CRO1X-ROUGE GENEVO1SE
11, RUE MASSOT, GENEVE

return of the
card easier.

Pri le A la‘ personne qui trouve cette carte 4'avoir l'obli-

The low
winds did
indeed carry
some cards to

geance de la mean . a ht poste le plus vite poible en indignant c:-dessous ate le plus &exactitude pt4sible k lieu
ott le ballot: a ete tiouve.

f

1%

L

st amp

to the Swiss
to make the

LPrance, but

the high ones

tBkistifttext). Le 1, Clon a ite travve sur 1, lite ii 1 km. au large
de la Tour de Peitz pre..v Vevey par Gustave Grognus, &dater, La
Tour de Peitz, le 22 mat a o h. du soir,
,.....e.•

blew towards

inner Switzer*
land and
Germany.

• n••n••nn•••nn••••••••nnn

Moisture and rain dissolved
Every balloon had a Red Cross painted on it.
the paint and the 105 cards (out of 615 sold) which were returned, were stained red.
Two went as far as Munich, 18 reached Savoy, and so went the prizes.
The cards looked as the illustration shown above. The reverse had a text
asking for the card to be returned.
Have you got one? Have you seen one?

POSTAL AUCTION RESULTS
With much excellent material and reserves mostly near half catalogue

that sale.' were
hopes were high for a good turnover and it was somewhat disappointing

only just over 20, leaving many fine lots unsold.
Lot No./Prices realised were as follows:
9/5
6/7.50
5/10.25
2/A7.50
26/6
24/10
25/15
22/t15
31/5
36/25
33/12
30/C13
59/30.25
57/15
50/5.50
49/t7
72/33.25 83/5
70/57
67/410
107/20
101/10
97/L18.25 99/6

11/4.50
27/18

37/5
60/9.25
84/15

2Q/6
28/10
34/6
66/16
94/11
E. LIENHARD
wonfMNININIII

UNTIL WE RESUME OUR FULL PROGRAMME OP ACTIVITIES IN THE AUTDMNi WE

WISH EVERYONE VERY HAPPY HOLIDAYS ... AND GOOD STAMP BUNTING.
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PIC)Eg AGE: DUES YESTERDAY &

TODAY

By EDGAR BOMMELI, Grand Lancy - Translated by H. STEINER
Part II.

2,-ALMCIARIZIELIRSIAl21

Let us be honest. How much do we really know about Postag
e Due stamps?
We know that the first postage stamps of Switzerland appeared
in 1843; the introduction of Postage Due stamps in 1878 is only remembered by special
ist collectors.
Did you know, for instance, that the Dutch Indies already had
a Post Paid
slip in 1845, and issued Postage Due stamps in 1864, long before
the issue of
postage stamps in 1874? Or that Prance was the first
country to introduce Postage
Due stamps

in 18597

The following table t therefore, is of interest in that it
shows Switserland to be in tenth place in the 'league' as far as
the issue of Postage Duo stamps

is concerned:
1859
1862
1864
1864
1864
1870

Prance
Bavaria
Dutch Indies (1845 Post Paid slip)
Italy
Turkey
Holland

1870
1874
1874
1878
1879
1914

Belgium
Sweden
Peru
Switzerland
U.S.A.
Great Britain

Not only because of the increase in the Postal Service, but
also becauee
of the numerous changes in the postage rates, the
idea of special Postage Due stamps
formed slowly. The first designs were presented
from 1863 onwards, but it took,
another 15 years for such stamps to appear, when the Postal
Administration finally
decided to collect the dues from the recipients.

IA 1877 the State finances were deep in the red and there was a call
for
intensive collection of taxes in general; the Postal Admini
stration was also
called upon to look into their organisation with a view to increa
sing their income.
A Complete upward revision of the postal rates was decided agains
t, but the control
over the levelling and collecting of prasent charges was questio
ned. The State
Accounting & Auditing Commission ruled that there was at presen
t no control over
the revenue from unfranked letters at local level, and that
the inclusion of these
amounts in the local accounts was too complicated. At the same time
they recOnmend•d the franking of all parcels with various cancellers, 'clear
ance' slips instead
of stamps, and so on.

a more

In the spring of 1878 the Postal Administration finalised the
issue of
so-called 'Porto' or Postage Due stamps on the model of the Italian
system. The
Bernese painter, Welch, was entrusted with the design work,
with instructions to
produce something simple and practical. The Postal Authorities
decided on 6
values; 1, 2, 5, 10, 50 and 100 centimes. The design of the steppe
was to be
funCtional rather than aesthetic, while the onus was put on
legibility of the tax
value. This figure was surrounded by 22 stars in a double
circle, representing
the Cantons. The lc. value also had a central star with
80 rays. The engraver
was Jean Darussel of Bern, the printers the firm of Stimpfli
et Cie, Bern, the
perforation and gumming were carried out by the Director of the Mint,
A. Escher,
and the paper was produced by Worblaufen. .(Zuietein No. 1).
The first Postage Due stamps were introduced on let July, 1878. Prom that
date onwards all receiving post offices indicated the missing
amounts with thole
'stamps and cancelled them with a date stamp, such stamps had to be
added before
delivery of the postal item and at the same time the missing
amount was entered in
red ink as a tax notice. The postman then collected the amount
from the recipient.
An additional value was produced on 9th September, 1878, a 3c. stamp, but
this did not come into use until 31st January, 1880.
It must be remembered that, until the summer of 1891, the highest
value
postage stamp was the 1 Fr. 'Sitting Helvetia'. On 16th December,
1878, a decision
of the Postal Authorities made the use of Postage Due stamps
up to 500c. legal for
the franking of postal packages and larger items. This eased the
method of
franking and prevented the use of entire sheets of lower value
items. However,
only the post office was allowed to stick these postage due
stamps on the parcels.
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In the spring of 1884 the use of the 500c. value for this purpose was temporarily
suspended but reintroduced again on 10th December, 1884. After 15th July, 1893,
the use of these stamps for that purpose was finally discontinued.
Some interesting postal items with bisected postage due stamps are in
existence, but are rare. They are official because they were produced by the
poet offices.
The first bi-colour issue appeared on 20th January, 1883. Instead of
blue, green was used, for the frame and red for the value. The lc. value no
longer had the central star background. (Z. No. 15).
Swiss post offices abroad also used postage due stamps for the franking
items. Some of these offices and agents became very important.
post
of parcel
Having been opened in the second half of the last century, many of them were
closed before the end of the century. Moat of them were situated in neighbouring
Italy to the south, at the end of postal routes; also in Prance at the foot of
the Jura mountains, on the side of Lac Leman, or even on the Jura mountains and
passes. Some agencies which were opened in the Austrian Tyrol and Venetieionly
dealt with travellers on the postal routes.
From 16th December, 1876, it was decreed that newspaper supplements,
which were subject to a Printed Paper Tax, should have the total amount due covered by stamps on a sample of the supplement. Until higher value stamps were
available in the summer of 1891, postage due stamps were used for that purposes
Until the end of 1910 all kinds of Printed Matter which served as
Wetness and advertising material could be sent at the cheap rate afforded to
newspapers and periodicals. After let January, 1911, this was no longer allowed
and business matter, such as quotations and price-lists, were taxed as ordinary
printed matter. Such postal items, as well as others, could be franked with the
total amount due as long as more than 200 items were posted at any one time.
Where the items did not carry a date from the sender, the stamps were cancelled.
.
vitb the 'P P date stamp.
•
During the 1880s the 'blind' cancellations appeared, consisting of two
or three rings, called 'annulling cancellers'. They were made of wood and some
still exist. They were also used to cancel postage due stamps instead of
(A & E, Group 2, No. 13).
date stAmps.
The continued assumption that these ring cancellations were used by
the Customs is incorrect. They were mainly used for the cancellation of badly
cancelled or uncancelled mail, both at home and abroad, as well as the cancelling
1948
of bulky letters, to which the posting date was often added by hand. After
metal
of
made
were
which
theee ring cancels were replaced by wavy line cancels
and lasted much longer. The postage due stamps with ring cancels, especially
the higher values, are also often found on legal documents, where they represent
the fees charged.
The calculation of the missing amounts on letters from abroad at the
exchange offices was often difficult. In the first instance the missing amount
was doubled and rounded up to the nearest 50. In 1887 an order was circulated
only to round up to the nearest whole centime. After 1st December, 1891, on all
internal mail, only the missing amount was collected.
- A 'Standing Helvetia' 3 Pr. value was issued on 1st March, 1891. After
y
15th Jul , 1 093, it was decreed that postage due stamps would no longer be accepted to cover postage. The 500c. postage due stamp lost its usefulness and was
first withdrawn from the smaller post offices at the end of 1893 and finally from
the remaining offices on 1st May, 1905.
A colourful variety of 'Porto' stamps can often be found on old taxed
letters. An official order No. 37/1897, which dealt with the abolition of the
2o. and 3c. postage due stamps, instructed all postal establishments to use lc.
stamps to represent values up to 10o.
(To be continued)
CLOSING EVENTS OF THE SEASpN

NORTHERN ORM: Saturday, 28th April ... T.P.A. CONVENTION
LONDON GROUP:

Wednesday, 9th May

... GENEVA POT-POURRI •-•
Major C.' J% LaBlonde
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IV NatAnaA Junior
2111AI21/2.1.AhLk=
Akan 'MAMA 7,2!.
To

that as their contribution to the
1979 "Tear of the child", the FIT have

equipped 12 mobile exhibition vans which
will travel around different school play
grounds from 30 April to 29 Sept. The
first 'PTT-Mobil' as they are called, was
shown on TV one evening in late March,

be held from 20,22
April in Baden. A mobile PO will be in
attendance and will
use the cancellation
shown.
2. 630 Swiss Trade Fair, to be held
in Basle from 21 April to 1 May.
The winged helmet cancel will be used.

3. ki_
tnsi
s_ls,LSA

Liwatjakaez...

Mulhouse Airport, to
be inaugurated on 28th
April. The special
cancel shown will be
used.

//i \\
- ..
29.4. 79

/

4. 8th World Meteor°,
legical Ocnaress will be h e ld in
Genev

a from 30 April to 26 May.
32nd Assemlgy efirRO to be held in
Geneva from 7 - 25 May.

5.

6, atergabilateljsaaz
laz will be held in
Chu* on 28th April The
event will be marked
by the use of the
special cancellation
shown.

7.

Festival to mark the 309 veer,
will be held this
year and a special pictorial cancel but without a 'K' number - will be used
from 3 May - 31st December 1979.
A

pf LO Dm

U.N. IN GENEVA,
On 4th May two stamps will be
issued in Geneva to mark "The Tear of
the Child'.

Vg:411,L,
Designer:

Printing:
UAW
Issue:

Fr.0.80 ) Group of children
Fr.1.10 ) - Multicolour
A. Chaser, Israel
Heliogravure by Heraclio
Fournier S.A., Spain
36 x 26 mm.
Fr.000 - 2,300,000
Fr.1.10 - 2,100,000

The use of the stamps will be valid
only on mail posted from the U.N, but
will be available, together with a
special commemorative cover, from the
U.N. Philatelic Service in Geneva.
The special cancellation shows a child.
-----o0o-----

outside the Swiss Parliament building in
Bern, with the PT?<cc - MOk
responsible

Federal
Counc
illor
Ritsc
hard in
30.-4.79-9
attendance to a class
of children - no doubt
a dry run to discover
What they broke tiro:
........ that not only can
they practice cancelling letters (see the
Romanach example above of the 4 different
cancels to be used), but also use pushbutton phones, send telexes, use tole
ision cassettes etc. Only for organised
school classes.
.... that another flood of 'Spring'
auctions is upon us. Where all this
material comes from, and who has the cash
to pay the millions asked, is a bit of
a mystery.
.... that in 1978 the PT? delivered
756m stamps to post offices and collectore, of which 544m were printed in their
orks and only 2120 by Courvoisier.
1977 606a and 1552 respectively.
.... that Zumstein discovered a neat
error in a press release from Monaco in
a 6 stamp series celebrating the centenial of their opera house. The 70c. value
carries the name of the Swiss compose*
thur Honegger, but spelt Honneger.
Zumstein complained immediately and we
will see what comes next.
.... that 'Lemanex' had a loss of
SFr.1.2m, but the profit from the bloc*
sales VW just over 8Fr.3m, so that the
net benefit to the "Fund for Furthering
Philately' was SFr.1.8m. However, the
low interest rates now being paid in
Switzerland, about 4, has reduced the
'income' to the fund for various Projects.
that in 1983 there will be a major
International Thematic Exhibition in
Basel, the "Tombs].".
.... that the answer to Question No.81,
as far as I can discover, is 2 men: Rousseau (PP 1962 Z108) & Einstein
(1972 -

Z514).

....... that Question No.82 ist Without
looking up the catalogue, can you say
when a Swiss stamp appeared shoeing the
above Swiss composer?
M. RUTHERFOORD

BPE 1 9 7 9
The Prospectos for this event, which
will be held from 14th-17th NOVEMBER 1979
bee just been published, and anyone who
wiehes to exhibit should send for their
copy now to: The Secretary, The British
Philatelic Exhibition Ltd., Room 26,
No. 1, Whitehall Place, London SW1A

SALE

FOR

l lia on cards or
43 items
1937-1977,
covers; complete
value
Catalogue
(281non special cards).
SPr.920.
1978)
of covers (Tanner Cat.
Special cancels catalogued at SFr.360
(as per PEN cat.)

2SALSZ_ZEJ2aki

1=40 £100 or nearest offer
As announced in the Philatelic Press
ASCEP (Association Suisse de Collectrecently the Seymour Hall is no longer
ioneure d'Empreintes Postal's) available and the Exhibition will be held
Journals for Postmark Collectors, for
at the WEMBLET CONFERENCE CENTRE.
years 1977 (12), 1976 (13), 1975 (15)
This will allow more space both for
1974 (9) - the last from No.1, Apr.
dealers.
and
parking
Ample
exhibits
1974). Total 47 journals. Would cost
is
there
and
about 4 years' subscriptions to get space will also be available
Marylebone.
from
a fast train service
approx. SFr.64, saw £20.

=ago £5 the lot or nearest offer
ull de tails of the Rules are given
and such other relevant information,
Apply to: I. TILLEN t Plat 1,
including maps. In view of the increas37, Sherbourne Road, Acocks Green,
ing popularity of Thematic collecting,
Birmingham 327 6DU.
Mr. A. J. Branston - who gave us such an
interesting talk earlier this year - has
WANTEp
provided an invaluable leaflet entitled
'Hints for Thematic Exhibitors1
KR. A.H.T. CLAYTON, Flat 2,
62, Kingsdown Parade, Cotham, Bristol 6
Entry forms are required to be in
21st
seeks example of special handstamp used
by 17th August and exhibits by
long.
too
on 1.8.78 at Pontresina to mark 75 years
September, no do not wait
of the ALBULABABN.
An exceptionally fine Miniature
Either for purchase or can arrange
Sheet will be available - the 1929 PUO
g
exchange.
an
l stamp reprinted from the original die.
F

Do you get the best out of
your collection?
execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzerland, Europe and Overseas,
mint and used.

Do you share the joys of the
genuine collector by learning more
By

:2turilisbeirl+cito

about the stamps themselves?

greatest stock Switzerland and Europe
all World's new issues
certificates
publication of the ZUKSTEIN
catalogues EUROPE and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTUSTEIN
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the Europe
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albums

added interest? By continuing to

zumsbein+de
Proprietors: Bertsch & Cie
Zeughausgasse 14, CH-3001 Bern
Address: PO 2585, CH-3001 Bern
Cash accounts' Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42-55-6
Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

hunting for elusive items to provide

improve the quality by securing
first-class material and unusual
pieces?
To do this help is needed and
I offer my services to supply such
material, filling any remaining
blank spaces before it is too

or by supplying approval books from
which to make your selection.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholms,

MORECAMBE
Lanes LA4 6P1

- - o0o--

late,

ILAPr
Founder : S. N. PIRO

Iti;

LETTER
Hon. Treasurer:
Mr L.E.STILES
35 St John's Road
Waltharnstow
London E.17 4.IH
Tei, 01 527 6670
No.

: le MOORE, ;twee r.P.P.1.14.
Hon. Secretary & E di
fon.Exchange Pkt. Sec
Mrs E.J.Rawnsiey,
3 Cranford Garden
Victoria Dr,
Bognor Regis Sistrear.
P021 2EL

41r.C.Rauch,
e
' Rd
Cheimsfc Essex
353 Bad

Tel 0245 ..,4149
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STAMPS FROM AUTOMATIC MACHINES
By C. J. Lalonde
The purpose of this note is to summarise the
current status of the
stamps from automatic machines which have cause
d so such turmoil on the Swiss
philatelic scene over the past three years. There
are now three types of such
stamps, the first two of which have already
been included in the Zumstsin
catalogue. This fact is important because
in 1976, when the first ones were
issued, there was much discussion as to wheth
er they were really stamps.

1.

2.

3.

The experiment began on 9 August 1976 when four automatic stamp mach
imee
were put into opera
on a trial basis. Stampe from the maehines were identie
tied as follows; Al =rich, £2 Bern, £3 Grinds/weld and £4 Geae
va. Thu rhela-.
telic importance of these stamps was ignored by the
Swiss PTT but some :etest Day
covers were prepared by private at p deecee. While debate as
to Veeeeer or
not they were real stamps raged the PDCs wees sold
out.
the
BY
were added to the Zumstein catalogue the PDCs were quite rare. tii-,e; the stamps
Because the test was a complete success the PTT decided to order
and
instal more of the machines; philatelists moaned
as
they
pictu
eee
etam
ps
numbered from Al to £500 or higher. But the FT? resolved the ereel
em by removing
the numbers from the stamps. Thus, on 26 June 1978, as the
oree
-1
stamp
machines were replaced by four new ones, it no longer made any
deffe
rence
from
which machine a stamp came. As with the first stamp, the PIT ieeered
the
leave
day of stamp number two; a few dealers again made some FDCs.
By
Marc
h
1979
there were 37 of the new machines in operation, all of which produ
ced the same
type of stamps.
The next change, just when things seemed to be running smoothly,
came on
13 March 1979, and caught everyone by surprise. On
that
date
the
stam
ps
from
the machine at 8023 Ztrich Hauptbahnhof were changed in that
all the lettering was
made smaller and stamp 3 was born. There were no
PDC
s
prep
ared
dealers are searching for early uses of the new stamp and cover for this issue;
23 March 1979, cancelled at Zarich 23, are being sold for SPr.6s postmarked
the new design with smaller letters has been put into use in all . As it turns out,
existing machines
and it seems that all future machines will use this design.
Catalogue values for these
s have little meaning since developments
have been moving so fast. Therefore, issue
the
follo
table shows up to the minute
AWAAA, values for the stamps. All the data in wing
the
table
is in Swiss Francs and
ii given for staeee with a face value
of 40 centimes.
(Cont. overleaf)
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STOPS FROM AUTOMATIC C

(Continued)

9 August 1976. 4 Mac4ipet wktpLN

2.

Al Zurich
A2 Bern
A3 Grindeiwald
A4 Geneva
4 June 1978. Letra priat
37 Machines

1E47 VENETA

/Ltd

ati

122-

1.30
1.30
2.30
1.80

1.30
1.30
2.30
1.80

20.00
20.00
40.00
25.00

0.80
0.80

0.80

13.50
N/A

0.90

Brilliantly fresh attractive copy on neat
clean Cover.
(Cat. t 1300.00)

•

t

425.00

1847 GENEVA EAGLEz Dark green, superb fresh copy. Perfectly
cancelled with red Geneva Rosette on full
clean Cover (t-ith contents). Certificateaby Reuterskiad
4 •
(Cat. t 2100.00)
• ••
and Hertsch.

• 1400.00

1851 NaUCHATEL: Brilliant deep black shade. Three extremely
wide margins with part of adjoining stamp

below, lightly cancelled, on small piece (lifted for
1075.00
4
(Cat. t 2150.00+)
examination); Moser-Raz Certificate.
THREE SFACE PILLEESs Cut close an or with faults, but all clean copies.
•
t 25.00
1845 GENEVA SMALL EAGLE unused.
444
(Cat. t 1150.00)
•
t 80.00
1847 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE used.
(Cat. 725.00)
•
t, 100.00
aa•
1851 NEUCHATEL (Cat. 2150.00
SRIAL
NG SELECTIONS OF
LA R
0UT8T
The above are offered subject unsold.

?R JI

H.L. MTCHEli

DR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

IAY
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IiEsLET Ipars LETTER
POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY & TODAY

By EDGAR BCMMELI, Grand Laney - Translated by H.
STEINER
TAB _POSTAgE DUE. POST PAYMENT OR TA STAM,S
(Cont.)

Part III.

Right from the start of the issues of postage due stamp
s it was stipulated
that these stamps should be valueless in the hands of
the general public and they
should only be used for internal purposes, thus retai
ning control of their use in
the hands of the Postal Authorities. They were
not to be sold over the counter,
neither were they to be exchanged against postage
stamps or even exchanged between
different post offices. Large fines were threatened
for anyone disregarding this
Order. It was not realised that such an order
would act as a spur to collectors
(who, so far, had almost disregarded these stamps) even
at the threat of being fined
themselves. Soon the postage dues were regar
ded as an interesting subject with a
great future, especially because of the large varie
ty of papers, printing and
colours of the stamp background and the values. (The
frame and the value
represented two separate printing processes.) Certa
in values and issues reached
comparatively high prices even then and are today
much sought after.

With permission granted to use the 500c. value for higher posta
ges, as
well as Order No, 218 of 1891, all poet offices were
again reminded of the rule that
the public could not obtain postage due stamp
s unles
were cancelled.
Application for the purchase of these stamps was to sbethey
direc
ted to the General
Postal Authority.

Stamp collectors, therefore,
ved a break-through in the
principle that these stamps should not be sold achie
to
the
public. The cancelling of
the stamps was done with a 'SPECIMEN' canceller
which originally served to overprint sample stamps and trials.
At the special request of the purchaser they
could be cancelled with a date canceller but the choic
e of canceller was left to the
Authoritiee. They were sold
at face value with

the exception of bulk orders,
which were charged at a standard price of 50 Fr. per
1000 stamps for values over
5c. of any one set.
For 30 years the 'Numeral' issue remai

ned in print. After
from plain to two-colour, many new printings with
significant chan

the change

ges of shades

appeared, The mixed franking of blue and green
/red postage dues found in that
period gave the mail a certain character.
In 1909 Charles L'Eplattenier, a drawing teacher from
La Chaux-de-Fond,
the designer of the 'Helvetia with Sword', witho
ut having had a special brief,
s
Pre ented an original design for new postage due stamps. This found
favour with
tbs General Director of Posts. The design revol
ved around a picture of the
Jungfrau massif, with escutcheon, a wreath of alpin
e roses and the value shield.
This choice was typical of design at the time but was
not very
received later.
T
he engraving was entrusted to Anton Geel of Sargans, the blockwell
s
were
made by
Henzi, Bern, printing and finishingivaa by the Federal Mint. This
secon
d series of
postage dues was finally issued on let September, 1910,
the values being 1, 3, 5,
10, 15, 20, 251 30 and 50c.
(Z. NOS. 29-37). The increase in postal rates
which came into force on let February, 1915, made the
3c. value obsolete. All
stocks of this stamp were overprinted and converted
into 5c. stamps, a commonly
used value; after 1916 they were all used up (Z. No.
38).

Further changes in postage rates in 1924 made it necessary to reduce
considerable surplus stocks of 1, 3 and 50e. stamps. They
were overprinted with
10, 10 and 20c. respectively (Z. Nos. 39-41). These overp
rints were produced
right up to the time when the stocks ran out and were calle
d 'Remainder' issues.
The competition among seven artists in 1924, which resulted in
the choice
of the shield issue of the postage stamps also broug
ht about the design of new
postage due stamps. The design shows two well-built youngsters who
between them
carry the shield showing the value. For the first time
the stamps also carry the
name of the country. The designer was the graphic
t and painter, L. Salsaann
of Geneva. The plates were again made by Henzi ofartis
Bern
and the printers were the
Mint. Six values were issued at first and after
1926
two further values were
added. The whole series of 8 values: 5, 10,
15, 20, 251 30, 40 and 50e. were
.
prirted on pa:- 17
with blue and red fibres. From 1934 on, four lower
values were
issued on rf.
1 paper; 5, 10, 20 and 25c. These
stamps received less adverse
,
critJ ism than their predecessors and the designer had
the

following compliment
paid hies "This design is of a happy simplicity and replaces
the present issue to
advan
tage." (Z. Nos.. 42-49).
In 1937 four values, which were overstocked, were
overprinted to give values in greater demand. The overp
rints were 5 on 10,
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overprinted to give values in greater demand. The overprints were 5 on 10, 10 on
30, 20 on 50 and 40 on 50c. These values were in use until 31st December, 1942
(Z. Nos. 50-53).
After the purchase of their own recess printing machines the printing
works of the PTT in Bern were able to produce their own stamps. On the basis of
some designs by Werner Weiskanig of St. Gallen, the new postage dues were issued
on 1st February, 1938. Gottfried Matter of ZUrich, was the engraveru
In
contrast to the two previous issues a plain numeral was again preferred, as well
as a single colour. Eight values from 5 to 50c. were printed on smooth and ribbed
paper without fibres. This last issue was in use until the end of 1954 (Z, Nos.
54-61),
Express letters were previously delivered by telegraph messengers. In
the cake Of an insufficiently franked letter the amount was collected through the
use of postage due stamps. We can, therefore find some postage dues with
telegraph cancellations (A & E, Group 152).
The Table below gives a complete picture of the postage due stamps of
Switzerland:
114131tE

4n 110/4,
1-14

A2111
Large figure of
value in frame

Colour,
blue (shades)

111.1Rti,
1. 7.1878

Validity

Until used up

15-28

-do-

green/red
(shades)

1883

29-37

Mountain roses,
Jungfrau massif

blue-green/
vermilion

1. 9.1910

To end of 1942

30

-dowith value o/pt

blue-green/
verm./black

1916

Until used up

39-41

-do-

-do-

1924

42-49

Children, value
shield & country

greenish-olive/
vermilion

1924

To 31.12.1942

50-53

-dC10.•
+ value 0/print

greenish-olive/
verm./black

1937

To 31.12.1942

54-61

Cross, value
figure & country

red

;12.1938

To 31.12.1956

To 1910

-do-

Ta ABOLITION OF POSTAGE DUE STANPS
Towards the end of 1953 stocks of the latest issue of postage due stamps
began to dwindle and the question was asked by the PTT, whether they could justify
the abolition of these stamps altogether for the sake of simplification.
To that end, the Adminietration issued orders in December 1953 that all
receiving offices should, from let January, 1954, affix ordinary postage stamps
for the collection of dues on all inland mail and cancel them with the date
canceller of the receiving post office. To be able to judge the feasibility of
this measure it would be initially in force until the end of 1954.
By May 1955 no conclusion had been reached and a decision to finally
introduce the new regulations was deferred. It was found that the cancellations
could cause difficulties. The recipient would think that the aAitional postage
stamps for which he was asked to pay were part of the original franking of the
letter, despite the fact that they bore the cancel of the forwarding post office.
To overcome these'difficulties some post offices, entirely on their own initiative,
started the use of 'T' cancellations on the additional postage stamps. Thee 'T'
cancellers were originally only issued to post offices which handled a large amount
of foreign mail and were used on insufficiently or non-franked items from abroad.
Orders now Went out to these offices that, from let Juno 1955, for a trial period,
these cancellations should be used officially for postage due purposes. For
easier recognition the postage stamps used for this purpose should be affixed to
the postal item either bottom left or bottom right from the name and address. Post
offices without 'T' cancellers had to use ordinary date cancellers for a further
period.
(To be continued)
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Utilisez La poste aerienne!
Mayen d'expedition le plus rapid* pour tous

lea continents!

Taxes moderees!

u tpost
Par avian

Un tranSpOrt rapid* et bon
MarChe pe r met de (utter efficacement Contre la concurrence,

L

Pour

8

Per via aerea

tOUS renSelgrie ntS Stir la poste g
itMenne,
gUithets poStaUX.

gl

adreSSer aUX

Luftpostauschlagstaxen.
Ausser den ordentilchen Taxen warden folgende Zuschl
age erhobsn:

-

By N. Rutherfoord

Beniitzen Sie die Luftpost!

Schnellste Postbeforderung nach alien Wilttailen
Massimo Mahn:0
Schnelle und billige Beforderung at ein wirksames Mittel
i m Wirtschaftswettbewerb.
Nlhere Auskunft in Luftpostangelegenheite
n am Postschalter er.
hiltlIch.
Ne S.,12M. 37. 45(700). Forms agx pg.

Surtaxes de la poste airienne.

1. Schwa1st Kleinsendungen, bit 250 g ............

........................................... 10
Rp.
250-1000
20 Rp.
2. Europa: Briefe, Wertbriefe, Postkarten, Postan
weisungen und Elnzugsauftr5ge. fur /e 20 j ..................
.......................................... 10 Rp,
Wertschafhteln, Drucksachen (einschi. Elindenschrlf
ten), Warenmuster, Pickthen and Geschifopapiere.
far Jo 50 g ............................ 10 Rp.
Seconders Versitherungsgebahr fur Wertbr
iefe and Wertschachtein (our
lassie nach GrossbrItannien),
3. Aussereuropkische Linder, Auskunft
erhlitlich bin

Page 37

alien Posotellen.

lb oat porta, on plus des taxes ordinairei, les
surtaxes sulvantea:
1. Suisse: Petits envois. lustful 250 s ...........
....................................... ...... 10 C.
250--10

00 g ...............................................................
W
2. Europe: lowers, lettres aVeC Valeur dectart
e, cartes postale', manda

te
ds poste et recouvrements, par 20 g ...........................
............... ..... 10 c.
boites avec valour declare', Imprimes (y comprls
lee impressions en
relief pour aveugles), echantillons, petits piquet'
it molars d'affid

reti
par 50 g ..................................................................
.......................... ...... 10 c.
Orolt special d'assurance 'pour bus lettres in les

boltes avec valour declares (admites seulement a destination de Is Grande-Bretagne).
3. Pars extre-europtenas les offices de poste
donnen

t tout renseignements.

In the November 1978 issue of the ARFS
"TELL" monthly, Felix Ganz
nnounced the discovery of a previously
unrecorded PJ booklet of 1942.
The booklet described here cannot com
pare with his fantastic find as
this one is recorded in the Swiss
"Luftpost Katalog", however I have neve
r seen
'
one before. The example I could buy
for Fr.5.- unfortunately was without
the
original 10 labels. The strip of 10 lab
els had the printing details in the
middle as followst
No 532 - 111,37. 150,000x10
Format D 9/2 (17 x 48)

The colour is pale yellow with dark
blue printing, with the pages stapled
in the
middle. German text at the front,
French at the back, giving most inte
resting
details of airmail rates, as well as of an "Ortsbu
ch", probably the forerunner
of the annual booklets. See illu
strations, with page Nos. noted bott
om left.

CONNAISSEZ-VOUS?
I. Dictionnalre des localites
la Carte des postes et des
de la Suisse, 1928
telegraphes suisses, 1934
contenant environ as,00t horns de Iotacomprenant 4 NOM: en 7 COldeUra,
Wes de la Suisse at du Liechtenstein,
Pecheli
avec Indication de Is commune, du can- autres eletde 1 :250.000, et indiquant entre
voles de communicatio at
ton, do raltitudo. de Nike postal de
tout let offices de poste et de Weer-ans
/she.
distribution, de Ponies de distribu
tion
Cette
}olio
carte cote: non montte tar
des tilegracemeS shod qua dU Supple .
toile
10
fr*.;
montee
stir
toile,
comma
mint de distance pour differences
carte murals (sans bar,UOttes), comm.
craltttude, etc,
carte de bureau,15 x 26cm, ou au format
Le volume soildement rifle, format de
peche. 12,5 x17,5 cm, 15 fn.:
210 x 227 mrn, no colts plus qua 10 Ere,
forme trades, cart., Mix 55 cm, 12sous
frs.
Pour comman des et teas renseignements, a ad resser
aux OffiCes des FIT. Le plus simple
on de terser Is montant S Pavanes, sous Indication exact.
de
Poblet
desire,
au
temple
de cheques postaux III 4443 de l'inten
dance du materiel des PTT tBerne.

Fiir Nue Rei m
Pour vos deplacements
Fur thre
Gator Pour woe transports urgent*
nur das

FLUGZEUG

utilisez

l'AVI 0 N

Auskiinfte bel Relsebureaux
und

Informations par lea agences de
voyage et

SWISSAIR

BASEL ZuRICH GENEVE

DouglasFlugzeug
im
I nternat.

Verkehr
der
Avian Douglas
du trafic international de Is

SWISSAIR

KENNEN SIC?
Des Ortsbuch der Schweiz
Die Post- und Telegraphen1928
Kerte der Schweiz, 1934
Ea enthilt
rand 85,000

Ortanamen
vier Blatt urn Massstab 1 :250,000,
der Schweiz und Uechtensteins. mit Am
slabenfarbig, u. a. mit den Verkehrsgab* van Gemeinde, Renton, Hohe G. verbIndungen and
sent/lichen Post- and
d. M., Post. und Telegrammaustellung,
Telegraphanstellen.
duu die Endarnung same allfailigem
DI.
anspre
chrinde Kerte kostot
Hehensuschlag, yaw.
unaufgetogen Fr. 10.— .. sufguagen abs
Der Preis des gut gobundenen Wandkarte
Werke' Ins Format 210X 297 mm be- Format 15 (ohne Stilse). &nutria"'
x26 cm, oder Taschenkarte,
trip nur noch
12.5 x17.5 cm. Fr. 15.— . els Atlas (Ker.
Pr. IL—.
terlffiaPPe), 40 x 55 cm,' Pr. O.—.
Bertollungen und winter. Auskunft bet
hot Voreinzahlung des Savages auf Postehleder PTT.Amostello. Am •infachsten
lasume III 11443 der Materiel.
verw.ltn PIT In Born, sinter canauer eititree
Bezeichnung des Gewanschten.

A FOURTH SWISS CITO ' COVER
By Harlan F. Stone
In the July 1977 issue of the 'Helvetia News 1 Letter' I described three.
Swiss covers from 1712, 1791 and 1808 with manuscript Cito' markings. That
article also reviewed research by the late Edith M. Faulstich in the 1950s, when
she concluded that the 'Cito' mark was first used by royal postmasteis in the late
1300s and early 1400s to carry out the directives of the Dukes of Milan to provide

speedy delivery of mail.

Recently I
discovered a fourth
'Cito' cover in the
Swiss postal history
material I have accumulated for eventual

study.

Because of its

late date, compared to
the earlier trio, this
cover is most interesting.
Its inside
letter was written in
1832 from LeUk (Loeche),
Canton of Valais, Altho
the rest of the letter's
dateline is indecipherable to me, a docketing
notation on the outside
of the cover indicates
that it was sent on
December 4, 1832. The cover is addressed to a merchant in.Losannen (Lausanne)
The letter writer added 'Cito' twice in the lower
Canton duvoo (?) (Ct. Vaud).
right corner.
The meaning of 'Cito' was the subject of a question during the meeting
of the Postal History Society at CAPEX, the International Exhibition in Toronto,
Professor Vito Salierno of Italy, a postal history
Canada, in June 1978.
authority and member of the CAPEX jury, answered he believes that 'Cite represents
only a letter writer's request for speedy delivery, not a postal mark requiring
special delivery service by postal employees.
This further example is most interesting, particularly in view
of its late date, and it may well be that the meaning of its
original use had changed over the centuries, but at the risk of appearing
presumptious I would take issue with Professor Salierno on his comment that its
use was merely "a request for speedy service".
This does not tally with the extensive research carried out by
Mrs. Faulstich and others who collaborated with her. As further evidence I
possess a cover - admittedly not Swiss, but Austrian - from Ferdinand V, Archduke
There can be
of Austria of 24 April 1580, bearing his seal and with
little deubt that this was carried by a royal messenger:
e "gland
Again, altho 'Cito' marks were not used in
same purpose
the
much
serving
'gallows! marks are known
of authority,
persons
by
applied
and these must have been
delays.
for
able to enforce punishment
We would still like to hear of any further examples of 'Cite covers
that may come to light.

Editor's

Hotel

NW

A spare 1979 ie..4TEUR COLLECTOR
CATALOWE available at £2.00 + 20p.
post/packing - as new.
Apply to Mr. A. Slade, 63, West
Tolland, Barnstaple, N.Devon, EX31 3H0

CANCELLATION

4148 PFEFFINGEN - im Birseck (Ear)
from 15 May
6182 ESCHOLZMATT (K.738) from 23 MAY

MAT 197 9
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50 Rp." Ordered wave-fields
Josef SchAdler, Triesen
Zmiallav Offset by Courvoisier S.A.
25.7 x 36 Ma. in sheets of
B.
Plejaenert

De1nrs Louis

Cori ottit t:n in co lour

Printings Photogravure by Courvois
ier
.41.42-219.. 39.2 x 28.6 mm in sheets of
20
C. levelonamtAist
Vale etc. I Fr, Sun Rising ove
r the

Continent
Peter Gaasner, Vaduz
°gravure by Courvoisier

etc. 26 x 41 ma in sheets of 20

D. 8ieci,.
es

etp. 40 Rp. Carl Ludwig von S

70 Rp. Barbara von Sul*
(nee Staufen)
.1.10
Ulrich von Ramechwag
•
& Barbara von Hallwi
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DID YOU KNOW?
.. that the old postbox on the new 40o
Europa

following will be issued on 7th

June
A,

X

LETTER

stamp shows the Basle Dove use
d
for the first time, as the sam
e man
Beiri - designed the stamp too
. There are
3 * of the original 12 , boxes, still
in use.
•
that this motive has been used before on the ?DC of the 8Fr.1.
10 steep of
1975, and on a German stamp too
.... that sometime in 1978 the PTT
started to use a 'whiter' paper for
their 'R'
labels, which is being collected
by the
few label collectors here. The num
ber of
post offices with old stocks of
° R 1 labels
without postcode must now be abo
ut zero.
•
that the new publicity datestamp
K.731 used by Mae/
Veulden has not only
a text in Romansch,
but in the rare Sutsilvan dialect, one of
the 5 recognised
Romansch written dialects. It means (see
p. 23 of March HNL)
"Sun, quiet and beautiful vie
w" of he
3000s high Piz Beverin shown on
the
cancel.

•
that a 3rd type of 'automatic
label'
will be catalogued Ay Zumstein.
The firat
bljjamo Combined autotype/recess by
type was with the 4 trial Nos,
A1-A4, the
Austrian Govt Printing Office second with no
number (as in use all over
Sise etc, 31 x 43 sm. in sheets of 16
now). The third, with slightly
ller
text, was first put into use in sma
The same First Day cancellation
Ulrich 23
wi
in March; the new cliche is wad
be used for all ieaues. Commem
e of zinc
orative
and should wear leaa than the
covers and maximum cards will
previously
also be
used plastic.
available from the Official Phi
latelic
Service of the Govt. of the Pri
ncipality •
that the Swiss Thematic Club has
in Vaduz.

kadigatu August Weaker, Vienna

brcAght out a second volume, also by
t Schlunegger, describing all

a Local Publicity Datestampa, inthe
German
or SFr.15.- which continues wh
ere the

The long-awaited 'SWISS PHILATELI
ST first volume left off in 1969. Each in
comprising Noe. 76/77/78 has, dus
arranged alphabetically, and is
t been
up to 19th
issued end, as always, is packed
full of March 1979 now.
interesting articles and inform
ation.

•

the new Phi

latelic cou r in Chur 2
First there is a splendid account
(the old main PO in a lovelynte
building in
of the "Swiss Guarded Train Mai
l" by our the town, i.e. not the station) has sho
Chairman, W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode
an extraordinary initiative in selling wn
, the
first really recorded story of
less than 20 covers with the arms of no
this
fascinating period of post-1918
history. various Bilndner tourist centres, as we
Mr. H.L. Katcher has contribut
as some other special event oovers etc ll
ed a most
.
useful article on "The E & F Thi
n Paper Also their 'R' label says "7002 Chur
2
Strubels', while other shorter
Wertseichen" which is unusual,
notes
that if
refer to 'The Large Plate Flaws of
located in the same building as ainnor
the
mal
50c. Standing Helvetia'; 'Reven
PO then their 'R' labels are used. On
ue
Collecting' and 'Bern Cantonal Rev
if situated away from a PO, as in Luzerly
enues
n,
by Mr. M.N. Thaler. There is als
is a special 'Wertzeichen
o a
' label used.
price list of 'T' Dues and man
y other
.... that the answer to Quest4on
odd snippets of information, spe
the
cial
80c. of 21.9.72 (ZN°. 515). No.82 is
offers etc. If iyou do not subscr
ibe to
that while on the subject, Question
this send 75p. ($1.80 by air) to The
No
.
83
is; which other Swiss composers
Amateur Collector - see advert
on page
hav
e
bee
n ahown on their stamps?
34 for the address.
M. RUTHERFOORD

We deeply regret to have
to record the sudden death of
MR. A. W. SIMARD
of ring'. Lynn, Norfolk, who had
been a member since 1966.
He was a keen Aerophilatelist and it will be resew.
bered that his superb Zeppelin
Covers won him our Cup in .1978.
;PECIA1 CANCELLATION

Football hums
may be interested
to know that the
75th Jubilee match
between Argentina
and Holland in Born
on 22nd May has been
marked by the issue
of a special cancel
on behalf of FISL, when the cancel
shown here was used.
Use the summer break to writs
some new articles. There will be news
for you in our next issue,

execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzer/and, Europe and Overseas,
mint and used.

infoe
greatest stock Switzerland and Euro
all world's new issues
certificates
publication of the ZUKSTEIN
catalogues EUROPE and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTUSTEIN
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the Europe
catalogue
philatelic accessories
albums

zurnsbein+cie
Proprietors: Bertsch & Cie
Zeughauegasse 14, CH-3001 Bern,
Address: POB 2585, CH-3001 Bern
Cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Sweden: Stockholm 42-55-6
Germany' Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

- -

0.00nWWW n 0111.

If you have not received your
copy of our 1979 list yet, drop
us a line and we shall immediately

rush you our
FREE 16-PAGE PRICE - LIST OF

SWITZERLAND,
together with any other current
lists of specialist material for
the Swiss collector.
We have excellent stocks of most
aspects of Swiss philately, all
of which is available on approval

for inspection at your home.
Write today to:
LEO

BARE SCI!

120 Church Street,
Brighton, E. Sussex,
or call at our stand
in the
Strand Stamp Centre
84 Strand, London WC2

The Editor apologises for having
inadvertently inserted the wrong advertisement in the April HNL, The correct
one is given aboVe.
Will London members please note
that the meeting facilities which we have
been enjoying will not be available, at
least for the coming season. Endeavours
are in train to find a new venue and
members will be advised of progress.
Are you preparing entries for the
forthcoming BPS or for LONDON 1980?
If so you will need help with
those special items that add so much
interests
STAMPS - mint & used - all issues

prestamp,
first day, commemorative, etc.

COVERS of all descriptions -

FLAWS and VARIETIES
TP06 and RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS
TETE—BECHE & SE—TENANT pairs & strips
MINIATURE SHEETS
MATERIAL for Thematic displays
Write now for material on Approval
or send me your Wants Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,
'2
E.27106.

Torripholus,
Lance LA4 6P1

ILAT

cc.- MOM

Mr L.E.$171.ES
135 St John's Road
Walthamstow
;London E.17
Tel. 01 527 6670
No. 6

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

'Mrs E.J.Rawnsley,
3 Cranford Gardens,
Bo

Vidorio
R
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!
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Air CRauch,
,353 Badskvw Rd,
Chelmsford, Essex
Cie 7QF
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33rd ThAR

CRASH COVERS
Ay X. g. WALTON
'Crash Covers' is usually the term given to postal items.whidh have been
involved in an aircraft crash, and have been no designated by a Postal Agency.
Included in the history of the Swiss airmails is its share of aircraft
accidents which have left a legacy of tragedy. Crash COVOill are listed in the
'Sohweiserisches Luftpost4landbuch' of the Swiss Aerophilatelic A 0eietY, under the
designation 'DP' - Unfallpost.
There are four categories:Types ' A. Accidents in Switserlands Swiss or foreign airmail
B. Accidents on foreign territory: Swiss airmail
. C. Accidents on foreign territory:: Foreign airmail addressed to
Switzerland
-14 Accidents involving Swiss aircraft in 'foreign territory:
foreign sitiail
One famous example which comes to mind involves the Oerian airship
'Hindenberg'.
When this dirigible touched down at LakehUrst aftertbs first North
American flight on May 6 1937, firs broke out which destroyed the ship, with a loss
of 58 lives.
However, some 357 items of mail were recovered in various states of
damage and were forwarded to the addressee. From time to time moue of these items
appear in auctions, where they command very high prices. Among the recovered mail
three items originating in 3witserland are known.
Asiore recent astounding example was reported in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitune of September 1978. On November 3 1950 the Air India aircraft
'Malabar Princess' crashed on the face of Mont Blanc, at an elevation of 4,737 111.1
(17 15,500 ft.); while on Flight 109 - Bombay-Cairo-Genova-London - which resulted
48 fatalities. Five days later a rescue mission found some of the mail, and
mere was found by climbers in 1951 and 1952.
Over the years the wrsokagevas
covered by snow and ice and vanished from sight and memory.
On junn 8 1978 a
French mountain police patrol found under the ice at the base of the Beeson' Glacier
(Municipality of Chamonix) several bundles'of mail and a post sack. Further examination revealed that this was mail from Calcutta for Geneva from November 1'1950,
and bad been in the air tragedy 28 years earlier, which had happened at A point
3,500 m. (11,500 ft.) higher up. The find consisted of 57 items of mail, 26 for
Switzerland, and 31 for ten other luropean countries, also 55 loose papers without
envelopes. All complete items of mail were delivered to their addresses and of
the loose papers only eight could not be sent to their destinatione.
Quite recently two other crash covers have come to light which are not
mentioned in the Swiss Airmail Catalogue.
A brief,detcription follows:
' The first is an interesting it.* which turned up among some censored War
covers. During World War II postal contact was maintained between Switserland and
most other nations, but correspondence was subject to censorthip.
Overseas airmail was transported either via Lisbon (Portugal) or Stockholm OW:den), but first
went to Berlin for examination.- Regular flights existed between'Zirith,
Stuttgart and Berlin until mid-1944y

is

From Berlin some sail was flown to - Stockholm wher. it eas transferred to
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a British aircraft, one of a regular shuttle carrying also ball-bearings, a di los,
Ratio pouch and occasionally a special passenger. RAP Mosquitos were the airr
craft used on these dangerous flights across the North Sea4
On November 14 1944 a letter was sent from St. Gallen, addressed to
Eingsbury Lodge, Branch Road, St. A1bans, , Herts. (Pig. 1). On this particular
flight disaster struck and the plane went down somewhere in the North Sea.

w .„,,tutt
.

Whig

MUMUMMARMINOt
A

TOO BMW etwourshl is
not responsible Or the ammo)
et Stamm tree the weer of
this postolpaeketo

100)

P.0, 5.

Aka0.4,4614p.d.A.

;

4.

1141'1"44.
,

_

43111

Nig. 1. /rout
However eons mail was re
covered and we hope that
the pilot survived. The
mail was soggy and somewhat damaged. On arrival in England the Post
Office applied a 3-line
rubber stamp in purples
"Damaged_through.an
(assro)/ plane aocident
in course / of converanoe.".

This ewer was open *toil it
reached the Censorship.
N AWOVMMQr0V0a•IMISt....

••n

/eW

of cover dated November 14 1944, from St. Gallen

to England.

aity

P 0215 r),
WIELVETIA
4049

The cover then
went to the British
Postal Censor where two
stickers were attachedi
P.C.137 BRITISH
POSTAL CENSORSHIP.
- The British Censorship
is net responsible for
the absence of Stamps
• from the cover of this
Postal Packet."
.0.5. BRITISH
POSTAL CINSOISKIP.,
This cover was open
when it reached the
Censorship."
p

Mr. P. Snell
Manager
The Torintl-Dominion Bank
International Division
1, King Street West

TORONTO 1 /Ont. - Canada
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Tart of the German censorship label
can be seen on the left and continues on
the bear of the cover, with the word
,
' Ge8ffnet (Opened) shown twice.
The cover certainly reached its
destination, at least I assume it did,
because I have another cover addressed
to the same person, from the same origin,
sent three months earlier but which made
the journey without adventure.
The other cover, of which only a
portion is shown in Fig. 2, is a large
somewhat crumpled white envelope,
addressed to a bank in Toronto. The
only clue to its place of origin is a
Swiss meter franking for Fr.2.15, which
I believe to have been issued in Geneva
going by its number, and a-Swiss airmail
label. On both sides is the bold bled(
stamp "SALVAGED FROM AIR CRASH mr 50.
Further investigation shows that this
cover came from Air Canada Flight 621,
Montreal to Los Angeles via Toronto,
which crashed on landing at Toronto
International Airport on July 5 1970,

with the loss of 108 lives. The

DC8-63 aircraft was carrying mail,
including Swiss mail which had been
transferred from a Swissair flight at
Montreal.. -Several other examples of
mail from this flight exist but no
other of Swiss origin boa turned up so
far.
These crash covers are a very
important, if pathetic part of the
history of the airmails, which May also
serve to remind us that those who carry
mail face many dangers - even now.
The author would appre p iate hearing from anyone having knowledge of
other items, ainilar to the last two
mentioned in this article.
11 Gaiety Drive, Scarborough,
Ont. liE 1B9, Canada.
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In the knowledge that we Shall have many
last minute requests for difficult to
obtain items, we have augmented our
already tremendous stock with really
outstanding material, from Classics to
Modern.
Please state your requirements Approvals available against the Usual
references (unless already known to us)
H. L. KATCHER

moven

neap, Rote: For those clients who have

not subscribed to our Price Change
Bulletin, all I s , numbers- 1-42xlave
been increased in Price Chang* Bulletin

No. 2 by 11% mint and 210 used. We can

supply only at new prices.
ADDITIONAL TO TEE ABOVE MATERIAL. AVAILABLE smu t WE HAVE POUR SUPERB
INVESTMENT COLLECTIONS AS POLL0481
le TZTE-EBOBE NIVT E1-37 (without 1252
but with both Double Prints133yI
and 133.1)
...
4 409.0
2.

TETE-ttRONE USED X1 - 37

(without the

two Double Prints but including the
extremely rare 125x)

t4400.2

. Magnificent
lot Z1-41(including the very rare
Noe. Z19-22 & Z28-32
' AL14754

Major , C. J. LaBlonde, our American
rKmber who is at present resident in
London and is able to attend meetings,
informs us that he has been offered the
chairmanship . of the ABPS Postal History
Study Group.

This will be an excellent project
of special interest to many collectors.
We wish Major LaBlonde every success in
his task and look forward to news of
its progress in due course.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO
O WLETS (OR START) THE
SO VERY ELUSIVE GUTTER
PAIRS ETC.

A very fortunate and unusual purchase of
GUTTER PAIRS, SE-TENANT and TETZ,BECEN
material enables us to offer *any single
items which have not been in stook for a
number of years - these include rarities (and even some auk Gutter Pairs:).

NEW VENTURE

The main purpose of the Group will
be the circulation of a periodic (hopefully quarterly) bulletin devoted to
postal history notes, news, articles,
translations, questions etc.

THE 'LORD
EXHIBITION IS MOW LESS
THAN ELEVES MONTHS
AWAY AND PREPARATIONS
OF YOUR DISPLAY
SHOULD START WITHOUT
DELAY

CUTTER_P#IRS 81-421, Complete mint

except Nos..S19, 21, 24,

25 &

29

but including the very rare 839s.

2150.0
We

have purposely not included the

latest modern material in the above
collections on the assumption that most
collectors will already have these.
They are, of course, available as an

optional extra.

I H. L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
PO Box 242, Highgate, LONDON 16 4LW
Tel. 01-348-0296
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DID YOU KNOW?
....

that once again the impossible has
happened, and again in connection with
the new Canton Jura. Last year it was
the unannounced issuing of a commemorative stamp, this year,
the non-use of an
announced special postmark, which was to
have been used on 11th
April by a Mobile P.O
to celebrate the "Day
of Sovereignty' of the
new Canton. On the 8th
the whole festival was called off by the
Jura politicians because they did not
like some of. the hosetruthe pronounced
by the Federak Councillor most responsible for supporting them in their
"Fight for Freedom". An unfortunate
small-minded affair.
that about 40,000 items bad
already been cancelled by the PTT, and
it was announced that these wouldell
be destroyed (one hopes that none have
been kept as special souvenirs (to
turn up in a few years' time). Only
the stamp value will be refunded, so
that this has caused a bit of a fuss,
especially for the local Philatelic
Society, which had 50,000 covers printed for sale at an exhibition of Jura
Philately.
that the first and last time an
event did not take place. and for which
a special cancel (and a specially issued
stamp had been announced) was in Feb.
1977 when the World Championship in
Ice Speed Skating was cancelled at the
last minute because the ice was too wet
in Davos (see BIL of March 1977).
This cancellation was, however, made
because cancelled items had already been
sent on their way back to collectors,
and so a precedent had already been
created. But to have continued with
the Jura "event" would not have been
politically possible, so one can understand the PTT'n dilemma, and decision.
that the answer to Question No.
83 it that in addition to Honegger,
there is Othmar Schoeck on the 50c. of
1969 (E.No. 474), Abbe Joseph Bover on
the 20c. 1978 (Z.No. 612) and Hans
Georg Naegeli on the P.J. 5o. of 1936
(Z.No. 77). The 5c. PP of 1954 mentions
Father Alberich Zwrisigs
.... that Question No. 84 is about the
16 P P. stamps showing castles, now
that the series is completed. In
which Canton are most of these situated?
M. RUTHERFOORD

The British Philatelic Federation
(to which we are affiliated) have now
launched their new quarterly publication,
"PHILATELP . .- a neat 28 page tagasine
sine 15 x 21 on. - dealing with general
philatelic matters and *overall=
but interesting articles. It will be
edited by Mr. Kenneth P. Chapman, FRPSL,
assisted by Kiss Yvonne King, IMPSII.
To ensure its success - like all such
ventures - a steady *team of articles
and news on all aspects of collecting
will be required; original articles
and some reprints from already published
material will be considered. We shall
be submitting some items from our HML
but members are invited to send in
material for which it is stated modest
fees will be paid.
We hope in due course to be able
to ciroulate a few copies, perhaps via
the Packet, so that members may see the
type . of publication and what is
required. Meanwhile if you wish to try:
your hand send your contribution to
Mies T. King, 5, Alfriston Road ' Worthing,
W.Sussex 14 70.

;MPORTAMT
-

Will you please note that the
telephone number of Mr. C. Rauch, our
Exchange Packet Secretary, has been
altered by the Post Office and is new
(Chelmsford) 0245 -154149.

The following delightful little
story has been sent in by a member who,
obviously had best remain anonysous.
"During the winter season of
strikes this year ay firm was doing the
electrical installation in a warehouse
for a very large transport firm. The
building was being secondary picketed
by some very burly miners when I called
to check on the progress of the work.
"Where's yet Union ticket, eats?"
greeted me. Being management I am not
i n the Union and so, not wanting any
trouble, I quickly opened ay wallet and
flashed my 'Helvetia' membership card.
I was immediately allowed through the
picket line.
So you see our membership care is
really a very useful thing to have, and
as I discovered, serves a dual purpose."
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I PQSTAGE 'DUES YESTERDAY ex TODAY
By EDGAR BOKMBLI Grand Laney
OS

D

Translated by H. STEINER

Part IV.

Continued

The post offices were asked to repo
rt to the General Administration on
their experienced by the end of Octo
ber 1955 and at the ease time to vote
on the
proposal to halve the number of valu
es of Postage due stamps from 8 to
4.
Otherwise the proposal was to overprint
the most used values with a 'T' or
'TAXI'.
We know now that neither of these
proposals. was ever brought into forc
e.
The use of postage due stamps was
finally discontinued on let April
1956
and the use of 'T' canceller* was
officially instituted. Postage due stee
ps
were
still available at the Philatelic
Counter of the PTT, either mint or
canc
elle
until 31st December 1956.
d, .
The following gives a better picture
of the important dates:
31st December 1953 - Use of postage
due stamps discontinued.
let January 1954
Use of postage stamps with date canc
ellation instead
of postage due steeps.
1st July 1955
Firet official use of 'T' cancella
tions at poet offices
already in possession of same. (Unoff
icial uses
before that-date.)
let April 1956
leurof t r. cancellations atia
lSwise post- Offloet.
31et December 1956
Withdrawal of all Postage Due stam
ps.

The first 'T° cancellations appeared
in the first half of the last.
century. They had then a
different purpose from today. They
were more transit
or telegram cancels than postage due
cancels.
In his "Handbook of the
Swiss Pre-stamp Period 1695-1850s
Jean J. Winkler reported the
existence of* canceller in 1834-1849 at
two
postal stations in Canton Vaud - Copp
et
and Vevey. The canceller was used
for
transit mail from other CantOns to

'Sardinia.

Afterwards both cancellers
were probably destroyed and the
uses,
for postage due purposes is
not known

45

81Ia

tio

b.

(Winkler No. 945). The same handbodk

shows a similar cancellation which was
used in Lausanne (Fig. la). A letter
sent to Lenzburg on let October.1844
with Insufficient postage, was not
accepted by the recipient and returned
to Lausanne, where it was 'T' cancelled and a due amount of 8 Kreutzer
added (Winkler 811. - Fig. 1b).
The PT? Museum in Bern has a

020

e.

Pig. 1.
very interesting canceller, the orig
in or usage of which is not known
of lead, mayb

It is made
e it was made abroad, perh
in Italy (Pig. lo). Three further
'T' stamps are depicted in the "Handbooaps
k of Cancellations of Swiss
1907w by 7.1. Andres &
Hans Emmenegger (Group 23, Nos. 819, 820 & Stamps 18433226 - Pig. id-f).
The first (d), a Telegraph stamp, was used
mainly an mandates (money orders); the
origin is not known.
The second (e), also
The known usage was at the postal stations a Telegraph stamp, is interesting.
of Bull' and Geneve ouzo. Ger. from
1817.
Again the main usage was on money orde
rs. We cannot say with certainty
whether some of these sou: cancellers were used
for postage due purposes. We do
know that similar forms of cancellers appear
at
leas
t from 1875 onwards an reoftnition of postage due mail in various plac
es in Switzerland.
The information provided hy the
for the philatelic world Vas very
sketchy at first. Y The purpose of the cancPTT
ellers was not for collectors of
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cancellations; and stamps, but purely for postal us.. However, we find among the
instructions issued on the introduction of Swiss Internal Money Orders on 18th
June 1862, something about the use of 'T' cancellers. Prom let July 1862 Money
Orders could be telegraphed through and the additional tax had to be paid in cash
to the Telegraph Office. The telegraphic advice note was then cancelled with a IT'.
At this point we should also mention the International Congress of the
UPU which took place in Bern from 15th September to 9th October 1874, at which the
subject of postage due mail was on the agenda. During the eighth session it was
decided that unfranked and insufficiently franked mail should be stamped 'PORTO'
by the sending office. During the tenth session Signor Tautest*, of Italy,
referred back to this decision and requested that the word 'PORTO' should be
replaced by an internationally recognisable sign. Monsieur Gife, of Belgium,
then proposed to use the first letter 'T' of 'TAZIE A PAYER'. The vote that
followed this proposal passed it by 15 votes to 5.

With the ruling of the First World Treaty of 1st June 1875, the first 'T'
cancels were introduced generally, but initially they were distributed to all post
offices in direct contact with foreign countries and, as we know from PTT directives
of 1875, the"T' cancellers were only used on foreign postal items for postage due
purposes.
The third cancellation in the Handbook should also be mentioned. It is
very similar to the first one, but somewhat larger; unfortunately its origin and
use are not known. There is no known usage on money orders and, as with the
other two cancellations, it appears only very rarely on the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.'
issues (A & E No. 3226 -Fig. if).
The 'T' cancels in use today are dealt with in future chapters, so it is
sufficient to mention that from 1875 up to the turn of the century, only large
Prom
double line 'T' cancels were in use on underpaid or unfranked postal items.
1911 onwards the PTT began the distribution of 'T' in Circle cancellations.
AL list of the first 'T° cancellers is given in the following tables

Tops 2
Handbook

NA.

Place of

/14.

. THE PIES! 'T'

Period of

Coppet &
Vevey

1834-49

811a

Lausanne

1.10.1844

Unknown

Unknown

819

Unknown

Unknown

829

Bulls & Geneve
Succ. Gars

Unknown

Insorintion

1877

Sime

in am

.1111

945

3226

coquis

T

Ili

Transit

AMIN.

717 Transit for
Sardinian
Letters,
7.5 x 8
41111.00

T by
Telegraph
T • by
Telegraph

Unknown

16 x 16 In PTT Museum
Bern
1-5 x 9
00,11.110

22 k 28 Possibly used

from 1875 as
tax for
foreign post
12 x 15.5

PERIOD OF TRANSITION FROM POSTAGE DUES TO 'T' CANCELLERS

There is still doubt in some places about the date when 'T' cancels on
postage stamps first appeared. Taking into account the dates mentioned in the
We
section on the "Abolition of Postage Due Stamps' this is easily explained.
have to bear in mind the directive of that period ".... that one must use the
current normal postage stamps, not special stamps nor stamps with surcharges (Pro
Juventute or Pro Patria) to collect postage due." We can establish that since the
introduction of postage due stamps we sometimes find that ordinary postage stamps
were used in their place.

In some cases they were even used together on the same postal item. It,
therefore, follows that postage due stamps are found with a 'T' cancellations and
also that postage stamps had been cancelled with a 'T . canceller before the
official implementation of this directive.
After the introduction, on a trial basis, of the use of postage stamps

Continued
for postage due purpose; on let January 1954, which bad to be cancel ed with
l
the
date oaneellers 4 !pm; post offices took it upon themselves to use 'T'
cancellers
:
in thlkpiace of date cancellers for this purpose.
It is not a 'philatelic
coincidence' that the official introduction of postage stamps with
'T' canoellations
fallavOn lot June 1955. In the transitional period between the Abolit
ion of the
Postage Dues -7 Use of Current Postage Stamps - Introduction
Cancel
of
'T'
lations,
there were five - different series of poritage stamps in use. (See
Table 3
.TABIlp 3

raiz
216-218W
216-2181
244-252
298-3

16-319
6

320 -323

DescripIien
Symbolic design, 2nd issue,
yellow paper
Symbolic design, 3rd issue,
White paper
Historical issue, 80 Hp - 2 Fr.
Industry & Landscape 54-70 Hp.
Publicity stamps 1954
Publicity stamps 1955

Issued

20.2.42

Veptditv,

Unlimited

1955

Unlimited

6

15.1.42

Unlimited

11

1.8.49

Unlimited

4

15.5.54

To 31.12.54

4

13.2.55

To 31.12.55

Landscape lama

Theoretically all stamps of this issue, with surcharges and
colour changes could exist with 'T cancellations as they were
valid until 31.12.1955, The question is which values were still availa
ble after
the introduction of the 'Industry & Landscape' series on let August
1949
and until
the beginning of 1954. That there were still some in exist
ence is shown by a
letter posted in Zofingen, carrying a 10 Hp. stamp (No.
286),
15th March 1948, which was cancelled on 12.1.1954. We know first issued on
that
cancellations in use were date cancellers, but it is possible thatat that time the
'T' cancellers
were also used. We ask for the help of other collectors in
this matter.
Svmbolic Design - The first printing of this series, issued on
17th September
1938 on light-sensitive greenish-blue toned safety paper was,
by the time the second printing appeared on 20th February 1942,
or at the latest a
fee years afterwards, completely sold out and could not be wed
for postage dues.
Uhastaxdajniu - Similarly the low values of this series, 50, 60 & 70 lip. were
replaced by stamps of the 'Industry & Landsc
1st August 1949 and were no longer available at post office counteape' issue on
rs
December of that year. These stamps do turn up with

original gum.

ZuklalitAlani-195-4.

I

by the end of

T' cancels, mainly

with

1954 onwar ds date cancellers were used for the
cancellation of ordinary postage stamps used as dues.
Postal officials began to use 'T' cancellers on their own
initiative, but stamps of
thie
From

series are seldom found with 'T' cancellations or on cover.
Publicity ; Aim 19” - The date of the first official use of 'T'
cancellers for
the cancelling of ordinary postage stamps by post offices
which were in posses

sion of such a cancellers falls within the period of use of
theee stamps (let June 1955).
Therefore, there are more of these to be found with
'T' cancellations.
(To be continued)

HOLIDAYS
Are you thinking of a holiday on the South Coast? Try the
Anglo-Swiss Hotel "SEA LODGE", 183, Brighton Road, Worthing, W.Suss
ex 3111 2EI
It is owned by Mr. & Mrs. J. Hobbs, is situated on the sea-front,
close to shops,
entertainments etc., and is open all year.
Hr. Hobbs, at one time a member of
MPS, will be pleas

ed to provide full details on request. Tel. Worthing 20121
4.

EgLagagin

S LETTER' pELIVERZ

We have recently acquired two
members in New Zealand, one of whom is
Swiss material
a former U.K. member.
is extremely hard to find there and the
latter, in particular, is seeking help
to track down items which'he requires.

We apologia. for the late delivery
of the Bay iesue, due entirely to
appalling service by the Post Office.
Two orders were sent to our printer,
one for the 'News Lotter', followed by
another for the new Packet Rules etc.
Parcel No. 1 - the BEL - was posted
to me on Friday or Saturday, 18th or 19th
May - the stamps were not even cancelled
but scribbled over in ink. Parcel No. 2
was despatched on Monday 21st May and
delivered on Friday 25th, but NO. 1 the more important of course, did not
arrive Until Wednesday 30th.May.

To avoid lengthy and expensive
correspondence the Secretary has his
Wants List and will supply a copy to
anyone who may be able to help.
1.111110011.

The feet that May 28th was a Bank
Holiday is no excuse for this unwarrantAnd for this kind of service
able deify.
we are ehortly to have to . pay still higher
rates. If the Post Office would show
some signs of improvement in their
services before demanding higher rates,
we - the public - might have more faith
in their promises..
E.J.R.

Tilp 'NEWS LETTER'
I have a number of medium to
long articles in hand for issue in the
coming months. Shorter contributions,
however, to fill a half or a whole
page, will be very welcome, and if
illustrations are included, these
should be dark and clear.
Snippets of information .

10.010

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANC4
From 23rd Mays
6182 ESCHOLZKATT

K. 738

I .

CO3
execute wantlists for stamps of
Switzerland, Europe and Overseas*
mint and used.

greatest stock Switzerland and Europe
all world's new issues
certificates
publication of the ZUMSTEIN
catalogues EUROPE and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTIOSTEIN
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the Europe
catalOgue
philatelic accessories
album

Zumsben+-cie
Proprietors; Bertsch & Cie
Zeughausgasse 14, CH-3001 Bern
Address: POR2585, CS-3001 Bern
Cash accounts: Bern 30-314
Swedent Stockholm 42-55-6
Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria:, Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

reports of new discoveries etc., are
invaluable to fill the odd spaces.
E.J.R.

If the weather won't let you do
the garden, it gives an extra opportun-

ity

to work on your stamps.

For':
from your collection, or which could
be improved, send me your WantsnList.
If you are taking up a new
field of study, preparing a display
or competition entries, material on

Approval will help you find suitable
material*
Whatever your needs: Stamps

mint or used; Covers .7-

pre-stamp,-

commemoratives, FDCs, International
Offices; Airmails etc.., etc., send to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE
- - o0o-----

a
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art I
serlan
dSe
first
railwa
y
was
opened in August 1847 the
!Swigs Federal system did not come into being„until 1898: The
formation of this
ayatem was a gradual process, but to-day the Swims Federal Railwa
otos a total
of 1,1318 route miles * This represents little more than one half ys
of
railway mileage of the -country, the remainder, excluding the mount the total
and cable papered= times, le divided between more than,80 privateain railways
ly awned
*apogee, with . a route mileage of 1,265 mile*.

First steam locomotive'

Bleat
used to

sides of 1oc
is to show L
of 61ch rOZU

'Pima
the present pm
between, in one e
other side.

C. ,F,

unit

In 1547-the
sot of *tetra to_ oommaso.
oat* the Gentery of the
lailwaye
Betmage three of the
Pour offigial louguageo,
German, 'French and Italian
an spoken in most aresaxixt
Bwitaerland, the &deo
Federal 81411W *Fates is
by three name*
laiwon
i
Sehreiserische laudesbahnen.
Chataole.for Pederamis
and s Perrov
ie Isdarali
sere s reareetively.
At one tine all the
ate of initials •g
and R.F.S.,
for reasons of economy
national flag
.3.3. end 74.8. on the

Lards s ale electrification of the
late date, but b7-1560 the change, in six stage
Federal system had bean completed.
o
be introduction o
-r04$

at a relatively
he entire

1041

The principal aain 1ie of then/04*ra
tea axle èoMaUy rogaxd.ád a being four in ashlar

in e -great traffic 5rtex7
Geneva to 8.t
Berne and Aria.
of thie , lineis as 0
Plossod by Robert
;teal*** in'theakit-1000.
Alter leaving Genova the lino skirts

fri

-17-1

Iro

Tr
where it

s

Pad 50
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142211t

abruptly turns inland and climbs to (*chorea on ruling gradients of 1 is S'i to
Pros this
Veadstens (2.493 ft.).
1 in 55 before reaching the highest point,
Petheer
olo bsont and the city
of
e Wafers
point the line gradually descends. Pes
dt
reaching the capital. Derse.
of the
Leaving Buse the deep gorge of the liver Aar is crowed by mesas
icent
m g
ftis
commie
structure
has
*
clear
spoof
492 ft.,
Lorraine'bridge.
a nif
and
passing
lifter
its
kind
in
the
world,
of
as for some time the largest
through undulating easstsyside and the taloa of Dergiert and Isagmathals the beer
liostion at Oltes in appromehed, where the Gotthard line cromess. tto lime thee
'continues is an easterly direction through Aims to *mg and from this point to
Mich it becomes.ome of the most d imataroceupied routes in Seitserland.
y
As Mich Sauptbahnhof is principall a dead-end station the line has
then to double lock co itself and crosses the approach tracks on a lengthy curved
viaduct, making its way through Oerlikea to Winterthur.
Prom there it negotiates rolling countryside with no
outstanding features until the outskirts of St. Galles
where it crosses the Sitter Gorge by mesas if a sin
arch conerete viaduct.
This gorge is also crossed at this pole* by the

Hodeasee-fogyukburg Railway by a 394 ft. girder spas
The Sitter bridges near. with masonry piers at a-height of 320 11., and is the
St. &ales
highest railway bridge is the country.
The second of the principal main lines is the
North.South route from Dase1on the trench/German border
to Meow on the Italian
g
in 11112.
border via Lucerne and the Gotthard Pass, which was *po
The line leaves Deal in a north.
easterly direction and soon passes the

o

great marshalling yards at Dutton*. then
continues through epee country to Siesta.
From Liestal to alassah there is a steed?

Uccle Fevre, Alfred S. lecher
eadleilVelti
The builders of the Gotthard . lailway .
The: stamps marked the 50th Anniversary
of the opening of the line.
climb, after which the line passes
through the 5 ails Lower Himenstein
Tunnel to Cites where it crosses the
deaevalalrich line described previously.
The scot' from here southwards to
Lucerne is featureless and only one town
of sorstgaificance is passed, that of
Refiners. After Lucerne, however, the

scene changes dramatically. The line
first follow* the north-eastern arm of

the lake to Zusenacht, then crosses the
narrow not* of land which separates the
lakes of Lucerne and Zug, before reaching Imeensee where it is Joined ty the
alternative freight route from Olten.
After a short stretch the important
Junction of Arth-Goldau is approached
and the line ie Joined by the main route
frU=rich and the north-east. the
lire then passes through the historic
tows of SchnIa, overshadowed by the
twin peaks of the Nythen and reaches
the lake once 11142, at Breases. At this
point the direct distance from Lucerne
is 15 miles but has reached 24 route,
miles through constant changes in
direction.
(To be continued)

Pine Collection of
j

et Plight eamaza

We have been asked by a *limit
to dispose of his collection of these
cowers.
Details are as follows,
99 Covers, housed in two first
class =pensive cover albums. 85
of those covers (dating from approx.
1962 to 1974) catalogue SFr. 865...
The total catalogue value,
vorefore, exceeds Sir.
( PPro4.
250).
We can offer this fine collection
at .... £140p2uYA.
At this figure we regard it as
an exceptional opportunity.

H. L. KATCHER
(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)

Y.O. Doc 242,
Igiilligete,
LOWS, 16 41/8
Tel. Ol - 348 .0. 0294

979

91
$

By Major C. J. LaBlond• - First published in Linn's Meekly, Dec. 1978
The importance of Switzerland in the overall development of the European
postal network ie far greater than its stall size would indicate, this being due
primarily to its location. It occupied a key position between the powerful postal
systems of Prance, Thum & Tarte, and Italy (Savoy, Sardinia, • nix* etc.).
Geographically Switzerland sat astride the main Alpine routes connecting northern
and southern Europe.
One cannot long discuss European postal history in general and Swiss
poetel history in particular without coming upon the name of Beat Fischer, who
played a central role in Switzerland, while Switzerland was playing a central role
in EnrOpes
From his birth in 1641 until he' entered public life in 1672 little is
known of Beat Fischer's life outside. the fact that he studied law and was married
in 1667. Before turning his attention to postal matters in 1674, he was a member
of the Council of 200 and treasury secretary for the Germat.spetking part of the
Republih of Bern. By means of an historical and anonymous memo in the nutumn of
18514-Fischer suggested to the Council that any respectable government should have
a postal service. Bern, at that time, did employ a few messengers but had no
forma postal system.
The magistrates quite agreed with him, and on July 21, 1675, the Fischer
Post came into being with twice weekly service for Schaffhausen and =rich via
Solothurn, Aarau and Lenzburg, with oonnections for St. Gallen and Germany; Oshsvm
Aria Fribourg, Payerne, Moudon and Lausanne with connections for Lyon; and Basel.
Weekly service was also provided for Lucerne and Nenchatel.

It was one thing to legislate this massive undertaking into business but
.another thing to make it a reality. Mich and St. Gallen, the cantons with the
most to lose as their merchant postal messengers transported the majority of Swiss
mail at that tine ' protested . rather vehemently against the Fischer Yost. Thus,
were Fischer's negotiating talents strongly tested during the infancy of the Berms*
poste] activities. Neuchatel, Basel, Fribourg and Schaffhausen capitulated
rapidly to the tenacious and personable Fischer. Ulrich and St. - Gallen gave in
alowly, yielding at first their southern route to Geneva and Lyon in 1677. Over
the text few years they also yielded their northern connections to Fischer who was
very magnanimous in making them a part of the postal system:
By 1688 we find Fischer, in conjunction with the Ulrich postmaster.Kasper von Muralt, making plans for a messenger service to Italy over the Gotthard
Pass, The project was to be one of Fischer's most difficult. Basel had been
collecting all north European mail for transport over the Pass until the Ulrich/
Bern partnership decided to move in
But the latter experienced some difficulty
with the Italian rulers south of the Alps and was not able to take over the
Gotthard Poet until 1796. Meanwhile Fischer weed the Spittoon Pass to communicate
with Venice and Milan.
' Fischer did not limit his activities td Switzerland alone but sought, and
partially obtained, an international network. As early as 1680 he was made a
knight by Keiser Leopold I for his efforts in transporting correspondence' from
Germany to lands of the Spanish crown south of the Alps. In 1695 he signed a
contract with the Low Countries for exchange of mail between England, the Low
Countries, and the empire on the north, and Piedmont and Savoy to the south.
Fischer also received, in 1695, the Neuchatel postal monopoly, which gave him an
opening to the west for mail to Paris.

Besides operating his postal system, Fischer was very active it community

activitied until his sudden death in 1698. He founded a newspaper which later
evolved into the famous 'Gizette de Berne'. He was promoted Governor of Mown,

and in 1683 he bought the castle of Reichenbach which he-remodeled.

After his death his three sons continued operation of the postal. system
but its site and importance dwindled steadily, certainly not due to ineptness on
the part of his sons but rather to the changing climate in the postal area. During

the 18th and early 19th centuries, governments decided to operate their own postal
systems instead of contracting with private individuals.
•
The /lechers were still responsible for many notable firsts within
(Continued on p. 55,.Ool. 1)
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY & TODAY
By MAR BOINSLI,

rand Laney - Translated by H. 3TBIXER
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Part V. .

lIZELS1-212-2inaig.

ls. With the
It the early , days there was AO standard for 'T' cance
ple, VIM* with and some
passageAe time different types were created. For exam sines. Until the 1850s
ng
without frames, with solid or outlined 'T' and in varyi
were produced in,brass
sone
ally
sion
these /tamps were produced in steel. Occa
are nainly produced fron
and had, of course, -a such shorter life. Today theyl uneven postal packages and
rubber or plastic which is hard but flexible to cance
cancellers show signs
is less liable to damage the contents. After a tine these
the 'T' cancellers
tives
direc
the
to
of wear and the image changes. Accor, ding
and violet
blue
dark
blue,
er,
are only to be used with bleak ink. Howev
lly.
tiona
inten
impressions are found, not necesearily used
two groups, i.e.
For simplification we can divide all 'T' cancels intowere produced
s which
the official cancellers supplied by the PTT, and other
privately.
1.

o
Offigial 'T cancellors

There are two types to be described:
I
Type I. Double-lined canceller ( T" in outline)
I
TypeII. Circle Cancellers ( T' in a circle)

16

17

18

19
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24

25

Pig. 2

re
(see Fie. 2) - Type I .
30
The origin of these can be traced beak to the.168Ci; The
was a 'T* with a width of 22 um. ad a height of 28 mm. (ao No. 16).
number of variation' appeared which differed to some degree from this
In the sketches they are grouped together, but not in any spe,tial

width of the cancellers is between 20 and 22 nn., and the bezht be t an 27 and
29 mm. There are differences in the Inv the area and the 4s8s of U.s stem are
drum.
There are wide cancellers, that is to say the two linos on the ems and
stem are wide apart (Nos. 1-19). On the so-called normal cancellers (Ion. 16-20)
the distance between the lines is often doubtful. Alec there are the narrowlypaced lines where they are very near to one another (Fos. 21-30).
Although double-lined 'T' cancellers are still in Us* in wile pl , s today.
there is no doubt that they are used less often than the circular cancel:Un- And this),
they ere becoming fewer all the tine. It is interesting to record that to .C12
day some post offices use both types. Finally it should be mentioned that
colours other than black are entirely accidental,

*

b.

d.
g

h)

razzgar.274.staarjaxi

• 3

(see Jig. 3) - Type II - * 0
Circular cancellers were supplied to post offices which were net already
in possession of double-lined 'T' cancellers in 1911. The varieties, of whiza
there are many, consist firstly of the thickness of the circle, and se,ondly of
the 'T'. There are in existence, also 'fort rare, cancellers with a
circle, some with normal thickness and more often with a. thick arias. : The 'T.
exists with similar variations. The circle diameter lies between 18 and 19 an.
and the height of the I T* varies from 11415 and 12 as. It ie often difficult to
idistinguish between n printd" *T's, for the purpose of classification. The
'consistency of the postaga Itemp paper, the method of printingand the backing at
the moment the canceller to a ,pplied all serve to distort the impreesiem. It is
not rare to find blue, dark blue', light and dark violet impressions, although as
previously mentioned, the directives were to use only black.
(To he continued)

o the postal
the Meekly PTT
ry haphazardly, o
ism and out of sequence.
fore, vary difficult to.
notice Of such events.
of the following vex*
not in time for inolum-

Hold from 7-22 July in Lucerne. A,
special cancellation vas used to mark
his event (a), readings 6040 LUZERN
50 lidg. SchStzonfast 7-224.79.

issuat

letratad in Chur
t August, when the pi
ationa shown below will
a very attractDuring the
v
(b)
n
cancellatio
oting a crystal fornation. It will
. 22-31.7.79
3718 KANDZISTSO
pp
ongraniggg I IRISTALL 79t.
m

!PIMPOiL

k

Rita;

e sun

This year the
spacial cancellation
will show the 16th
cent. seal of Glarus,
depicting St. Priciclin
the Patron Saint.

the cancellation has
0
the letters.

in the form of the
!scads of - a building.
It reads '1211 gSWEV:E
- date - Conference
International. de l'Edv

Congress,

from 28th Jy
4th August, the
special cancellation
shown will be used.

Is from 25 say
2900 POIRSITRUT Touriam--Sibites
0.62b)
23 Julys
Sonnenterrass•
(14740)
+ Winter
+ Selma'
(14741)
toads)
Clamours

742)

( b)
(a)

Prom 29 Juno'

4716 ISIZSCESSRORk - 800 Jahr. Ter
sum Jura
From 13 July 31 Decembers
3800 UNTIRSIEN - date - 1279 - 1979
Oberst' SW* an der /MO
(b)

Preparations for the next Lond on
season arm, progressing ter: Dsveurably.
Pull details next month.

JUL/1979

Pa

The popularity
of the dog remains
as high as ever, and
on the occasion of
the Dog Show held
in Bern from 14147June, this most
attractive cancel
showing a St. Bernard
complete with his little
brandy barrel was used,
32 se. diam.)
Re also -appeared on e public
slogan ( adze 39.5 x 19.5
)

D YOU KNOW?
.

that the PT? are still in trouble

over the nonmuee of the °Jura" special

cancellation of 11

April,

All 40,000 odd

unsealed covers have been sp/croutlY
destroyed, senders AC40.11124 tbe stamp
value only in return. But before sealed

si

covers can be destroyed they have to be
opened to return the contents, and for
this they need the written agreement Of
the sender: It seems that some senders
are not giving permission to let the
PIT look at the pie°e of cardboard stiffener inside. There will be some genuine
letters as well of course.
. that it would have been much
asier to have cancelled the let then

dad a cachet in French 'Event net
held'.
▪
that a correspondent to the 'New
BArch*: Zs tang's weekly
column has suggested as seamy rare
*temps are being regummed thee. days

BaWattiffie jalti
It has been announood
iation of SWAM Philatelic Scolet
40,244 copies of the *Progressive
produced by the PIT, were distributed
thii'ingtbe Exhibition.
BUR

Switzerland, such
of coach services on
As late as 1815, when
Confederation, the Fischer P
by Geneva a postal monopoly w
operated until 1830, when the
over its own syst,m.

(to

please those who feel the gum it oars
important than the stamp itself), that
tjim remains of a hinde actually should
be taken as proof that the gun is gennima.
.... that the 1980 Mumetein pocket cats,loos will have all IL stamps in colour
as welLthis year, 87ts8,50 at the beginning or 3ept.
A new feature is that for
askextra 3ft.1.50 one can have a spiral
binding, This useful 'lay-flat' version
is copied free the Eottelat catalogue
who have dons it for years.

routes.
•
that in 1978 a number of shiets-of
the the 40c. 'Escalade definitive were
yen dated '6.1/.88', forms 2 and 4 only,
amton took .... that in connection with 'The Year
of the Child' the PIT are having a
pecial sha y in the ?TT Museum in Bern,
n which toys with a PO flavour are on

In 1832 Bern, where it all started,
severed all ties with the Fischer 'artily. show, old children's telephone sets etc.
It is interesting to note that Beat In addition children are being stoked for
Fischer once again carried Swiss sail in their ideas for a new PT? Museum, and
also 4-day courses on stamp-collecting.
1975 - the year in which he was commemorated by a 60 centime stamp - 300 years
.. that last weekend I visited the
after the formation of the Fischer Post. newly arranged PTT section of the Transport Museum in Lucerne. Sot only were
all the stages of steel-engraved stamp
printing on show for 3-colour printing
(of a new printing-trial stamp), but a
lovely
model of a complete printing
from Col.
P.E.122.0.22.
press also, and partially working too.
.. that the answer to Question No.84 is •
that it is claimed the Rapp auction
that the Canton of Vaud has the greatest held
on
23-28 April in =rich was the
number of 'PP castles', i.e. 4 - Grandson
biggest
philatel
ic auction ever held AnyAigle, Chillon and Orons
here. 10,630 world lots were all sold.
that Question No.85 J.14$ which othe Altho the total reserve was SFr.% odd,
.......r.wwww0 00 woo. earaa.VO

events were not held on the published

date and received an excusing cachet?
X. RUTRERFOO

the price achieved was over. SFr.25m.

plus 1.

(Cont. in Col. 1)

is
a remarkable piece
of artistic work
in the form of a
silhouette (Scher,
sehnitt) by Amalie*•
Oetaad.
Was this artist
perhaps asked to
provide the design
for the new tourist
camel (1 . 1 53b ) to
be used in Zwej
airmen from 1 Aug.
1979?

e parting w
who would
Litter',
from 1964 as far bailee
'News
earlier copies of
possible? Requested by a member in Canada. Yellowing of ths pa
opying very 'unsatisfactory. Contact
fainter printing make Phot o-c
in the first instance.
,
The Packet Secretary will be
looking for booklets by late Ang4/early
don't disappoint him.
September

Earil September 1979:
Vol. I
s plus

rn surop.
German Democratic itoPuull
Prioa

Vol. II
All Socialist countriem including

Articles for the MEL also required
maintain variety of subjests.'
Like everything elee'these days
the prime for Swiss stamps continue
to rise at an alarming rats.

OermanDemocratio Republic, but without
Yugoslevia
tzkot L UA7.

It will be to your advantage to
secure the items you need to couplet*
your collection without delay.

cobo
, Tio. -3,49
Please order catalogues from
' HARRIS ' =: ICATIONS LTD..
42, Maiden Lam, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

If you are planning a display or
an exhibition entry you will need
specialised material to sake it a
winner.

P

Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue are
published in the 'Berner BriefsarkenZOituhee
The
,IQETNSTU, XXII Ed on, was pu
44 in lay 1978.
Per fins first el
stamps OP SWITZilLAND AND EUROPE - send
Want Lists to

Let me help to supply your needs.
Send your Wants Lists now fort
STAMPS - all issues mint/used
COVERS

• PDC, Commemorative, Airmail

SELECTIONS NOR STUDY . Strubelis,
Sitting Helvetia Pee.:
Standing Helvetia etc.
RE and Si-TENANT
and many other*.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Propr. Mertsch
P.O. Box 2585
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SEPTEMBER NEW ISSUES

In addition to the second eerie. of Publicity Stamps,
to be issued on 6th
Septeaber, there will be a new Slt.3.- stamp in the Art
&
Archi
tectu
re series begun
in 1973.
This will gradually replace the current MO.- depicting St.
Matthew.
Details are as follows.
A. New definitive featuring the foot of the St..
Mauritius
church at Saimaa (Bernese Oberland). This 15th cent.
Gothic font is decorated with eight sandstone relief's shovin
g
the four Svangsaists, Jacob, Mary, St. Mauritius (after
whom

the church- was named) and John the Baptist.

lAlmv
aft.3... 15th century Pont - brown-red
Desi gner!
Bans Rartmann, Min
Mnarams Karl Bickel. Jr.,
linles
stedt

Wawa! Rotary line engraving by the PT?
Stamp Printing Works Bern
s
Perm cylinder

used.

4 sheets of 50 stamps
A special cover will be available and a simple Wcancellat
ion will be

PILICITY RAW - Second Series 1979
20 ip.
risatahmauhcausjaiimitti
&piety. Depicts one of the first

D.

coins struck in Switzerland, a gold quarter

stater used by the Relvetiens in the middle
of the 2mi cent. D.C. (actual aisle 15 ma.).
Based on the gold stater issued by Philip II
of Macedonia (359-336 DC). It shows the
laurel-crowned head of Apollo and on the
#. ---reverse the chariot with which Philip won
HELVETIA
faTICetif
his Olympic victory. - One of a large numde fayerle.e
spatiale
ber of stylised iaitatiens struck- by the
cur opeenfle
Celtic tribes. It was fousidvsearZtrich
and is now in the Swiss National Museum.
40 Np.
Isar of the
Vith its
decision to sake 1979 the International Tsar of the Child the United Nations General
Asseably appeals for treater
awareness and understanding of children's needs and calls
for efforts to improve
an environment often hostile to children. ". At the :same
ties it draws attention to
ONION? which is concerned with assisting deprived child
ren and adolescents throughout the world.

Qui,

70 itp.

Pounded on

9th
August, 1929, it now has a aesb.rship of sore than 2600 awate
urs
licen
sed
to operate their own transaitting and receiving equipment
over which they contact
radio hams in every part of the. globe. The deeigaehows a Morse key
and a seders
oommunications satellite, symbolising rapid technical progr
ess and the hams'
presence in space with their own Orbital Satellite Carry
ing Amateur Radio (OSCAR).

-7.=.(/§i) The aims of the 1uropee i Li
4 one of the merAor countries, are todeN,I,o

Inromeap

80 Rp.

with Switece

-.sr purposes such as communications and metcc
satellites for sca-mil
to provide its own pewerl launch vehicle. The stamp depicts the
launcher Uriame, which ia to be injected into enrth orbit from the Loren spade
centre in Guyana this year. 'Ariane l ha an overall length of 47.59 m., a dry
weight of 19.76 tons,and a take-off weigt cf 201 toss, excluding payload. The
latter depends on the orbit and varies between 750 and 4,500 kilos.
Talues
D.pisnas

knacian,s

illattagt "

20
40
70
80
20
40
70
80

Rp.

Gold stater
White dove with a happy child
Morse key and communientionm'satellite
Launcher 'Arian.'
&wen *Max Less, =rich

Rp.

Prod Bauer, luesnacht (ZR

Ip.

Richard Gerbig, ZArioh,
Herbert Auchlt, Bern

2p.
lp.

Rp.
Rp.

Rp.

Rotogravure by Courvoisier

Multicolour
printing

haux-do-POnds

20 & 80 Rp. 26 x 56 ma.

40 70 lp. 56'x 26 mm.

bmiv

White, with luminous substance, without fibres
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Pore cylinders
A special commemorative cover will be available for each value and one„
for the set, sad the sass simple first Day cancellation will he ust,a 40 for the
new definitive steep.
Collectiot sheets and folders will be available for both issues, and a
lags= Card will be issued only for the 80 Rp. Muropean Space stamp, which will
cost SFr. 1.40 from the PIT Philatelic Bureau, 1211 Geneva, and cancelled there.

As anseumeed earlier it has bees
nesiessary to find a new 'ham' for our
1104,111011 and after much effort we heve
may just new bees successful.
is are happy to say that with our
opening reunion in October we shall be
holding these is the
ALLOW ROOK

'mar =MOMS

CLUR,
Seymour Street, Mdgeware Road,
London 112

, I=

(5 minutes from Marble Arch Station)

at 6.15 for 6.50 - 6430 p.m. (*Pirwx.,)

as -.
The use of display frames has been

arrapE4de
Security measures are in operation
so carry your Membership Card - they
•
will be checked..

MAXUSCRIPT OF OUR
1980 CATALOG=
MILL BS 00110 TO TER
MITE= lARLIIR TRAM
USUAL:
Pollowiag the increased TAT
coots applicable from June, we
deliberately held back from passing
this on, deciding rather to absorb
this ourselves in order to "cushion"
the effect on our clients.
Obviously we cannot continue
this policy indefinitely and our new
1980 Catalogue will have to reflect
the-increase.
IT MAX= SIN= TILT is IS
THE TINI TO PILL WWI SAPS IN TOUR
COLLECTION - DON'T WAIT POR IRV

11/11111.101.001101.*

The programme is not quite complete
and will be announced sent south. Seam..
while mete the following detest
Ned. 10th October - Opening evening
" 7th Revember Ant Wednesday .
11; Auction

SILSOW'S PRICES:

H. L. KATCHER
R LTD)

(THE AMATEUR COLLECTO
P.O. Box 242,

LONDON Xi 41,1
1. 02 - 548 0296
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Translated by N. STEINER
Part VI.

The official Type I and II cancellers are to be found
listed in
Tables 4 & 5.

OFFICIAL 'T' CANCEL:9

tall *line in 411.
1.
2.
3.

5.

6.
7.
8.

21
21
21
22
21

x
x
x
x

Right-angles of are and
foot

x 27

Arm & base ends rounded

, 22 x 28.5

22

itAIAP 4M (Ncq.

27.5
27
27.5
Z3.5
x 27.5

20.5

-dobase ends rounded

-do21.5 x 28.3 Arms slanted towards base,
ends rounded & pedestal

14.

x 28 Base ends tapered
21.5 x 28.5 Base ends tapered
pedestal slightly slanted
21 x 28
Arne & base ends tapered
22 x 28

Base rounded Outwards,
ends tapered

21.5 x 29 Arm ends tapered, base
ends rounded

18.

21.5

22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

x 28

Ztri,ch 2

Ulrich 51 Schwamoidingen,
Lichtenstiig
Tverdon
Basel 64 Biases; Clarens
A & 1 Handbook No. 820

Base ends tapered

Zofingen
2145 x 28 Lower arm chamfered
21 x 27
Left are end slight tapered Grabs
21.5 x 28 Left arm right-angled,
right arm rounded, left arm
slanted, arm & base ends
tapered
. 22.5 x 28 Left arm end rounded,
Geneva
base ends slanted
20 x 28
Arms rounded, arms & base
ends tapered
20.5 x 27.5 Arms & base ends tapered
Arms longer

20.5 x 27.5
20 x 27
r. 20.5 x 27.3

28.

Tverdon

21.5

17.

20.
21.

Bern 14 Eandate, Variety A, slightly
lower base.
Wettingen, Variety B. Join of arm
and base straighter. =rich 1.

Base ends rounded

21 x 28

19.

Geri)... 3 Rive
Biers (Vaud)

x 28.2

13.

16.

Usage (NO* 2)

Zurich 6; Geneve rue du Stand
As 2 but with higher base

slightly slanted
9 * 22 x g9
'Horses foot'
10. 21.5 z-29
Base ends rounded
11. 22 x 28.5
12. 22 x 28.5 Base ends pointed,
pedestal slightly damaged

15.

- Type I - Double-line cancellers

21 x 28

29.

21

30.

21 x 28

x 2713

-do-do-doArms & base ends tapered,
base slightly angled Base elide tapered, pedestal

& tapered otherwise as 26

Tverdon, somewhat smallar than 24
Urnerboden (Uri) see 28

Thun, as 27, soaewhat larger, sides
reversed (mirror image)

slightly aagled

Arms slanted outwards
base ends tapered

Baden
(Cetruk_

AU
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contin,ltd from p.

Jot.. to Table 4

Iota 1. Unless otlwrwise 6-toted, ends of arms cut straight.
Note 2. The various towns mentioned are only examples and in order to
extend the list co-operation from members is requested.
07.7.1140 .8. 11M010011.,0410.M. V.

Ty II. Circular cancellers

zijaj zreadik=sja_daw
s

tuut

Xse

j.r,

1.

18

2.
3"
4.
56

19
19
19
19

PlAtir's

11W

Very thin circle, thin *T'
Circle end *T' thicker than 1.
Circle thick, "T' as 2.
Circle as 2, I T' thicker than before
Circle thick as 3, 'T' thick as 4.

But note the shape of the foot of the 'T..
Oesanimammemswores.40,0 11—

2

8

7
2.

UMPIUAL

4

n-

10

ANCILS

There are four different designs
Contour cancels
Lino cancels
Two-Iine cancels
Circle cancels
So far we can distinguish between the following

nest

No. 1 A contour cancel of unknown origin.
Me. 2 A line cancel of unknown origin with blunt arm and base ends.
No. 3 A line cancel of unknown origin, but very similar to that used in
Caapione d'Italia and post offices in other Italian towns.

No. 4 I line cancel

of unknown origin with pointed arm and base ends.
A line cancel which originated in 2316 Les Ponta-deAartel, Canton
No. 5
Nenehitel.
cancel of unknown origin which is, similar to PTT cancel Type II,
line
A
No. 6
but without the circle.
No. 7 A double-line cancel originating in 3642 Bilterfingen bei Thun, Canton
Bern. It is much smaller than the contemporary PTT Type I. We can
establish that it was in use in Hilterfingen for several decades.
p
Claims that it was lready in use in 1870 are questionable and cannot
be substantiated. Due to the ornate form of this cancel it is very
much sought after by collectors'. Also known as the 'Plying V.
Bo. 8 A circular cancel of unknown origin, but larger than the PTT Type II.
A circular cancel originating in 2300 La Chaux-de-Ponds, Ct. Neuchitel.
No. 9
I
The 'T . is similar to No. 8. Both circle and T' are somewhat smaller.
Ths usual colour of the cancellation ink is violet, seldom bleat.
A circular cancel originating in 8020 Zurich 1, Special Delivery.
Yo. 9

No. 11 A circular cancel, origin unknown,

:
' V' with blunt arms and base ends

(To be continued)

THE RAILWAYS OF SWITZERLAND
By P. Vaughan

Part'

Continuing along the southern ars of Lake Lucerne, through many tunnels,
Fluelea is reached - the station being shown on the 30. P.P. stamp, Z.37) - and
thin the lake is left behind. Prom here, up the valley of the River Reuss to
Brstfeld, the line is level but beyond the ruling gradient is 1 in 383 and 1 in 40
and with the assistance of the spiral tunnel at Pfeffenspruag
and the more famous three at Wasson, the summit is reached at .
Glechenen. At this point, 553 miles from Lucerne, the line
has been lifted through a difference in level of over 2,000 ft.
The Gotthard route now enters the 9: mile Gotthard tunnel and
emerges into the Ticino valley at Airolo.
Prom this point to Biases a descent of 2,785 ft, has to be
negotiated and this is achieved by more spiral tunnelling in the
Piottino Ravine and at Giornico. After Biasea the valley floor
flattens quickly and the capital of Ticino, Bellinsona, is but
a short distance away. From Bellinsona the line climbs once
mere, this tine up the east side of the valley to a tunnel
under Unto Coneri and once through, descend. to the resort of
Lugano on the lake of the same name. Skirting the lake round
*onto Sal Salvatore it then crosses at Wide on a causeway
and bridge and finally arrives at Chiasso on the Italian frontier.
In 1957 the Swiss Post Office released a 10c.
The Ronde Bridge
stamp as part of the Publicity issue for that year (1.329), to
mark the 75th anniversary of the Gotthard Railway.
The third main route is that from Basle to Cher: lotion foll ows the Gorman
border in an easterly direction through Stein-Slakingen, where it turns southeasterly to Bragg and thence to Mich on the same metals as the Bern-Mich route.

Prom Mich the southern bank of the lake is followed and after a short crosscountry stretch Samna and Landquart are reached. The line then roma parallel
to the track of the RhRtian railway, described later, and finally arrives at Cher.
The final great route is the Simplon line and this runs from Yeller*,
on the Wenek frontier to Domodossola in northern Italy, via the Simplon tunnel.
It is regarded as the main route from Paris to Ulan and in fact the whole of
northern Italy.

Tallorbe is some 2,655 ft. above sea level and the line descends
gradually for a little over 29 Riles to reach Lake Geneva at Lausanne. Prom here
the railway skirts the lake and passes through the resort of *entre/ex before
rounding the Castle of Chinon.
At Villeneuve, at the eastern end of the lake, the line enters the Rhone
Talley. Up this valley the gradients are minimal and some of the felted timed
runs in Svitserland are achieved. The first town of any importance after leaving
the lakeside is Rartigny, where a connection can be **de for the French resort of
Chamonix, by means of the Martigny-Chatelard Railway.
At this point the valley
makes an almost right-angled turn which the lino oast follov before passing through
the town of Sloe and on to Flap, the junction for the line to Zeraatt. A little
further along the Lftschberg line can be seen high up on the north wall of the
valley and this gradually descends to meet the simplon line at 'Hague.
At a
point 13 miles beyond Drive the line enters the twin bores of the Si/el:flan Tunnel,
which are shown on 1.325 marking the 50th anniversary, and then passes into Italy.
There are perhaps two more lines that merit the main line category, not
the least of which is the Brunig line from Lucerne to Interlaken. This 35 mile

run is the only metre-gmege line of the Swiss Federal systole and is in fact a
very important tourist line between the Lucerne area and the Berne.. Oberland.

It was incorporated into the S.B.B. in 1903 and is still to-day their only line

requiring rack-and-pinion traction on the steeper gradients. By means of

gradients of 1 in 8 and 1 in 10 a high point of 3,287 ft, is reached at Brunie-

Rasliberg station.

Two more lines of same iseportance radiai-, from Uric*. Firstly there
is the reate to Reaanshorn on the Lake of Constance, which is double tracked
throughout. This 52 mile line also parries freight wagons for the ferries **roes
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on on the German shore.
the lake to Pri
Secondl si tbers is the 35 mile main lime northwards to Scheffhtvlon on
the German frontier, with traffic for Stuttgart, Mannheim and heycm4. Gu this
run an impressive view of the famous Rhine Palls is seen to the right of the
track at Isuhausen.
,
Another line which must be aentio ed is the Bern - loStsehberg - Simplon
railway, This Company, formed in 1906, is by far the nest important if the
private railways operating in Switzerland. The total route *Usage of the
Company and its associated linos le only a mere 155 miles, but being at the heart
of thi Swiss Federal Railways territory gives it an importance out of all trope*.
tion to its physical else.
The basic route provides an alternative, nor* direct link between Bern
and the Simplon Tunnel and thence to Italy,
The BLS line proper commences at Than, but its associated lines begin,
OA

far west as Neuchatel and make their way, via Isrsers, where they cross the

Solothurn-Lausanne route, to Bern. From Bern it is but a short south-easterly
run to Than and the lake of the same name.
On leaving Mon the line follows the lake to Spies and
one branch then proceeds along the lakeside to the popular

resort of Interlaken, whilst the main line sakes its way due south via the Lander Valley to Prutigen.
Up to here the track is double but from Trutigen cowards

it is single, with just three passing loops, to Eanderstes.
Although Eaaderateg id only 5 miles fron Prutignu Usre is a
difference in level of 1,275 ft., but with the reversals of
The Lander Viaduct direction and a spiral tunnel at Mithols, which increases the
route mileage to 11, this obstacle in overcome with gradients
of no nore than 1 in 37. In fact the line climbs same 1,842 ft. from Spies to
Kandorsteg in 19i stiles, whereas the two towns are no more than 13: niles apart.

41, Feta

41

At this point the track agaih becomes double and the 9 nil, twin bore'
tunnel carries it under the crest of the Berness Alps, through to the Rhone watershed, in the narrow Lonna Valley. The Rhone Valley is reached at RoWNweiter a
2i mile descent through the Loma gorge with its many avalanche shelters and
small tunnels. Pros Schwa, 1,450 ft. above the valley floor, the lime is
gradually brought down the north wall with the help of some remarkable bridges
and viaducts to join the Simplon main line at Drips. A scene frost this descent
• crossing the Ltgelkinn viaduct-in shown on the Publicity stamp, 1.397

(To be continued)
OW" TOURIST PUBLICITY '1" WM§

Prom 14th Augusts

9451 MESSER' - Rheintbergang,an der
1.745
1.13 Bodensee-Chur
From 10th Augusts
3518

8pWARZINZUZ0 - Nrholung mad
- Vandern
From 27th Augusts -

1.744

2713 BELLBLAY - l‘Abbatiale

1.745

2877 MUM -

Vom Valens.. sum
Nurgnee

344

}401-Dth t‘kweriber I979

vudatsy

maks a seta
of the dates
for the
BRITISH
PHILATELIC
UNIBITION

1.746

Altitude

1.747
1550 n.
5456 TRA0Z8ZWALD Bin Besuch lohnt
,

etch

th British
Philatelic Exhibition

owermieumn

Sept:

Prom
1961 LES MAYINS-de-SIOS -

It is not
too soon to

1.748

8226 SCHLEITNRIN . - Vandergebiet 1.749
Prom 6th Sept/
8007 MKS - 'Olen in Veisstannental14147b
Versa

14th - 17th
November
to be held in the new Wesb]sy Conference
Centre. Don't miss it.

n 498QPILI CARCR40
Auto 5 Pete du 'maple jarassioa
Delmont 1i2 Sept.
1

1979
8/10 Sept,

3 Inabenschiessen 2trich

3 30 ZISPA - ZerCher Nertstschan
27 Sept. .7 .

7 Oct.

9

DID YOU KNOW?
that to put the record straight the
ITT did pay 40e. per cover, plus the
staaps, for the aborted llth Nay Jura
eanoellation.
Schanenverd has had its cancelhas gone to
Nensiken) because of falling business
caused mainly by the decline in the for
uses of the local Nally Shoe Factory,
sold by the family to a financier. Nally
certainly had a aster canceller, but
smaller secondary firms did not.
...that Zamora has recently had some
int•remting machine slogans, the one for
the 50th National
Eidg. Seirazzalest Shooting Festival Tir federal -Tire federate and a festival it is
fiestafIi s tir - was in the 4

ling machine taken away (it

11/212:11W
The highest value so far for this
try will be isouod on 6 Sept:, a
magnificently produced Fr.20.- stamp
depicting the Patron Saints, St. Lasing
and St. Florian, from the frescoes in
the church of Waltensburg-Vuors in
GratbRnden, Switserlaad. - It is issued
in response to a request by the postal
servide for a stamp of this value to
skeet present high
postal costs.
Printed in
sheets of 4 stamps

with ornamental

border they censti
tute a superb but
expensive miniature
sh et: Details
ares
e
ilzern 7. 22.Ji 1979 national languages,
WA,• Fr:20.- in
5 colours
while the other is
ii Isparanto to wel- Deasners Prof. A galbert Pilch, Vienna
come the 64th World
immisiv Alfred Fischer, Vienna,
Congress wa 28 July.
Immo
Walter Wachter, Slhaan
There have been a
rites eculdsed autoty pirecess by
number of Bsperento
the Austrian Govt. Printing
postmarks over the
Office, Vienna
years in Switserland.
maw 40 a 53 11114
Shoe, Bigot
130 x 175 ma.
the 1979 Id. of the alphabetical
& Numerical Postcodes have just some out,
An, official bower will be available
with a special motion in the former an
(at40 li.) for either the single . stomp
the recent 'bangles, to list in filet all
or the block, which will receive a
the post offices in the new 0t. Jura,
special PD cancellation showing the
their postcodes not having been changed.
Ibex of theAtranhinden 101116
A very.
Aayone who would like these oan send as 2 attractive maxims card sill also be
reply coupons.
issued at a eeit of 50 Itp. stamp.
•...that in the June lases of "Tell°,
Voice of the American EPS, I found something I had not been able to die cover in
Sw
The slogan shown
itzerland, i.e. that there were in feet
here will be used in
12 PT? 'Mobile' in use in the summers 7
Zofingen from 3rd
in Geraan-speikbNi schools1 3 in French
September and will
and 1 each in Italian 1 Romansch areas:
replace that prev
These units arc fitted-out containers

nut

without wheels.

ionslY

...thatoollootore of Switserlami
foreign stamps-mill be delighted with the
Prat), -.nstamp to be issued by Liechtenstein on 6 Sept., AM it shows St. Lunin g &
St. Florian from frescoes in thaeld
in Waltenaburg/Toors near Ilene is Gra*.
bibulon. It is interesting to
that the
Phil. Duro in Tian* will take back them,
stamps from -standing order (=stoners who
find the *mount too. such..,

PLILLE-aga

. ...that Winkler's classic , Vorphilatelle
will not be revised and extended, but only
corrected and reprinted for the next
National lahibition 1321.982. First editio s
n reach shout SPr.200.- at auctions
these days.
.....that there will be an International
Meeting of NW Collectors in Geneva on 5/

(Cont.)

October to celebrate 10 years of WN
stamp/ from Geneva.
...that the answer to Question No.85
los the 'Tuner Alpen Winter Pont of
1939. Those from St. Korits to Shur
exe rarer than the other way.

.... that Question No. 86 tat Which
other Liechtenstein stoma show
st. usims,

N. RUTEIRPOORDBreit* Str, 82, , 8303 BASSILID057

15GUST 1979

DELYITIA M3 LITTER

1979
Sept. 15 113CALS ETC. - Disc. Ltr,
Ir. I. Tillen
Oct. 6 SWISS SLIDES . Disc. Ldr,
Kr. J.C.M. Daniel
3 ,

1
SPECIAL PICTORIAL CANCELLLTICE3
Two towns vill be celebrating
their foundation in 3ipteabers
1. ESCHEW in Ct. Bern will nark its
800 years -l179 - 1979 with a pictorial cancellation,depictiag the coat-ofarm, to be in uso from lot Oaptanber to
51st Dec:ober.
2. RAPPERSIIIL in Ct. 3t. Galles will
celebrate 750 years - 1229 - 1979
will also use an attractive cancel
25 & 26th August.
Neither if thaws canools will have
' X' nuabers.

CRAIDEAN'S DISPLAI
SWITZERLAND'S Ord CANTOS Disc. Ur, Mr. G.D. Wilson

5 MUSD BAG - Disc. Ldr.
Mr. I. Gilchrist - to be
held in Pool-inAlharfedale
Feb. 2 DOOXL113 & CO1I3 - Disc. Ldr.
Dr. G.G. Ritchie
Ear. 1 VISIT TO DIACIMUDI
Apr. 12 A.G.E. & DOORS*
*Nestings held in the

Lamm WEB MIDDLE SCHOOL,
Steintock Lane, Leeds at 2 p.a.
mo01111101.1.0

EDS. V DAVIS
•Chairman:
E. A. MOILS
MD.
Secretary:
A. EASTWOOD
J.
ER.
Treasurers
'
, 3 W 1 3 3 3 T A, M P 3
will give landless pleasure with their
many facets.
•
A straight-forward-collection
will always be a joy to look at.

Mat 4 -1/51""
IM
MIXELAAWRIMUNRIUS
sou:trim

Yol•

AU ftelelist
inoluding
Garaas konooratie Republic, but without
ftoo ;
Tle°4404t
1
f w
e with all stamps in oolourl

1 1

biaLLUMI
Please order catalogues frau

MW POLIC414, 141/1,_
42, Wan Lane, Strand, London wc2g
sut
s to the SUROPS Catalogue are
PPles
.
published in the l iernor Driefnarkes.
Zeitune.

Nu

The ingiagniLlaggiEralinalkeig
44111111131M UZI illit isse wee Publish.
197Se
*4 Is
Fez' fine, first class staapa
OP 3WIT3311AED ADD 111UROPS - send your

Want Lists to

If, in addition, you like
thematic subjects, even as a sideline, there is a wide choice.
And for detailed study and the
'opportunity for research, there are
the early Rayons, as well as the
Strubelisl Sitting lelvetia pert.,
and Standing Helvetia etc.
Whatever you collect I can
help you with material either against
Wont* Lists or on Approval.
l'or-stanps, nint or mood, pre-stamp covers, airmails and flight
covert:, PDCa, tets-boche & se-tenant
and many others,
Write to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
la, Low Lana, Torrisholas,
OEICA,ID3,
Lance Li4 6PN

ILATEL/
oleo

LETTER

NEWS
Preeident t, .14001tE,
Hon. Treasurer!

w.e.r.sa.

Hon,Seeretary * Bditor:

Mr. LA I. ST/LES
135 Rt. John's Road,
Walthamstow,
London E.17 14JB

Mrs E.J. RAWSLEY,
3 Cranford Hardens,
iflotorla Dr.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex
P021 2EL

Tel. 01 527 6670

?e1.

0245354149

SC—P7c5-P-11:,e4Z..,

THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
By C. J. TaBlende

The series of articles which basins here deals with the pasta
history of Geneva from the Middle Ages to 18644 At first ilinos the seeps. of this
series seems rather limited, treating as it -does only one city.
One suet, however,
realise that events in Geneva mirror postal developments in Rums as a whele and
thus should Le of Ale to all students of luropean postal history.
Throughout the series frequent references will be node to the
*Wink' r Handbook" or more completely, 'Handbuch der Schmid's*? Vorphiletelie
1695.1850''ty Jean J. Winkler and published by the, combined Swiss Philatelic
Societies. This nasterwerk is the Bible of Swiss pre-stomp petal history. It
contains extensive lists and illustrations of postal markings providing the rarity
of each busman* of a point system. Insofar as possible the Geneva postal marking, shown in this series will be related to theiNinklioriandboek:.

The postal history of Geneva very conveniently is divided into five

fairly distinct periods. Before 1798 the city was an independent rrpublie. On
April 15 of that year the French took the city and occupied it until 1815 when
Geneva became the twenty-second canton of the Swiss Confederation'. From: late
1815 until 1330 the Geneva postal system wee operated by Beat Fischer of Bern.
After 1850 the Canton managed its own postal affairs until a Federal Poeta], System
was established, in 1849-1850.

_ Already
Roman times, Geneve was' an important centre of trade and
commerce. In 120 Bee, then, was a bridge across the Rhone at Geneva, a bridal,
destroyed by Caesar in 58 B.C. Bessiongera from Roue crossed the Alps and changed
horses at Geneva for the trip into Gaul. As
power balances in Europe shifted, Geneva was occupied by various groups until it became a free
Isperial city in 1034. Rail at that time was
carried by private courierm, pilgrime, or wanderPig. 1. The first Swiss posting merchants.
mark used by the Frendh post
office in Geneva in 1695.
Beginning in the 14th century mail
(Winkler Nos 43).
was carried by special bonded foot messengers who

DE•GENEVE

were the colours of the city that supported them
(Basel, Bern, St, Gallen etc.) They made all of their trips on foot, often over

great dietancez; and they enjoyed a isort . vfliplomatie immunity. There also were
eteeiel messengers emp1oyed . brmerchants 1 -,organisations, •specially those of
=rich and St. Gallen. Their purpose VOA to facilitate oommerce by providing a
dence
re called a
means of corres
se
* To be perfectly come
Geneva on Ncenber 30,
ed under military control.

d be noted that the French

were driven from
r which a provisional government was establish.
lasted until 1815.

ith Lyon and cities in Northern Switsertal so
1575 regular
lam%
As early as 1640 there began to appear written markings on some letters,
numbers probably indicating the Amount of postage to be collected from the reap-.
ient of the letter. A very few letters indicated the city of origin, while the
postal rates of the period were very unstable and complicated, varying from city to
city, year to year, route to route, and even messenger to messenger. . ay 1666
g
mounted mesAemgers were carrying mail between Basel, Bern, Lon time, Chur, C4710111,

Glarus, Schaffhausen, Ulrich and to Bergamo et..
In 1669, when the French Postal System was crested by Louis ZIT, a Preaok
post office was cip aci. in Geneva at the corner of the Rue Terdaine and the Nue di

Tillie. It handled mail between Geneva and Franco only. In 1670 both the Zirich
and the St,Gallen merchant postal systems opened offices in Geneva, followed in
1675 by the Fiseher System of Bern and in 1703 by the Sardinian Postal Service.
The latter four were grouped in the Place du aolard and handled all sail except
that for Prance. The French post office paid the city of Geneva an annual fee of
50 pistols for the privilege of having an office in the city.
About 1695 all French post offices received marking devices which showed
the name of the oity. The one used in Geneva bore the inscription "De Geneve" or
from Geneva. This is short in Pig. 1. It is generally regarded as the first
Swiss postmark, even though it was really aanufactured and used by the Preach post
office, After a few your it was changed to indicate only "Geneve". The marking
device• themselves were sae either of wood or 'very soft metal, which meant that
they wore out rapidly= A large variety of postmarks thus exists for the 18th cent.,

since each replacement device appears to have differed from its predecessor. ' The

Winkler Handbook liets at least 26 different postaarks that Imre used in Geneva
between 1695 and, 1798 and there are probably many more.
Indications of worn
devices may also be seen on
many letters in the form of a
frame around the name of the
city'. There is no evidence

of Geneva postmarks having
been used by say of the other
four postal systems that had
officers in the city. An
example is shown in Pig. 2.

Pig. 2. Folded letter from Geneva to Grenoble,

4, 1750. Worn pcstaark, W. No.58, with
FoIr mber
frame ro ,..mC city name. Postage is 7 declaim.

Geneva pest office ever used a postmark during its
short life, 1768 to 1774. A letter has been discovered bearing two straight-line Geneva postmarks.,
and some interpret this to be one from the Geneva
post office and one from the French poet office at
Tersoix.
Only letters from Geniva to Prance bore
postmarks, letters to the rest of Switserlamd bore
only handwritten markings.

On July 1, 17661 swim./
to some differences between
the governments of Prance and
Geneva, the Prem.* post offiee
was moved to Tersoix, then a
French city. On the same day
Geneva opened the first post
office of its own to handle
sail between the city and
Tersoix, the now official
transit point for mail to and
from Prance. The Preach poet
office returned to Geneva in
December 1't94 and remained
until 1813. There is some
controversy as to whether the

P.P.
'GENEVE
Fig. 3. The first postage
paid postmark used in
Switzerland, W.1(o,67, used
in 1796 by French post
office in Geneva.

(To be continued)
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h MAILS OF SWITZERLAND
1870

1945

luding importan t rarities
Those items relate to the arrival
of the Preach General Bourbakifs
serland for iitersment, in evading the enemy.
Rare Cover with Prancbi.e stamp No.1 from Schaffhaus
en to Mich.
Inland destination: Rarely se e
4,1
n*
44 0.
t 600.00
Stperb cover with Franchise stamp No. 1 from Born to
Porrentruy.
Inland destination: Rarely seen. With Nussb
aum Certificate
t 625.00
Superb cover with Franchise stamp No. lc from Loose
s Camp, addressed
to Lyons, France. With interesting eontents. jM
at Collection& 550.00
Pine cover with Franchise stamp No lo, hos Rhein
folden Camp to
Pas de Calais, France, With Nos•r-RSts Certi
ficate
at
moo
Franchise stamp No, 1 on extremely rare cover Iied,
wpt postal
onaggllatIon (these stamps were not normally cance
lled). Prot
the small Geneva Camp where only 120 internees were
housed, most
of them in transit or convalescent. Cover has N/S marki
ng
*Provenance Nilitaire Ambulance and is addressed
to Anglo,
Prase*.t An exceptional document, joiNerki Col/et:Um
". With
,
Jose la Certificate
• 1250.0
cover from Lyons, Prance, with scarce French franking.
Addresse d
to P.O.W. interned in a Camp near Augsburg, Bavaria. Cover
kjigt_transit dpcmgentatton with strikes of Basle and Berm -shows
Row.horn Ambulant cancel
•••
30 .00

20011211.1ragLi0Ralia

) 2szsznaltikasissiSsaLitiUssi.
Affeltrangen, Dtrenia.d.Aaro, Yraubrannen, Oudo Be
t
nnie*. lohrbe04J.,
Summisweld, Vale, Pinola, Winterthur
Ofe4
All at & 7.50 seek
Biriswil t Bettenbauxen,
Dagmersellen,.Dirrgraben4
Cloonan (BB), Gremmuitt, Islikon L4usion, Lo g one, Leutw Gebenatorf,
t
il,
Naseen, Nelchuau, Nottwil Reichanau,
Reinaoh, St. Peter, Thalheix (A0)
Witikon, Wald Wittwil
Nixren, Pfaffnan, Nadel
b.A., SchNts, Sehnottwil, St. liaise,
Thalkirch, Turbenthal,
Zol'brick 00
All at t 12.50 each
A

s)

cancellat
Ditto, rare error

in various sises *xi
PLEA= ASX TO SRN APPROVALS
s o

l ortorfei

Several different
bed in German. French
•••

instead of Portofrei

c)

At t 7.50 to C
& 50.00

20.00

te
(which supplied reading
with
speciall y issued for the Bducation Bureau.
the Bureau had to carry stamps in the top
lat10MIL
comer of the aovsr mai addressed from the P.O.W. camp
to the Puree* had
to be franked in the top
corner.
LW: Prices for the Tel owing covers are for good average to fine condition.
Inferior covers, or where stamps are denied, can be supplied at
substantially
lower prices.
Nducation Bureau to Kamilla (Trance) with blue Pesta
lossi stamp ... t 33.00
Scats Internment Camp to the Nduc. , Bureau with blue Pesta
lossi stamp • 40.00
Edna. Bureau to Gomm& (local) with green Pestalossi
stamp
t 21.00
Fischanthal Camp to the Bduc. Bureau,.alaret Pestalossi
stamp
t 18.00
Edna. Bureau to OFLAO 111.7. (Germany) with green Girard
stamp
& 36.00

Niue. Bureau to N.STANNLAGIR

XI.B. (Germany), green Girard stamp
Rduc. Bureau to STALAG 1506 (Germany), green Girard
stamp
Bdwo. Bureau to STALAG IN. (Germany), violet Girard
stamp

4: 30.00
• 36.00
t 21.00

Continued overleaf

Even before I have completed the figures for 1978-1979 I have had a
wonderful flood of 1./,'ter al for the forthcoming season; perhaps this early rush
has some connection with the very recent increase in postage rate* which
contributing members tried to beat: Anyhow we are off to a real flying start
and as I write these notes, .22 Packets are already circulating round the country.
But before we get too excited about the new season I must review the
results of the last one. It was very good, although it had its problems. The
value of the material contributed was a record at just over 4 15,000, over
increase on the previous season in money value (one must remember, of course,
the high rate of increase in the value of Swiss stamps). Forty-nine Packets
1 more than in the previous season - were - circulated and Packet Sales were of the value of the material circulated, against 4 3,810, 4$ of
5176,
material circulated in the previous year.

50

30

I want to thank all the contributors on whom vs depend for the supply
of the material to make this Packet Service possible. I also want to thank the
many Members for their kind wishes of encouragement and appreciation. A.ltholLgb
I cannot acknowledge these individually, they are appreciated.
On October 1st the Chelmsford Sorting Office goes *automatic" - I
regret the fact that some members refuse to, give me their postal code, or ignore
the use of ay postal code when writing to me. There are enough problems with
the postal system in the U.K. without the need to make it more difficult. To
operate a Packet Service efficiently I depend on rapid communications, i.e.
information back so that I.know where the Packets are at any, given time. At
the end of last season it was a misery running the Service; it *as not Wittailia
for me to be without information for 2 weeks because of postal delays and also
because Member° are tardy about posting their Advice Notes. Please help me, and
poet Advice Notes promptly::

The most serious aspect of
running the Packet is the cost of insurance. We lost a -Packet during the season
thus losing out 'No Claims Bonus', in
addition to which, because of the general

1870 - 1945
tinned from page 67)
Busswil/b. Beren al. Camp to the Educ.
Bureau, with brown Girard stamp
'SO
30.00
OTHER SIMILAR COVERS AVAILABLE
REQUEST
ALL

Nam

QUOTED MREIARE EXCLUSIVE
OF VALUE - ADDED TAT. AND ALL OFFERS ARE

SUBJECT UNSOLD.
We also have fine stocks of stamps
issued during both World Ware for the
Seise Armed Forces, on and off cover.
Sta g er Catalogue (out of print) for
these issues available at £17.50 post
and tax inclusive.

H. L. KATCHER

(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)
The Swiss Specialists
PTS Asa*,
SPA, APS, RP=
P.O. Box 242
Highgate,
LONDON 6 4LW
'
401, 01 348 0296

pattern of losses, the basic rate of
insurance is going up -considerably, with
the result that the cost will be going
up by around- 50 as far as the BPS is

concerned. We do not want another
loss. Please treat the Packet with

care and observe the new Packet Rules,
of which each Member on the Packet

circuit has a copy.
Also in trying to reduce the cost
of inssurance to the Society, will-those.
contributing Members who do not require
their material to be insured - because

it is already covered by their own
insurance - advise me accordingly.

Q. ROCA

Sept. As I finished this report I
have been infermed that the

suing Packet has been found ... over a
period of 8 months it has only been to
Australia and back:: Exactly how this
happened I do not yet know, but it
emphasises the need for very CAREFUL

and ACCURATE ADDRESSIIG.
In order to include this report we
gret that it has been necessary to defer
the last instalment of the Railway article
until next month.

POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY
By EDGAR BOBBNLY rand Laney
2.

Translated by E. BUIBIR

urnicup I7'_CANCIU1 (Continued)

The following, at a gismos, gives a geed pint
described last months

Double-lined

3

17 x 13

4
5 2316 Los Pentode-Martel BB
6 UllknOwn

20 x 17
13.5 x 11
12 x 9

7 3652 Bilterfi
bei Thun BB

1

Circular cancel 8 Unknown

5.5 x 12

Part VII
of the oanoellations

As cancel of Campioee
d'Italia
in Oot. 1969
2 as PT?
11, but
without circle
The *flying T"

Circle 21.5 Violet

T 14 x

9

2300 Le Cbauxde-Ponds NI
10 8020 Wick 1

11

TODAY

Circle 19

T am No.
violet

mainly in

* 18

T 12 x 9
Circle 17.5
T 8.5 4 6

Unknows

IIIIMIZSAMIAJAMIne
Receatly some inforsation about these cancels was publ i abed without
hawing the variety which exist.
The following notes will throw light on some

facts previously unknown and show some rare examples of these cancels, while
the
section entitled "Returned Nail* will
t detail. of the purpoee and n.thods of

US..

sor

Invalid cancels have bent in ezistenca since the introduction of the
rat postage due etanpa on July let, 1878. Until December 31st, 1953 they
were
used to invalidate postage due stamps; only rarely were they used
on
postag
e
stamps; today, of course, they are found only an postage stamps
and on the new
sachine* T cancels. Post offices which did not possess such a cancel were told
invalidate the stamp, by hand with the same word.
The PIT instructed these
ficee in 1914 to underline the word "UNOUTIG" with two thick strokes of
Prom 1926 onwards the instructions were changed so that the word was betweeanpen*
two
thick lines. This method has survived until the present day. These black ink
hand-written cancels are mostly to be found on the 1910 issue of
postage due
stamps. As tine wint on they were gradually replaced by proper cancellers*
Even today one can still discover some hand cancellations which
are, to say the
least, ugly, consisting of pea or pencil strokes through the centre
of the •tamps.
The variety of cancels in existence are of such greater intere
st. They
can consist of straight or slanting, plain or ornate letters. All three offic
ial
lan
s, namely German, Prenoh and Italian are represented, reading 'UNOGL
TIG',
' and I ANNULLATO' respectively *
It is Well worth describing the existing
ancellations, although we do not profess to °lair completeness but to
give only
*
a survey.
Slant-lettered 'ONGILTIG 1 cancels (1. all * Croup 25 Pigs. 795 & 796)
are * as a rule, only found on the first series of postag
e due *taupe of 1878, on
the blue and green issues in fact.
Referring to the 'IandboOk of Cancellations'
we learn that these cancels were only used on blue postage due
and, at
least as far as the French language cancel is concerned, appear stamps
on the .'Sitting
Helvetia Pert,' issue.
They are found on postage due stamps in black, WRY, mil

',MIA UM LENZ/

Page 70
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.
Further UNGULTIG cancels were
They are rare on postage stamp..
and violet.
used on various postage due stamp series, some were still in use after the introduction of the 'T' dues for the internal mail service from June let, 1953, and
some are still in use today. In the middle sixties the PTT replaced a number of
worn and defective cancellers and many original types disappeared. At the same.
time OQUO post office, ordered their own design of cancellers which bore no

resemblance to the official PT? type.

Aiwal

1181/178
#181718

AkyazE
ANNUL.

UNGOLTIG
LINGOLTIG
UNBOLTIG

ANNULE

UNGULTIG
UNGOLTIG

AN) RE
ANN ULE
ANNULI
ANNULI

UNGOLTIG
UNGULTIG

UNGULT1G

ANNUL

UNGULTIG
UNGULTIG
UNGOLTIG
ungullig

ANNULS E
ANNULE
ANNULS
ANNULE

UngUltig

ANNULE
AN NULLATO

Ann Oak
Types of Cancels
The largest variety of cancellers originated in the German-speaking areas,
The Italian-speaking region later
followed by those of the French-speaking areas.
ig, 5.

walls own 'ANNULLATO' cancels, certainly they pommelled them after the issue of the
It
1924 postage due stamps and were mood only exceptionally on postage stamps.

would be reasonable to assume that today the post offices of the Ticino, as well as
cancel:tars.
the Italian-speaking parts of Graubdnden, are in possession of ' MULATTO°
the
uses
Chiasso
That this is not the came has been ascertained by enquiries.
(Cont. on page 71)
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ONDON GROUP VENUE
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DID YOU KNOW?

that Miller, Basel & Kottelat,
rn, have issued their 1980 catalogues
colour too:, and as with Zumstein for
witeorland, Liechtenstein & UN Geneva.
Xottelat has been able to use the same
colour blocks as Mailer, which are some what deeper in tone that those of
Zumstein. All are priCed at 8Fr.8.50,,
but with Kottelat this includes the usefu
l
spiral 'lay-flat' binding.
..4. that as last year I was too late to

buy the first delivery of the Michel 1980

Specialised Switzerland/Liechtenstein
Catalogue, which shows the interest given
to this annual.

Your Chairman & Secretary have
visited the "Victory Club", Seymour St.,
near Marble Arch and have seen the

ALLENBT ROOK which we will be using for
our meetings and which should be
eminently suitable.
Those coming by Tube should turn
right from Marble Arch station, right
again at the "Odeon" and cross Edgeware
Rd into Seymour Street on the loll. The

... that only 40,244 "progressive
prints" of the Memanex t 20c. stamp were
distributed or °sold'. This big miscalculation by the organisers will hopefully

inhibit future souvenirs of this kind.

that in 14 main POs the parcel
counters have been using, since June 1979,
FRAM automatic (cancelled, i.e. dated)

label issuing 'whines. This time-saving

"Victory Club" is only a few yards along.
'
Car-parking will probably be available in the street itself from 6 p.a., or

in the adjoining Connaught Square.
Note; Seymour Street is considerably
nearer Marble Arch than the area of
Seymour Hall, which most have visited at
times.
A list of mass of those likely to
attend has been given and all will be
checked on arrival, so again it is sugges
ed that Members should carry their Membership cards.
There is a small cafeteria on the left
or the entrance hall which may be uaeful.
The "Allenby Roos' is on the first floor,
along the right-hand corridor and through
the swing doors.
, We will commence assembling soon
after 6 P.M. The
progrmit is on p, 72.
(Cont.)
•
French '
cancel, Poachiavo (GR) the
German 'UNGOLTIG'. In Canton Oraubtinden
the German and Romansch-speaking areas use
the 'UNGOLTIG . cancel, with the exception
of Chur which has the French 'ANNTILg.
cancel. Where is the logic?
(To be continued)
kajsukaz

(Cont.)

..... that Question No.87 is: Which
Swiss stamp (it comes in 4 versions)
commemorates a famous battle which took
place outside the present borders of
3witserlamd?
M. RUTHERFOORD

system has been in use in various/other
countries for yeare, Brasil and S4Africa
come to mind, so is not as new in conception as the 'stamps' of similar appearance, The latter have been catalogued
by Zumstein, for all 3 types, together
with FDCs, but the former will not be
catalogued, a moot point. (See illus.)
Note that "II/1" denotes first machine
in 2nd postal district.
• .. that the SVP has bitten off more

than it can chew with their ambitious
revision of the PTT slogan catalogue,

started after the very successful 'X
Handbook", published in 1977.
A supplement to the latter will most likely appear
this year. It is hoped that the slogan

'Handbook' will come out in 1980, cover-

ing all slogans used up to the end of

1979. BPS Members will get definite
news in this column as soon as possible.
that a Women's Lib group has complained, correctly, that the PTT has not

shown any Swiss women in their recent

series of portrait stamps.

..... that the answer to Question: 10-06

is that St. Luaus was also depicted on
Liechtenstein stamps in 1942, 20e,
(Z.166), 1966, Fr.10 (Z.206), 1959
Fr.1.- (Z.344) and 1968 Fr.2.- (Z.632).
Cont. in Col. 1)

SEPTER

Ite021-2922192Agia-1229-z-1.2122
1922

.2.1„.2.

Oct. 10 - HOW TO KEEP JUDGES HAPPI W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode
Nov. 7 - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and
AUCTION

Dec

AEROPHILATELT

Mr. A. S. Newell
ART OF THE FORGER
Guest Speaker* Mr, P. Bennett
Fob. 13 - ?POs - Mr. I. Till.n - to
followed by short fidplays
by other Members
Mar. 12 - DEFINITIVE ISSUES 1907-1933
- All Members
Apr
. 9 - ANICAL-CORPETITION
May 21 - ODDS & ENDS - All I.

Jan.

The use of frames has been arranged.
m‘djo November 7 is FIRST Wednesday
to avoid clash with BPS. and

May 21 is THIRD Wednesday to avoid
'LONDON 1980'.
All other dates are as normal
on the second Wednesday evenings;
Member* to commenoe assembling soon

Among recent cancels those shown are:
Centenary of Swiss Numismatic Society.
This depicts the very early arms of
Bern, showing the bear with the Imperial
Eagle on its back.
2. Centenary of Death of Louis Fevre,
builder of the Gotthard Tunnel. Issued
at Chene-Bourg, his place of origin.
3. 3rd World Exhibition on Telecommunications - 'TELECOM 79 in Geneva.

4. 10 Tears of UNO Postage Stamps in
Swiss Currency.

after 6 P.m.

New Ultima:

Early September 1979:

=STEIN CAT

3.

Western4urope all C EP?

1979 - K.752 from 22 Sept.
9064 HUNDWIL Landagemeindeort X.753 from 24 Sept.

German Democratic Republic)
Price

Vol. 11
All Socialist countries including
German Democratic Republic, but without
Tugoalaiia

2112 UMW (NE) - Chef-lieu historique
X.750 from 10 Sept.
2514 LIGERZ am Bielersee - E.751
from 10 Sept.
4332 STEIN (AG) - Rheinbrecken 1573 -

As=

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Philately - like football -

comes into iti own with the approach Of
autumn.
Price 41.40
The value of Swiss stamps and other
Please order catalogues from
material continues to rise, so it is a
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS up.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WCZE 7LW wise collector who purchases the items he
wants without delay.
Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue are
To avoid disappointment send me
published in the 'Berner BriefmarkenWants
List or request for Approvals
your
Zeitung.for
ISED
The PE
STAMPS - all issues - mint or used
ubi
lailagiarat
ed in Kay 1978.
PRE-STAMP COVERS, ROUTE MAWS etc.
.
RARITIES
For fine, first class stam
FIRST DAT MD COMMEMORATIVE COVERS
end your
OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
TETE-BBOHE & SE-TENANT
etc. etc.
Want Lists to
w with all stanpe in colour

zumstein+-ce
Propr. Bertsch & Cis
CR-3001 ERRE
P.O. Box 2585

Low Lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
Lance LA4 6P1

THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
C. J. LaBlonde
with
(Coat.)

rmissiou from "The

an Phila te
Part II

postage
to
sM b 3vits.rlend.
Piga 3 Laprevious
144i41m4mt ,

whi1o the
other was a noxt1 city
postmark swrrcund.d vy two
fran. lines, the outer one

gpsiv4
On April 15,
Prance owns ed the
Republic of Genova, end

the city, along with the

cities of Bonneville and
'Phonon, wore made part of
Fig. 4. Letter from,Geneva to Turin with framed
the newly tweeted
Geneva postmIlirk, W.No. 64, used in 1793
Depertment of Leman
and 1794. Postage is 15 decimals.
(Department 99) of the
French Republic. Geneva
at the time had 22.750 inhabitants. From a postal standpoint, the Departments
of
Leman, lc Loire and la Saone all were placed under an inspector of the
French post office. Within the Department of Leman, main post offices existed
in Geneva: Bonneville. Clue's, Canonise, Evian, Pralla, Ge4 , 14 R001140, 3411421034a

and Phonon, while distribution offices existed in many other cities. The

'distributing offices of Douvaine. Forney. Persoix and Cane depended directly
on thorimain post office in Geneva which WAS relocated in 1798 to the Place
Bel-Air.
Beginning in 1799 the French postmarks indicated not only the city but also
the department number. A variety of these narks found use in Geneva. Sae of
w
hich is shorn in Pig. 5; There existed also, two postmarks with "PP for use
on letters with postage paid in advance, which were few and far between at that
While all other postal marking* appeared only in bleak, the
time. see Pig. 4.
PP" marks were often applied in roe
On December 50, 1813, Austrian troops under General Dubna drove the Pirelli&
out of Geneva and established a provisional government under General Sechmeiuter,
Postal activities were ender militar y oontrol, letters to Frames were loreitt44,

OCT

Pass 74

79

13.9?P.
GEN EVE
Pig. 8, Postpaid letter
postmark used by
in Geneve
P.O.
Preach
during the imoupation.
Cite. 473

Pig.

106 10, 1803; '99 811=8"
Letter to Paris
postmark, Vac. 467a, Postage 11 devises
Arrived in Paris .711** 23, 1803.

provided they were presented unsealed to Gemmel
Babes before being sent.
In August 1814 the Preash
was re
post of
ed until June
function
and
1815. In ley 1815
Geneve became a &ries
canto*.
Baactly which
marks were in use during'
1814 and early 1815 is not
clear. Based upon examples
known to as, it seems that
the Fischer postmarks were
already in ese during this
period. One thing is
elesrt transit postmarks
*sae into use daring the
latter part of the Preach
regime in Geneva. The
transit marks were an
attempt at indicating the
exact routing of a letter,
which was necessary to
assess **meetly the postege charges ehen the letter
wan delivered. The first
such asrk came into use in
1807 sad indicated
Veins* Par (lesiva° or
'this letter case front
8witserland and entered
!ranee at Geneva'. As
example is shown in Pig 1

SUISSE
PAR F E RNtY
GENEVE
PAR F EHNEN'

Letter from &shallows to Prance, July 18,
1812. Postage 13 ieciass, Transit mark
"Suisse Par Geibve* applied at Preach transit office in
Geneva. ' 1 10 • Deppelgsvicht, i.e. twit* normal weight;
this aark applied in Lausanue.

Pi g. 7.

Pig. 8. Transit *arks
used by French
transit office in homey
beginning in 1815-

In 1815, when the
Preach left Geneva, the
transit coffins was moved
to Percy, just across
two new transit post..
of
creation
the
This ceased
the border north of Geneva.
w
from &mews thot
lotto?.
04
used
was
*arks, shown in Pig. et Oonve Par Verney'
letters
wore carried by Pincher to 'Amy, while "Suisse Par Forney' was used on
Percy.
at
Prance
from elsewhere in 8witserlind which entered
(To be continued)
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY & TODAY

Pert

VIII
In acne cases unfranked or insufficiently franked letter post cannot be
delivered to thi stated address. The amount due on theme letters cannot be
collected and the receiving office, which added the amount due in the form of
postage due stamps, duly canoilled, has to account for these amounts. Mail which
is sent on to a new address is classed as 'returned mail' and is provided with new
postage steeps at the originating office if they can be returned to the original
sender. An earlier method was to use the new postage this stamps which were
canoelled by date stamps. Today the postage stamps are cancelled either with a
'T' or a date stamp.
Returned mail is a
de ble burden on the Postal Adainistratioa.
For philatelists they are, however, a source ot intonation regarding tbe reasons
for the aon.daliwery and the way in which these items were handled.
The original
cancellation, together with the various cancellations and dates of the receiving

post offices (mostly on the reverse of the envelope) give an excellent doommsetways. The obverse of the envelops is a further
field for the collector, with had-written notes, stuck-on return labels and

ation of the return path in saw

cancellations of various types and slues.

Returned mail normally receives an the front of the envelope the note
'RETC01 1 or ' Maa s (by hand or canceller), often there is an arrow pointing to
the cancel or return label of the post offioe to which the returned mail is
addressed. In addition there is usually a line through the destination, of the
address. Letters with due stamps which are returned (which also sPPliee to mail
which is forwarded) receive an e ummunct cancel on top of the 1 24 cancel already
on the stomps, sometimes they are hand-written or 4mst crossed throve*. Postage
due payment often remained unpaid when the recipient would not accept the items
and the cowers *Bra narked ' Re fused'.
In other oases whore the item could net
be delivered the poet office indicated the reason with a label. Mere are
several dosen labels in existence, and mo s t have the f ol lewing worhiMes

Research on these end other Swiss labels can be found in !Die Postiketten Or Schweiz' by Ed. lettimann, and in the VTT list of
tati onery" which forms Appendix T to Rule 121 (this also gives a comparative
t of the old and new numbeta of each label).

.

With the aid of acme practical examples we can perhaps abed eon. light
on returned Mail and at the same time describe the use of s URGALTIG" wools.

A letter, insufficiently franked, was sent free India to Geneva. A due
cancel was added in India. In Geneva the receiving office added the note '60'
(60 4.) and stuck postage due steeps to that amount on the cover, cao011ing
them with the date 28.7.12. The addressee had gone away so the post office
cancelled the stamps with an 'ANNULS' cannel and sent the letter on to its new
destination, Glarus, where new postage due stamps for a further .60 Rp, were added
and cancelled with the date 50.7.12. For sone unknown reason the letter still
could not be delivered and the second lo* of stamps was cancelled 'UNGOLTIG'.
A letter sent free Paris to Minh without postage Or originating address
The addressee
had a 15 Rp. rootage due stamp added and date-stamped 11.11.37.
!
s
refused to accept it and a label in three languages !Delivery : ensed was stunk
on and date-steeped 14.11.57. The postage due stamps were cancelled at the same
time with 'UNORLTIO'.
-

A further letter, also without franking and sender's name
and address,
,
Pigeon Poet 11, Bern.-,
The Military
was narked 'Wilitary_Post' and went to
I
0

Postal station refused to accept it and marked it by hand RIP021 , then added a
stick-on label reading Military mail - deliveries are to he paid for both ways there and built" and the field-post cannel 4.21149. !be Dern post office rtook
actin. of this and added a 20 Rps postage due stamp and funnelled this on December
5th# 1939. Again the Field Post Office refused acceptance and a three language

4.76
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tabel'Ma added and stamped
the postage due stamp 'UM

data 6,0439, at the same time everstasping

ciently franked
A. letter sent frev pain on October 19th 1967. insuffi
am& *14
stamp
due
and without eender's address, was provided with a 45 216 was
held for several
cancelled at Mich. The letter could not be delivered,
67. Then new
day* and, an no-one oollectvd it, was declared invalid on 28.12.
have suited the
mat
'postage stamps were stack as and cancelled, a procedure which
tax-mmumtiag of the post afficei
An insufficiently franked letter me marked at Nalhause with a hand.
ing office: in
writtealit0/70, which was translated into 45 FP. at the receiv
*?'. The addresses
a
with
led
cancel
Ceases. ?beteg:: stamps- to that amount were
l
a canoellatima
and
,
note
the
quittP
had Lew away and the post office added
d of the
(instea
Camas
ant
"Cone away without leaving an address". in French
usual stish-es label).
-;z414

items
It was obvimelY very difficult to convert due amounts on postal
was
due
t
amoun
the
so
s,
office
ing
fro, all the different countries at the receiv
was
ehish
of
value
the
es",
centim
expressed (until recently) in *Soli francs and
'.
The
'francs
n
Belgia
or
French
ry and not to be cue/vast with Swiss,
arbitra
esd w country would uprose the amount in gold francs and matinee, note the
a
p
work it out in
amount on the postal item; - e that the receiving country could
es. This
eentim
or
:
dapple
in
erland
their own currency, in ti ease of Switz
into account
take
to
had
They
busy.
11,0
aub2ect kept various Congresses of the
anked
y
nomefr
or
icientl
insuff
for
due*
the fund:mental principle of collecting
of the
s
system
the
of
n
ficatio
simpli
postal items aAd co-ordinate this vith the
member postal authorities worldwide.
passed a
Improving on earlier procedure'. the 1964 Congress indVienna
and stoppe the accounting
procedure 'which simplified setters to a great extent
fraction worked on the minim*
in gold francs. The due vacant was expressed ase apostag
rates. It should be
weight scale of the originating country's surfacpostcardse and
airmail letters and
for
noted that this lowest scs1e was also valid
the interested parties. This
played the part of a comma denominator betweersn of
the.UPU.
method of accounting was approved by all membe
ed a oanceller which
In line with other countries Switserland designcancel
ler was delivered
This
IN
50
oonsiated of a '?* with a fraotion bar and
from 1966
enstein
Liecht
and
to most large and small offices in Switzerland
onwards. T 36.
canceller with
With the introduction of new postal rates from 1971 aenew
°smell
two
ela
Thes
•
. er*
the denominator reading 60 RN was introduced'
as well
*T
r
broode
a
has
vary a little from one another. The former % 60
as a taller and thicker evaeral
I
stamp with the *umber
In 1972 there appeared for the first time a T'
fraction. It seems that it was used in the eastern
'20' in the numerator of Vac!
PI
parts of the country: % Z . All measurements are in millimetre*:
S 60

Tr. Tr.'.

WA*,
*T*
,
*T width
Numeral loight
Canceller micItia

20

14
B
29

A. on 5th October for
'Treed:* aed Liberation of 'llasibia*:
57r. 1.10
• asp of Namibia_
JAW
off. Israel
Weish
Z.
ar
builj
buluit Offset brAshton-Potter Ltd..
Canute
1,500,000
Nis. les26 x 36 mm.
UO. IN GUNTA..

13
7.5
26

20
13
7.5
26

To be continued
On 9th Novenber for the International
Court of Justice
377.0.80 ) Scales, UN emblem
" 1.10) a Court building
posias
Nemo, Japan
Z.
Wilsons
Printiw Offset by Semen Pankin
Setelipaino, Finland
Sim a Nes 26 x 36 am. - each 1,500,000

THE RAILWAYS OF SWITZER
By P. VAUGHLE

nummALBAllitg. The second moat important of the p
Switserland is the Rhaetian system.
serves the south-eastern part of the country and almos
t all
within the sountainous canton of Oraubenden. The
Coapany's s
began in 1es9
when the Landquirt and Davos Railvey opened a narrow gauge
lies froa Landquart,
where it connected with the then North-Eastern Railway, as fare. float
ers. The

following year this was extended to Davos. Further
lines rere opened in the 1900,
and by 1943 the total route mileage had risen to 244,
the fi re it •tandm at to-day,
The nein terminus is at Chur, capital of the canto
n, and it In from here
that the nein routes radiate. Striking almo
st due north from Clear the line follows
the Swiss Federal tracks as fas as Landquart
, there it turns due east to take the
route of the original 1
line to Klosters. From here the steepest gradient on
the Rhaetian lens, 1 in 20, is needed to climb out of the
y to reach * nazism
altitude of 5,370 ft. at Wolfgang, before dropping down tovalle
Devoe
. Leaving Davos
the line follows the Landwaeser gorgeand
this
is
oroes
ed
at
Wiese
n by a bridge sees
300 ft. long, with a span of 180 ft. At Pilisu
r it is joined by the lime which
comes up fres Chu r via Thusis. This leaves Chir in a south
-westerly directiom via
the Vorder-Rhein valley, as far as Reiceenau where it veers south
via the HinterRhein valley to Thueis. The line than
enters the narrow Schyn ravine to reach Solis
and Grosses the Albula river just beyond by moans of another
300 ft. brie". Resebo.
ing Tiefencastel the line continues up the Albu
le valley to a point just short of
Filisur where it crosses the eeit frost *nether profound gorge, that
of the Landvessel. , where it crosses the famouo
Landloeser viaduct. Sharply ourved, 230 ft.
high and with its furthermost arch sprung
bridge is depicted on the 600. etamp of thedirectly out of the precipice wall, this
1949 definitive issue.
At Filisur the circle is completed and the line then
clinbe up to the
Albula Tunnel at Prod* by mesout of four comp
letely spiral and two partly spiral
tunnels and gradients of 1 in 29. Pros Thesis to
Prod*, WPM 27i miles, a
difference in level of 3,590 ft. has been conqu
ered, but the olinhing is at an end
for after passing through the 3! ails tunnel at an altitu
de of 5,982 ft. the line
drops down to Bever*. Mere it is joined by the
branch from Bohai* and the Lower
Engadine before entering St. Morita.
The line to the south from St. orits is that of the terse
r Bernina
Railway, absorbed by the Rhaetian in 1943. It leave
s in an easterly direction,
swinge southheastL to Pontresina, where it
is 4 oined by the St. Emits avoiding line
from Sweden and continues up the valley to grteratsch.
Tbe
then Glints in
earnest, with a ruling gradient of 2 in 14, u p t Bernice B line
d
ooe ' which, at 7,408 ft.,
is the highest point reached by any through railwo

in Europe. Continuing past
Alp Oren, with its view of the Pale Glacier, theay
line
bogies its descent into the
Poschiavo valley. Once More the use of spiralling, both
in the open and in tunnels,
is neoessary for the direct distance of 4 miles from Alp Orem
to Posehiave requires
a route anew of 101. The final destination of the line, Tiran
after a descent ia total of almoat 6,000 ft. in a dieteuce of onlye,24is reached
miles.
The only other main line of the Rhaetian system runs from
Reichenau on the Ohur-St. Merits line, up the valley of the TardierRhein to Disentie, where it connects end on with the Purka
-Oberalp
Railway.
Only two other branch lines owned by the Rhaetian Railway
remain. One is the line of the former Aroma Railw
ay from Char to
Arosa, which crosses the Laaewies Viaduct with its main
sPenof
315 ft.
The other is the isolated line froa Belli
to
ilesocco. Situated in Ticino, this is tbe only linensona
of
the
Rhaetian
system outside the canton of Graubenden.
Linking the tweimajor private companies
and the Rhaetian
is the 64 mile route of the Furka-Oberalp
This
line,
begu
* early in the
ay.
century, and only completed in 1926, links Railw
the cantons of Yslais.in the west and
Oraubenden in the east. It begins at Brigue and climbirup Valt:
Oberwald by normal adhesion, but from here to the
Pura !Urinal at 7, 066 g t., ream
and pinion operation is resorted to for the 1 in 9 gradi
reeuired. The Seat&
Maslow at Oletsch, on the climb up to the Perks Tunnel, ents
is
show
n on the 15e.
stamp of 1936.
(Continued overleaf)
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Iatended for inclusion last Lxnth and held over for lack of space, these few
words pay be of interest to those not familiar with these prints,.
They are used by the Post 4 Stamp Printing Office PIT to test types of
printing methods and are neither printing proofs or colour proofs of any philatelic
value, nor labels of any kind, let aloes finished postage stamp,.
g
Trial impressions are also required after assembly or overhaul pf a printin
press, after replacement of i.arts, or trying out new material, such as paper,
colours, wiping cloths, support felts, etc. ' To avoid the use of actual steep
cylinders, special impression cylinders with fancy designs are employed, bearing
neither the name of the country nor any value. The pictures also show various
possibilities of such methods as steel line engraving and are thus of use not only
to the printing staff, but also to stamp designers and steel engravers.'
Trial prints have been lade for letterpress printing, rotary line engraving,
rotogravure, combined rotary photogravure & line engraving, multicolour line
engraWing and for the introduction of five colour printing machines.

To ensure successful trials all equipment, materials and accessories,

gummed *tali) paper, perforating devices etc., are used exactly as required
postage stamp.
Inquire at the Philatelto Bureau the next time you are in Bern.

B. OR.

numalautazamak

(Cont.)
Pro. the lurks Tunnel the Inc drop

to the village of Andermatt, 4,710 ft.
high above the Gotthard main line, only
of rackto climb once more with the
6/670
at
and-pinion to the Oberalp T-Jes
4
ft. The climbing is now finishe aud

the line descends quickly through 5.000
ft. to the most westerly terminus of the

Itheet

4e

Railway at Disentis.

There areleamy more Coacanies, both
email 'and fairly large, which cdd up to
the 10265 route miles of thb private
sector of the Swiss Railways. When
added to the mileage of the Swiss lade
system the result 1.8 an excalleut netwo
of railways throughout the country.
The Railway Companies and the Post

Office work in close liaism in many
field., not the least of which is a very
extensive TPO system, but then that is
quite another story.
•••nnn••••n•700•••••••

112/1401Mia:
zing
Allen, C.J. "Switzerland
Railways"
"Swiss Travel W erland"
"
y Holiday in
"Railwa
G.
Behrend,
Switeerland"
Swiss federal Railways

I have decided to

Relvetia

W. 11. MORRISCM, 54 William Street,
L0456 2572)
0E4
HAIM!!
DO = GO TO SE
THE BRITISH PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION IS NCW BRING
HELD AT THB
SLIT CONPBRENCB
CENTRE
14TR - 17TH NOVEMBER 1979
e look forward to seeing you there
iLEAR-124.2
As always we shall have very fine
material to show you.

Si? "Handbuch Nerbedatumstampel Schweiz
the SVP
The author apologises

MATCHER
AMATEUR
COLLIOTOR LTD,
P.O. Box 242

,
for omitting his aoknowled 4dent t 7; the
last named in his previous article.

4%1

4450 SISSACI

give

members first choice of some special
itess at prices Isla current catalogue
values wiMou,tyg. Please write for
details of 79C (mint) and numerous lots
below £20 which include 260 (fu), a few
UPU blocks (a u), Sitting Helvetia
retouches (u): 179 (vfu) and "specials"
(1900-1960).

- Smudges Obertsaelbiet

(14754)

9
12110/7,

8152 BOG b. =rich (E.667a) 15/10/79
(previous OW withdralic 15/10/79)
2540 GRUM= - to GrAnche bigott
(14755) 22/10/79

ODOM 16 4111

ent`eaih

Tel *

348 0296
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HOW TO KEEP JUDGES HAPPY

DID .Y()1." KNOW?
..• that the new SPr.3. ease eheviet
the
baptismal font of the church in
I

At the London opening meeting on
10th October, W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode.
the Chairman, gave a most informative
'Seamen, Bermes, Oberland (or bare-kne•s
talk and display under the above title.
Oberland as someone once said) is the
stamp of the Architectural series
Firstly he dealt with some 'dos and first
to
be
printed,only'on the new flbrelSes
donte. While everyone is entitled to
paier,
collect as and how he likes, if the aim
i s to win metals the main thing is to
.
that 700,000 SFr.3.- stamps are no
comply with the Rules:
needed per month, therefore as the new
stamp 1.11 half the size of the old one,
1. Do read the Competition Rules ve
only half the printing time , is needed.
thoroughly, including the small
The express fee is Mr.,.
print. Those for National and Interc
v
ry
the
national exhibitiOne an e enormously ....„that the SFr.3.50 stamp showing
Benedictine
church
in
Engelher
is
the
2. Never mount on black leaves * Wee
last of the historical monument series
standard eined sheets, all of the
still in service, and is therefor, to be
e tint and do not mount items sidereplaced next year with an Architectural
they do not fit into the frames.
motif,
The use of cellophane pockets for
that the PTT have aid that the 3
mint stamps is not favoured. Despite
mainirc "Evangelists will not be
careful packing stamps can drop out or
heed by a new high-value trio before
become misplaced and judges do not
2.
expect to have to remount them. Light
•
that a new philetelio publication
hinging is preferred.
on postal history ate. is to appear
4. Writing up should be very legible - in 198047lieued in Gerken, by I. I.
'Letraset' is emininently suitable-, 1 schwarsenkieisr, Limmatquai 72. 011-8001
but takes tine. Avoid tea much writing, =rich. A. sample has been sent to all
those on the distribution list of the
the judges' time is limited, and while
giving-essential details, avoid excerpts "Interphil"
free handbooks.
•
that the Swiss PT? has now followed
Vadus (and hoping for the same financial
'These and other woeful tips were
given then, using pagesfrom'his awn
collection of "Proofs it'Eseays*, there
folicwed.a detailed analysis of the

various sheets, explaining why some were
so arranged; why others should not he
included in a competition; why some
would attract attention, especially if
some original research is indicated,
and so on. It is not enough to poesess
fine material, oneMue'learn how best
to present it.
The Vice-Chairman, Mr. C.P. Nistele,
proposed the vote of thanks to
Mr. Buletrode for a fascinating evening
which would leave members with much to
think about when considering their own
possible entries in any competition.
The annual commemorative slogan to
the Battle of Norgarten will be used
there on 15th November.

success?) in issuing a so-called maximum
card for the NSA 80c. stamp on 644,79.

Ae with FL the Swiss 'postmark has no
connection with the subject sLowon the

stamp and card, and is therefore, lv a

' maximum' at all, but look at the pr
in the new Tanner oatslogue,
..... that under "philatelic" preset,
the PTT is going to oheng, its rules in
1980 to allow maximum cards to be cancell
ed on the address side with another
postmark.
.....that the PTT library has announced
that interesting records
etc, regarding
the !Portofreiheit s stamps of 1911.1945
have been assembled and are on show for
the first time in the reading room of

their library.
.... that a large supplement to the

ISulser "Soldatenmarken" catalogue is to
I appearieHOttober, with new * Te es cover
ed., such as military postcards etc.
....... that the answer to Question No.84
is the Battle of Calven 1499, sited about
DID rov KNOW? Cant, from Palo I
6 km from the Swiss border in the
just been issued.. Two are horizontal, itestair
valley, in the German-opeaking
two are vertical, a unique layout for
part
of
Italy. See Zato. Fr 5 50, 7
Switzerland,. When last did 2 vertical
and
10.
stamps come out on the same day, commem....... that Question No. 85 is about the
oratives that is, not PP, P3 or Europa?
latest 4 commemorative stamps CACI have
K. RUM:WOOD
(Cont. in Col. 1
,

OCTOBER 1979
Eurthern Gaut Non. S•c.Mr. D.2.. HOYLE
6, Lists Ave, Huddersfield VI. Halifax
At the first belt season meeting in
Leeds on Sept. 15, members were entertained by Mr. I. Tillen from Nirmingbam
who showed over 150 sheets fr .= his
urge collection of SWISS FIS e!ALS. In
his paper be explained the three typess
Federal, Cantonal & Municipal, and their
uses, displaying a comprehensive
collection with many unusual 'Aims and
large blocks from all over the country.
Examples shown included police
stamps of Basel, passport stamps, land
registry, harbour, children's insurance
and hotel tax stamps, and 2 sheets of
the scarce Basel tramway sternps. with
many others too numerous to mention.
In view of the wealth and variety
of materiel and many attractive designs
available to the collector, it :1 3 easy
to understand the popularity of these
issues and Mr. Tillen is to be congratulated on his display which e°1 those
preeent enjoyed very auche
IAL CANCEL for the
el-Land Philatelic
thibition BALABRA III
head in Sisesch from
12 - 14 October.

******4*****
WEDDING
Heartiest congratulations to our
Member
MISS ALMA GRUNBERG
whose marriage to MR. RONALD A. G. LEE
took place on 15th September. We wish
them every happiness and success in the
years to close.

*******************

AN-4602.---:"-M2211111
With the best of intentions a member
recently forwarded a Packet in a cardboard
booked envelope, too big for even a largish
letterbox. Failing to get an answer the
postman propped the package against the
front door. Fortunately it was rescued
safely. Please keep packages to reasonable Elise.
We have previously requested meabore
writing to Officers NOT TO INCLUDE
REFERENCE TO TO SOCIETY OK THE ENVELOPE.
It is not necessary and puts the recipient
at risk in these days of crime. Please
note for the future.
COaD TARIETI?
A member in America
come across this copy of Z.174
(mint) and asks if anyone has
a similar one, or is it an
unlisted variety or flaw?
Consents to therSecretary.

New Editionst Early September 1979*
SOLISSq To/. I
Wesit
,; pe all
countries plus
German Des4ocratic lepublic) Price It 15,,re !np4OOO; SCHATZ 1W). Vol. II
countries including
C
:
'.iocratic Republic, but without
Tutvelevle

am

L

FIN NT"?
rr i
with U stamps in co our.

ThLAM

7422

DISPLAY TIME is here again and
you will need help in obtaining
additional material to make your

collection outstanding.
Send ae your Wants Lists or mile
for Selections on Approvals
POSTAL HISTORY /
POSTAL STATIONERY

Pleats order catalogues from

P.711.91U4V9tis
42, Malden Lune, Stzend, Londoli. WC2E 7LW

FIRST DAT and COMMEMORATIVE
COVERS

Supplements to the EUROPE Cv:alogue are
published in the 'Berner E-4 Armee-en-

ROUTE MARKS and TPOs

Zaitung.
The R.,

AIRMAIL STAMPS and COVERS

.
ed in

mD

C
VP

STAMPS - all issuee

I Edition.
TETE-BECNE and SE-TENANT

y 1978.

For fine, first class stem - RARITIES
0? SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE end your
Want Lists to

and army more

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
14, Low Lane,

Propr.
PsOt Box 2565

& Cie
CH..5001 BEEN

Torrisholie,

ORECAMB
Lanes 144 611

2,

LETTER
MjL E.,1XPS.L.
en!
4r. L.L RT1

5 et

nktn

Walt,',aramt
Landw-A 417 14,3R
0.1

5 7 6610

Victoria
Boettor Begi 5, au itteat
Pen 251..
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st;p to be issued on 28th loe
ber continues the as
Ares
t year. The selection criteem
ria for the four-part eerie
been the size or importenc
e of communes, but rather a balance
generephiaal and Iaeguaee reg
resen
se along with heraldic interesd rep
reproduction * Details ere as ion
an
t
d
eeitabi
follows;

A cc une with
in a document in
o and comprieed, besides

CastellanY of
lag** of Dino, Suregio, Vi
la,

First mentioned

ginsill belonged

co as
chief place
hureh of St. Agatha there are Dassone and, at
1500, imadera. In th, e
ith a portr of the saint, beautiful 13th as • free oeo and an old
gorged with a crownait
imm 'Vert a unicorn rampa
Or.' The unicorn Afir
nt Ardent,
st appeared on the seal of
Castellany in the 16th cent
Sonvieo
;
of Cadro's parish church. Th it is also the attribute of St. Agatha, pa
ttoness
e
cro
wn was added in memory of the
benefactors, artiste, statesme
&tali family of
n and army officers
.
40 + 20 Rp.
The largest district of the
parishes of Braliseu, hggrsta
rhoden, coaprising the thr
ee
ed in 1872 it covers the formzuLen and teinegg, with 2409 inhabitants. Rs
er
Rh
od
e
Ut
,
(o
riginally Rati),'which was fir tablishe
mentioned in an arms roll of ab
oe
t
14
00
,
wh
en
Kuno von Stoffein was Lord st
of St. Gal1en1 Rati, Rate and
Abbott
R(h)ode are derived from the
to clear, make arable. A
Ol
d
Ri
dh
Ge
rm
m
an
u
(riuten)
'Sable a swan's neck Ar
Guise, rising from a cro
ge
nt,
,
be
ak
ed
an
wn
d
lea
Or
gu
Rate in 1650, they were copie set with jewels %des,' First used by the Rh ed
of Schaneabahl, one of whom d from the area of a local noble family the Loode
invested with certain adminis had served as Appensell's first 'ammo' t(districtrds
head
trative and judicial authority)
in the 13th century.
0 A 30 Rp. 30,34
3 inhabitants1 fo
rmerly a,
in
mmune
incorporated into theco
1934. First an
Ci
ty
of =rich
the Aleaaanic eettlement cone
he Grossmanster Foundation ab
out 820
share Argent and in the sines
see 07 915.
"G
ule
s
a pleaghe
roes foray of t
farming community, hvamenclin
gen
Or
igi
nally a
18th century. TheSc
the ploughshare to
cross foray it
arm
s
in
the
early
memory of its re
Grossmanster Pouedation.
o with the

80 e 40 R

in the district of Rolle, with 753
bitants. A winegroving
villale at the
centre of the La 00te diettict on Lake Geneva, it wa g allot mentioned in a domemeat in 910. Its zeoeeeetine priory, established about a century later, 1140
tedularised by the Berneae after the Reformation, and sold in 1548. Since 1915
the property has been owned by the Perry commune. Ammo 'Laura a bunch of
grapes Or with stew and leaves of the team.'
The &sure shield symbolises Lake
Geneva while the charge stands for Perroy i s proud vineyards and its over 1000 year
history as a winegrowing village.
Pesieners
Cantons Cambin i Breganscne
triAtjaa: Rotogravure by Courvoisier Si.,
eel"
LIMIJ
28 x 33.4 mm.
N

MA9116.-Tagale

=MUMS

h out fibres
White, with luminous wubstance, w i t
2
sheets
of
9f.)
stampe
biale1X,WAIX'
A special commemerae.ve cover will be available the vibtt0 on which
has the unicorn from the 20 + 10 Hp. stamp, A decorative First Day cancellation
will be used on 26th November.
Collection eheets' and folders will be available as usual ndet the

request of the Pro Juventute Foundation a stamp booklet with a gold cover ill be
issued containing 6 stamps of 20 + 10 Rp., and 6 of 40 + 20 Rp.
Coinciding with the issue of the Arms stamps pictorial cancels will
be used from 26th loveeber for:
1168 Pi OY
1.757
K.758
6965
0 .1

rle •

Oco tonally a cover turns up Which at first arm to be a complete
pleas. Such is the one illustrated, which came from a collection of Guerneey
postmarks (Guernsey Money Order Office), but has also numerous Swiss maraiagao

With help from Mr. Hobbs end Mx. Rauch the following is thought to be the
explaeations

It was fst addressed to a Protestant Pastor n Perney l(trance) and
Ouchy, Lausanne, where it was marked inconnu* re-directed to "
What
was
not
made
clear was that "Sois-Cerf" is (or was) a 'clinique
Unknown.
de
Ouchy
in
Lausanne,
a road leading up to the radium station,
at 31, Avenue
It
was
also
known
as the 'H6pital de is Trinit4'.
parallel to the Metro.
intended it to go to the
Pastor
was
in
hospital
Either the eender thought the
'Chapelle du Bois-Cerf', a Protestant chapel further up the hill.. Which we shall
never know, as eppareetly the postman (7 Monthey) did not try there, or the
Paster had
moved on, for again the card was undelivered, received the small label
e and was apearently returned to Leaden (? the Dea4 I etpor Office where
l
'Inconnu
the arrival mark was Applied. More interesting is the 'RIM) (MrpeditienY below
the Lausanne ode, struck in Alde Has anyone *eon this used elsewhere?

THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
D

r e.

LslLtoudo

1815, after the defeat of Prance Geneva became the
twenty.aeooni
canton of ttl. Swiss Confederation and fros late 1815
until 1850 the

service was operated by Beat Blocher of Bern
asily wa L van in our issue of July 1979.
ve was annexed to the

Geneva postal
The history of this remarhahle

3viss Confederation

by the Act of Zdrioh
1315, nd the next day by the Treaty of PariSt the
communes of 0011eyw3fter
64,000DMOIX
yrin, Pre m. Vernier and Verso/2 were adde
d to the Cantos of
'as added by the Treaty of Turin. Narch 16 ' 183
thee. Co MUJ S
7 1:1'0,417m0 of
M A xPie. 9) have now been absorbed into metrepo
he 15 year
tract *Jared by 04im“fiT4
and Beet 'isobar far
the operetioo of the
postal eystem culled.
for an annual rut of
28 0 000 Pounds (abou
42.000 Gold Francs and
ould be terminated by
r party after 4
. The first
rector of the Pischer
at in Geneva was
-48.Jacquars Paet14r10. who was fo cec4.,
his con Guillaume
teur..,In 1816 the
poet office employed
one inspector, one
Ray 19,

eupem1eor, tate Calcs;

tors, two olor
letter carric
office-boy. The oat
office was 1.at.d it

.tho Ftusteria District
on thv RUR WWI*
Car,et
Versoix
aloe h#4 rogular post
offic:u ,sad Cane had
Nap of Ge
4 dt
tic pffioe
for seiretl T_3axos
Before 1816 the publi
office. This vas, hcweisr, only u uluur
u bering
24,789 inhabitants. Beor.to.deor
m
the empli4sent of the two letter carriers.
wore passed hand-to-band or delivered by privs
cr the mailmen was fairly smell, while in 1830

vi

12

delivery was
hould be noted that

'000
the post
small.
1816 with
t letters

messengers. Thus t workload
he mail was delivered by four

ftetel rates at this time were complex and diverse and will be dealt
t month, due to shortage of space in this issue.

To be held in
Rorschach on 312 Dec.
together with a Philatelic Exhibition
'BOOANEV. The cancel
shown will be used

The cancel shown,
based on design of the
20c. P.J. stamp will

be il"ed ta
SCIiWANNININ
from
28 Nev. to I Poo.

70;Mise

IMPORTANT MODERN VARIETIES
=WV

..
103412 Tellboy Sc. mint with lam "Lantern", signed Zunstein
through
perf
pair,
mint
unmounted
111/1.10 Helvetia 350., horisontal
...
stamps. Spectacular:
margin
lower
out
small
uned,
fins
print,
131 Complete strike double
0*
SO
00
135/180 on 700., open '8' variety mint
..
SO
00
139/3 $o on 70c., -open '8' variety used
variety
printing
mammoth
145 peace 15o., lightly cancelled, unique
stamp
entire
"crack! through
..
..
148 used (postmark maudged), overprint in centre ..
411
,.•
164/1 "13LVETIA" variety, used
••
Certificate
known,
1651 Import., control print, few
OS
OS
166s/A9 mint, shift of red print
..
..
202s mint, double row, printed on paper join
..
.
years)
216WR mint (first copy we have seen in many
..
..
205y/Pfl double print, used (cat. Pr.3000,i-)
..
.
mint
202-0, 215-0 and 257.0 on very thin oil paper,
..
..
24?x,4) mint, on very thin oil paper
..
..
2e.-5.0 used, on very thin oil paper
•.
.
.
nio
..
..
22Ppallet. 1,
7
•.
.
•
•.
..
MA Rot. 1, used
Si
00
Os
..
229y Re% X • mint
40
..
44
..
..
2332 Rot. 1, lint
• 4!
..
..
.•
..
233s Ret. 2, mint
S.
OS
•0
*0
id
233* 1st. 2, used
••
.
•
.•
.•
,.
241 Bet. 1, mint
•4
•
•
..
0..
..
252 'Ret. 1, used
OS
60
SO
..
2534,Imperf., mint
26111/let. 1, the rare Apollo's eye retouch on part of mint

block of four

..

..

.0'

293 Rot. 1, "ghost mountain!, mint
3010 worn plate, used on piece

..
..
..
..
SO
..
pair
used
301 113 & 4, the two double prints in
1
missing,
colour
3 8/i9 the great rarity with part of green
only
00
unused without gun
•.
..
..
mint.
318411 print shift with crossed out dates,
marked
officially
and
join
on
printed
498 ant plate block of 9
for destruction; this sheet slipped through
••
security net and came on the market

UR THE= LIP? YOUR EXHIBIT INTO THE AWARD W

A special Greeting to all
our Members Overceas

HAPPY
CHRISTMAS
and a
GOOD NEW YEAR

t
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225000
::::0:
80.00
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60.00
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37.50
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400.00
100.09
60.09
85.09

L
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550.09
100009

55.09
175.09
20.00

X
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17450
100•00
20,00

L

t
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24044
22.50
20.00
22.50

IL

165.00

L

414000

t 45.04
& 27.50
t 55.00.
350.00
t 125.00
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1NG CLASS:

In the latest PTT Sales
it is announced that the special
with designs of the current definitive*
and supplied with blocks of 4 of the
stamfe are now sold out.

•
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY
Ny PlIGA 7. befrni, (trend ancy
1
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TODAY

Teenelatea by H. STEINER

LOSILSI P

B 43 e_LOCAL
AND

?01qT Z.(2:
Part IX
Today's postal regulations valid in 5vitzerland (at the time 47t"
article lye , written) are based on the deciaione of the DPU Congress in Vienna in
1964. It la necessary, therefore, to familiarise ourselves with thc in points
and to that eed we take a look at the instructions issued by the PT' 44%i nunberci
£24 of April 19711
"Postage due payments for non- or insufficiently franked letter posts:
", 'tax naynant IR due for all non. or insufficiently franked letters and
postcat
either from the recipien t or the sender, if the item cannot be
deli
Reeeptione are certain registered mail or mail which is
forvarded
The payment is calculated-by doubling the missing amount, then
multiplying by a fraction, the numerator of which equals the lowest
weight
scale letter rate of the country of destination, and the denominator equals
the respective tax of the country of origin.
"The Amount to be collected must not be lees than 10c. In awltserland
the amount valid fcr communications with all other countries is 6000*
(including all member countries of the CPT), according to the tariff of the
DPU Congress in Tokio 1969 as the due amount in the lowest weight
scale.
*Nall
which
is
taxable
after
posting
must
be provided with a 1 T 1 cancel
p
in the
u per middle part of the address side of the letter. Adjacent to
the 1 T I twee must be a note showing either the double or single amount
in the currency of the country in which the letter was posted, in the due
denomination of a fraction, the aurface rate for Switzerland being 60c.
"With mail which is forwarded or returned, the postal authority
forwarding tl,e item is responsible for adding the 1 T 1 and the fraction
.
"Ile receiving office 'debits' the letter with the due amount by
entering in the fraction the present lowest weight rate of postage for
surface mail abroad (60c. in Switzerland). This amount, rounded to the
nearest 5c, is collected from the recipient.
*All mail which does not carry the 'T', except obvious mistakes, is
classed as correctly franked and handled accordingly.
"Invalid postage stamps and overprints are not to be ignored. Such
stamp* and overprinte must be framed in pencil and the number zero (0) put
agninet them,"

ostage of
he fLrat weight category
An ineufficiently franked letter of e0g, (existing p
next to the 1 T' with the fractions
Twice the missing postage (2 x 50)
An unfranked posteardi
Twice the mi' e ing postage (2 x 40)

Jai
60
60e.) i* aerked

6
An unfrareed letter of 20g. to a member country of the CEPT (rite now
the
2 a 40
6
A letter of 20g. forwarded to Prance, the fraction n
o tbe 'T' isv
e
Single missing postage 40 30)
60

(f)

(g)

An unfrahked letter:
Noted by the postal authorities abroad:

9
8
x
60
The fraction is multiplied by 60
9
Therefore in Switzerland 120c. is to be collected.
n insufficiently franked letters
Noted by the postal authority abroad*
9
The fraction is ultiplied by 60
Therefore the amount to be collected

9
is 500.

PTT instructions also states

."Unfrenked or insufficiently freaked mail from abroad which does not
carry carry a postage due note will be delivered without further charge.
"Insufficiently franked Express mail, which is not registered, will
have the missing amount plum the extra express postage collected on receipt.
"Registered mail of all kinds will -only be franked singly for missing
postage, express postage and other dues."
On the basis of tb, rulings of the UPU all unfranked and insufficiently
which are not registered must have the missing dues collected
from the recipient. However, the sending offices have the right to return such
mail to the sender, provided of course that there is a sender's address stated,
for the purpose of adding the additional postage required. The Congresses of
Stockholm 1924, London 1929, Cairo 1934, Nuance Aires 1939 and Paris 1947 all
confirmed this as a natter of course,
e
The Swiss Postal Service, have used a stick on label for some time now
for this purpose (Form PT? 23646). If the sender is known, one of these label
is stuck over the address of the recipient, the address; of the sender is added and
and the missing postage noted, together with the date stamp, in an empty space
provided, and the letter is returned to the sender! The sender then pats the
franked letters

extra stamps on the /otter and hands it

in to the post office for forwarding in

the usual manner to ite final destination.
One method, whieh comes to be favoured more and more by international
postal authorities, is to add the missing postage to the sail in the post office
and then to collect the amount afterward, from the sender. This system has the
advantaee of speeding the mail to its destination.
It is used widely in

Switzerland and abroad when the sender is known. The sender receives a card

on which he must stick stamps to the missing amount and so prevent the recipient
having to pay double dues (Pore PTT 09927).

Dues which axe not paid are claimed by the post offices, who also
decide which method to apply - either to return the letters to the sender, or to
add the due amount of stamps themselves. Express letters and letters for
abroad are mainly dealt with by the latter method.

Some places employ other methods. For instance "Goole" I" produced a
special handstamp which partly simplified the method of dealing with dues. If
the postal clerk thought that the insufficiently franked mail was worth the
trouble (i.e. was from a large company), be would add the handstamp
"Affranchissement manquant 1-Ireland a l'expediteur par Gesiive 1" - Messing amount
of postage collected
Genre froe sender by Geneva 1) or "Affranchissement manquant

1". The mender then had 4ust the missing postage and not
realm; par
double the amount to pay, via an account which he would receive from the post
office.
To be continued)
l

r - SWITZIRLAND'S 23rd CANTON Discaseion Loaders Kr. G. D. Wilson
ednesday, 12th December
AIROPIlLATILY Kr A. S. Nowell
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ictoxy Services Club, Seymour Street, London 2
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said it had been a most satiefatterr
A number of excellent displays had been
given,
and a v.ry sn3oyable tieit wu made by a small
teee to the Leytonstons &
Wanstead ooiety. The proraae for the new
seaeon was equally promising.
Re urged everyone to ry to introduc, new
members, particularly younger
ones, who are needed to ensure the continuity
of the Society in the coming
years. N.anwhiie be l ooked forward to a
lively and interesting years
Ire. Rawnsley also considered it had been a
successful year in many ways. Attendances had
been up, averaging 19 per meeting, compared. with 15
previously.
/for the
third successive January attendance had been cut,
on this occasion by a
rail strike.

jaajmnAgiajagn.

There bad been a most encouraging ir reeeo in mem
bersh pa 31 in the U. .
and 5 overseas.
Unfortunately this gale 444 offset by ehe less of
8
members, including Mi. B. H. Spiro, Pounder of the
Society, plus inevitably
—
soma deletions for non payment of dues and 3 or 4 resig
nitions.
As always greteful thanks are due to all, at home and
overseas, who have
contributed articles of all kinds to the "News Lette
r", for without their
leap it would be difficult to maintain the variety of subje
cts dealt with.
The Northern Group was again faced with problems,
chiefly the lose of
two of their Officers within days of each other, but these have
now been
overcome, while the Suastx group progresees.
the continued support, Alice has never yet failed the
Sotietes
tux* should be set fair.
Nee Newel/ Wished to record * vote of tha•k

to Mr
Zr4 Mulitrode and Mr. Stiles for their arduous eeffor
ts to f
, melta

ble and Conveniently situated venue for the meetings,
SOC. TRWORAglielling: Mr. Stiles said that all members will
the accounts, which had been circulated.
situateon is better than expected, once more due to the
income from
Exchange Packet, which had been exceptionally succe
ssful.
Dealing with items of expenditure it was stated that bane
°harps aee
incurred on the conversion of foreign currency and
cheques received, an4
paymenee for subscriptions to overseas 4ournals. Sundried ir,c1u
d*t4 the
printing of new Packet Rules and Library Lists, whic
h will last for some
time. Postage*, of course, have increased all roo,m t! ann are likely to do
so again next year. Nevertheless, in view of the central financiaA
situation it should be possible to absorb such titre
cost and with a surplus
of
be felt that the eubsoription oould be maintained at its present level
of £2 for the coming year.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. Hubbard, seconded
by
Mr. linen and carried.

al,
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Mx. Rauch was proud to announce that over his years a Packet Secretary
000 to the Society's funds, which was most
he had now eontri
satisfactory and aede the work worth while. At the moment 33 Packets are
in circulation, with sales to date of over £2,000. Each member on the
circulation list should receive at least 6 Packets.
A hearty votd of thanks was given to Mr. Rauch for his splendid
hievement.
Adoptioa of the Packet accounts was proposed by Mr. Mistely, seconded
by Mr. Vaughan and carried.
Only one new 'nomination
was received - that of
A. Boyle,
ghsted as a representative of
orthern Group.
The remaining membere bein
emin
/lowing
°led. 'en tiec's
President:
• MOORE
Ron.
Chairman;
BULSTRODE
& Editorg
Vio*-Ohairse
.10.'EISTELT
Non.
Packet
Ron. Treacurart
S. STILES
Secretary,
C. ILUCli
U.
EASTWOOD
MR,
ROUE
up
.
DR. G.G.
RITI(IE
MR. G,W. HUB
Par this
the accounts were audited by Mr. D. R. Bs
di
ppointment of
official Auditor*
Proposed by
me oohd nd by Mr. Routris and earni
.10.1&N jzaBagiMea.
Nil.
421
...;SW.X,Ea.
tiler* w
be sore good
Latzmaamat. Mr. Buistrode ho
tries for the
Trophy
h had to be
old at tho 1979 Exhibition*
*
There are to be 4*
es at this eAsibition and
Committee'

already they have been over-subscribed by
*hoes tha popularity.of.philately*
)

which

ImEtWAtele .,,

Mr. Newell announced
5 main Aerephilatelio
3ocieties have formed a Co-ordinating Committee, of
which he it Chr;..1,7 ,. , to promote this branch of philately, and will
shortly be pablichA. ,g a 1C0 Fos, ha*, further details of which will be

ahortly.
9tthas ben designated. as 'Aerephilatelic Day
and will be commeaerat
All Societies which have so
hen 4 mesbere who are particularly
inttn .k:n5-ed jr this a3ict will be able to jein this proposed
ndemtion le' very fa
,ble rte,
Members of EPS who would like to
know ncze pirza contact the Secretary).
.7L= 71
Izavl 5 .
1A3ti 2f
4 in
r3!
ha; cuz ni:ed taat tk l ttgo problem might
d t7 providing tape reeor:.inal of tranela ions to hoe° pany the
not neeesearily full-length tranalations, but brief SUIrMAr406 of
al dothile. Such a scholin would depend on the availability of
willin to do such translation Work. Rave we may?
A/se to provide lists of Swiss articlee which appear in British or •
foreign philatelic, journals. This suggestion is perhaps easier to deal
with trod will be followed up.

g

mc arre me
1979

CITZ7

ci you. know
..... that for etr.5. the
avise•Philo
tali* Buxaaux are sellin
g
an
6tb Dec
ractivo
booklet called "Swiss by Choi°att
, and
1 Ancestry* containing the 8 mint
stamps issued in 1978 & '79 (faceportrait
20
The title should read *or AncestryP.4
40 Up. Ski*.
Available in German, Preach, Ita
70
Rp• Nab= w
Inglish, with potted biographies.lian or
Ochsankopf
1.5
0
Yr
.
Cb
air
lift at Savoie
that the SIT internal auction htl
in the Transport )mecum Luoara* OA
Av Bruno Kaufmaaa, Balsers
October (together with 3insho
Ballogravure by Courvoicier
talk* on
exhibitica shoot layout) wasrt
'
*use's., proving that good quaalibig
26a
ns. in sheets of 20
ty
*Italian' slogans are going up amd up
in 3.
price. A wall-knowa error mIogan
rom tapestries by
"O
ros
Nigg (1865-1947)
ear
Pr
aia
der SCUM, i.e. withou
9 1
11 want up to 8Pr.54 (80
,4.5078a of
The Aanunciation
1951).
Christmas
.. that the ko0. volume of the pair
The Adoration
Schwaisoriaohen Privatnahnen"bYt
August Becaker, Timms
voati Verlag, 57ra2.h, 1st also
20 * 50 Bp. Alfred Pischsra
300 coupons each neededeac
as
we
ll,
fro
m
Vienna
Suchard, Toblor chocolates etc. Toget
80 Rp Wolfgang Saida',
all non-nationalised railway; are dea her
lt
Irian=
with is detail, ino
rac
k
and
r°1
lud
ia8
Combined autotype/recess by
railway*. Raps of each region show the*
the Austrian State Printing
exact routs of each line,
allant
Works, Vienna
photos show rolling stock exc
against typio
landscapes. Technical data
44 x 34 20, in sheets of 12
includes, in
many cases, last year's profit.
al covers will be available
..... that a typical *private" railway
ancellation usad on the
a limited liability company with the
a
greater part of the sha bold by the
Canton, villagweerved res
d other public
bodies, with only a very an
sm
all Lumbar of
shares in the hands of indivi
2 Noveabort
als today.
Increasing support comes fromdu
4
Vianala
eral
fund,. A list ia given of the Ped
rai
lw
ay
s
om 17 November:
that have beeivreplaced by motor hues*
vanished.
PRBIHNSTSIN
1o756)
..... that for the first time in a Swi•a
Prom 28 Novembers
town the HPO got a local publicity aloo=
' Or Le Prieur*
116
(No.3.209) and the sub-office an LP
69
=cal (I.755), OA ale aame day. The
14.77;783
Prosa3 Ate:embers
OVRORNAZ - Ski-Soleil
SONVIIIRa .
Ime11110• MP.,••/-

- **pres
glider
ent* t
Well-known nearby
gliding-club, but the
! significance of the Swim,
*Fro* Oranehen by Jove',
discovered.
..... that early next ya
have 32 !Postemat u 24'hour banking
dispensers in service for their Ciro
customers. Philatelically not of great
interest, but it doss ind
icate their
marketing attitude and dee
ire to kee
abreast of latest commoveial developps=

Coat,
..... that in the latest R8111 auction
atalogue a 813 Vinare
ched
SPr.2000.- plum 1204 itrea
waS.4 de luxe
oover, but still ...
that the snarer to Question No.85
the pair of stamps issued
1924 to
ommemorate 50 years of the OPin
U
.Roa. 167468
•.. that Queation Ro 86 is: What wa
rind of validity of thee* stamps? s
R. RUTEIRRIPOORD

6, Limes Lan
Huddersfield Reed. Halifax
Lt th4 Novmher meeting one of the
largest gatherin#,v nr Northern Group
members for acme tiwa were entertained by
their Chairman - Bra. V. Davis from Null.
Her general theme was the stamps and
postal stationery of the 'Tell' and 'Tell
Boy' period, but in addition to mint and
used stamp* members also saw newspaper
wrappers, Bundeefeisr cards, tite-bdohs and
and so-tensnt pairs and blocks, the
Prov onal issues and covers showing
postage _MUM*
splayed a most
Mrs. DAVi4 also
imprer,sive range of airmail stamps, covers
and eardo as Well AS special flight =TOTS
with a m4ut interesting range of-postmarks:
and concluded with examples of official
ad post paid covers.

MR. R.
At the Oqtober

jCL Daniel

sting tz Leedw

_=6: Morley
preoeutvL rj unueu4i
lay of *lidos
entitazd
4-eriand - ....rough the
KWA Lents
, gan b
co 1LU1 about
the magic len
he came
roe
an
'I.4trument
la%
in a junk
•7zq
in
Whitey,
togt
l1
r
with
a ler
•
- action of hand-tinted slides dated,
0.04,44 141

The a idea
wrrtfo a mf;orti
Gra44 ?cur l with many of Switzerland
inoluaing vi*wa of Zermatt with the

NOM,

Monte Rnr,a Rnd Matterhorn! Geneva and
ewe aIong the lake; Bent Blancend
ananiz the Rhc,aa Glacier; 0101
stags otIschea On he Gottbn..-cip. the
Anchors-de-Says
d a series on
CAA.
Chinon Castle,
11 those presen
that this
mama: 4F9413
a moat intervoting
ual
The annual slogan type Oancellation
at Switzerland
clarity
or
the
SSOALADS" will be used in
and details of the 70 year o d slides GenevaGEMS
on
8/9th
December.
beingsuperb*
A large, attractive pictorial cancel
showing the Three Kings will be used in
Zerich from 1446 Desesber for the
BUCHER. VBIENACHISKARIT'
ions

t

ily Sepzemter 19791

rn rope
Geeara 1.- Aocratit:1 Repu

Lh

Iga44.75_13921_129.'a - vol.

, ocialist cc,ntries including
rattri Demoexatic Republic, but withou
T71)01avia
t colour.

•

f your philatelic:

Vola

ion

Christmas Gifts can he solved by
giving stamps or *were of interest.
The choice is wide and from my
07.101.tiVe

stock there will be items

which cannot fail to pleakae.
1 r oatelogwa frm
42: Ma4xlen

Looton V

Supplements to tho IMP Oatalogue
published in the 'Berver Briefaarken.

And don't forget a gift to
yourself 1.1

Zeitung.

The 222101,T.

IMMINDALi. XXI I

published in Nay 1978.

SARMSTRONG

For fine, first-class
OF SVITZBNLAND
Iants Lista to

frorrisholatt.
14, Low Lane
KORICA14112

P0

r. Bertsch itc.114e•
011.3001
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3

tAeurvii : E.
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MOO'4E.

Weeourer.:
kr, LL rrwo
1,5 at, John's Road,
Waltnanst ow,
Lf.3r4c.m. B.17 iijft

Mrs X,J. MOUSY,
3 Granrcsrd Gardens.
v
t st or/ s Gr.,
q
b gnor Reg/
P021 261.
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doe
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No.

0

Ems.

Vi

rim

—bet. Afro=
20
40
70

;taro o

Contemn
50 Tsars of
Clock To
rsonalitie

0

of S
nary of Ps

tituto
,m Valor*

of Oottbard

50 TOWV. of Swiss
Oentenary of Swiss

20

40
20 40 •
70

asp P?ittn Works
elephons Servios

Z.0a:

1
4

Costs-of AMINO

40
204,10
40420
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ostoardt

Tbis roma:as i
imbed 4-6 seeks befors
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To All Members
Joy at Christmas
Goodwill in the Coming Yea

Pe g* 92

BBITSTIA MB =ITU

TSB MATSUI. CO4LBOTOR.
SWITZISLA.SD
0 *T*100OUR
Jctutly *4044 by
Buletrode 0.B.E., é LL Weber
PIACI TOUR 0011 NOW
Published Zo yeaber 1979
...
Vas, the 24th edition, is
amongst the most revolutionari we
have produreed. Apart from tneeeanes
of price changes there are 6 entirely
new pages with 1400 not previously
listed price eectetionse With thee*
the Cataleges now eeepeieee &beet
13, 000 prises.
.
New approachin the ettua at a
'Handb ok' thee, Us elgaz peetelealeget
4
'ANL
Ale
detail with
• Philately not covered
.* ion* Purchesteg
beet inv•etment
Or your Swim* Colleation*
Pelee (includeng post di peeking's
WeB * teerepev
4, 405
Oversees' 4640 0.34 01,07$ by Siaa,
47,25 ( .3.) $16.6 by Air
*******
We were delighted to meet eo many 'Helvetia' members at B.P.B0 1100
trust you enjoyed your vieit and look forward to seeing you eget* no w
t Year.
eleanwhile, with Christmas elmoct hero, we extend to everyene our hest
wishes for the
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The Gordon Bennett lallooe Race is well known ad remembered is Owitserlamd*
In the belloonist end aerophilatelic world Gorton Bennet
t compete* with Capt.
Spelterieui in popularity, uainly became Beiteerland had the honor
' and distinetion of hosting the Race on 3 ow:els/we, that is in 1909#
9
d
1932.
But little is mentioned seteut Gordon Bennett himself. Be was hors
in
1841
in
in father Janos G. Bennett, a journalistic pioneer, is remembered
as the first to publish daily stook exch.'s., reports,.
Hie son became the owner of the *New York Herald" at the age of 3l4 It was
he who sent Stanley to eareh for Liviegetone. Be was respon
sible for forming the
American Polo Axelociatice arid the American Ischt Club. He endow
ed early bicycle
and motorcycle events co well as the Balloon RACO Cup in 1906 and one
for aviation
in 19090
The Rae. WEA0 for spherical balloons and was directed towards develo
pment of
meteorologlcal need* rather than transport * The first took
off
from
the
garden
of the Tuilleriea and became at once a world event. In 3witserland the Race
wee orgaulsed by the *aro Club 3uisse in 1909 in Zerich (1-3 0
t.), 1922 in
( °
Augue0 and 1952 in Basel (Z5 Sapt.).
Gordon Bennett died in 1918 on the Cote d*Asur in Prance, which he oonsidered
to be his second hose&
A. S. NU=
1
Z
LLt1 Yhe last Packets will be sent out in mid-January An/
*
ferther booklete for inclusion ehoeld be snt in not later than jittasugazgo
you may have seen the new Post Office Slogan "Under, earn* al address on the
took of envelopes ameuree prompt returu of undeli
verable lettere". It vault be
appreciated if thie is applied to Padkata sent by poet
(Undoes name his),
particularly as deliveries ore *till very slow often a *week
or
sore.
A,
recen
tly
mieedireoted Packet was reoovered by this -sae, so it in well worth it,
1
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THE POSTAL HISTORY. OF GENEVA
By C. J. Lailonde
Part IT
(Cont.)
time were very complex and diwarso an i
ndio*t tt
r a 'ample letter' of
4 ounees Cte eol m

5 nantints.
Within the Casten
Sawor,Rolle, Myatt, Cop
Itemainder of tbe Canton
City of Bern * Caatan of Pribourg
5o1otharn, Than, Burtdorf, barbers, Rrlach,
Sitten, Piedmont
Remainder of Canton Bern, •xo1u4ng Oberbasii

and arindelwald
Balstal * 01tens Aarant Amrhures Zefiegees
Bruggo Canton of Basel * Lumen City Biel,

*
Neuvevillo, Brief
Paden, Canton of Schaffhausen, Canton of Lasers
rich City * Monsters St. Baer, the Gborhalti
angarindslwald
tone ;Wive, Wri, Schwyz, 0nterwa1dsa, =rich
4=0.0 SdrUb City ), City of Milan
tens of Thurgau and St. Gallen
leriaaa, Arbon, ApponAoll
dri ppi. 01arse (Canton), Wallftetadt iniso,
'Porrontrur, Delmont Soncebos
reenby of Wilan
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1816 to 1625 the Pincher Post in Genova applied órersl diffe
tmarks.to letters originatingi the c ity. Winkler Wits four
of ., 'haa t a straight-line
is shown in Pig. 1O; another
tbs namo,
bears
1eib1s) of
on
ova of Verney
e :tot
order from
Canton of Cesevat
was the official
rr point into
ranee for mail Gritinstisi in or transitINF %novas Thus the
mark which was applied
Or the ?rent:* at

Berney could he interpreted *This letter

came from Soitserland
and crossed the border
into Prance at Forney:

neva to Paris * August 10 * 1818.
Arrived in Paris Aug. 26; 10
deeiz.se
poetage•
At this period of time it was
common practice for ths postage on a
letter to be paid by the recipient rathethe
r
than
sender'. To send someone a prepaid letter vas considered 48 insult an it appethe
ared
48 though you were quest/saint
the reeip
• 10.

ient'5 ability to pay for the letter * Perhaps 90 perc
ent of ell lettere
no*-prepeld but there were a few exception
s
for
whic
h
the
Fischer system wed
the special cancel "Pp/ORISTR a . Tbs , FP' steads for postp
aid
(port pa).
Winkler lists only one sank cancel which is not anzp
risiag sins, the eanseller.
acre

p.

madeof metal and a
be expected to wear oat.
Beginning in
tw line postmark* with
Winkler record seven smoh marks

ld

k

and could hardly

:ocher Aezey began usi
on the a cond lino,
other varieties. (Pie.
The. poetmark
,
on the
F.F44
ENEVE GENtVE GENE,VE.EP letter shown
in
"c;t71,0:1827
.12
resulted
12
Fig
28
c_itzT:11827
1825
*
7-d,„
2
from the new poetal
treaty of 1828 between Frame and the
GENEVE GENEVE GENEVE
Fischer Poet. It
*elms the "'meet
1831
9
rs2
21 Jezeivv: .
8 96-1%!182.9
were upset with the
Swims because
Fig, 11. Two-line postmarks used by tieoher fr 1825-18
letters entering
Prance did not
The French did
always indicate the city of origih. This posed two prob1ee.
the recipient of the )etter * Anil it was
not kotow how much postage to collect
ispossible to
ortion the poetbetveen the
countries:.

Thus the

ty set forth
great, detail the

kings. to be used
letters passing
even the two
tries. 'F.F.4'

aa1d 'Fischer par

4 greuteer*
at the ?lecher
MS due 4 gr.
arrying the

as far as

January 31 1829, Fischer

rk. i'reatj itezA 'F.P.4'

Arrived Feb. 4 182e. * 10 (Waimea
r

feet that
Feenct did not
'isobar the
entire 4 groutser
an covered by
other writers * In
1830 Geneve elected
not to renew the
Fischer contract,
be cont nued)
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SWITZEPL1ND
offers. ..,
described.
-Air Mail
and Genera

Interestine
list of select
g

ea erly and individually
electi a of
ature Sheet*
1 periodem
tad , at free on

From 3rd january to 31st
December 1980 there will be eco
celebrations held at 305, Benches
buobsee and at 3236 Gampelen, when
the special commemorative cancels
shown below will be used:

Trasslated

.ces infrequently luckily do not
a lot
rei,kod aail. For single letters the dues for
ail vork out qaite c
0
or szaapl. an unfrock*
ed
plus

60
of 2000g, rec

potaluthritioa abroad lt±ply this frection
foxce t that tie,*
cha os v
c
he tetermined hers
Also not t3. 1
0 •
$o this item suet be disregarded in arriving
Sevever, it in laprobable that . this -kind OZ charge would have to be mad*
* Letters of that weight are few and far betve.a and are
wetly sent by
14 ouch as parcel post; aleo the
content* are usually worth at least.
on tee withcorresponding paymeat of the full chore at- the gee* of
Of greater eignifioance are the postet due charges to users
of PO bet .
molly busieeaa hou***. They receive daily a aroat number of
l
oh same could he poetagadue items.'. In each cams s sharpposta
is
ass
itam but the total amount is stuck (in the form of stamps) dote a
ora and cancelled with a 'I' (Perm P0201 and PIT 224,10). Part
icularly
printing.firms end publishers who seed their publications "clash
an
regular intervals to cuatemere * Deny of these are not aceepted by
and they then receive the usual label PANDANG
- 1ALceptence refUsed - liable to teal in tare* langusee0 and are returns
eponaible fox the dues, If there are several items on the
looted onto sheet eM charged as * lump sum*
0 thereto
t the counter
* is ignored
n cancelled,

eel to be
carry this
deuce of
centrally and

It could he
can new at
with the
nen we see mint strips of postage stamps which carry the *T* cancel,
whether this wee done by the poetmasters as a setter of conve
e
"due" letter had to be serviced. PTT rules state that the *T*nienc
cance
the stamp* to the envelop*, in other words it should also be partlyl
e backaround or cover, so that any perfect" cancellations WO
ervice instructions of the PT? state clearly that only
d*
,pa currently obtainable at the counter* should be usedposte
for talc
cis/ stalipo which carry an additional charge, each as charity
suitable. Stamps from etaaP ro adie-I machine* are also met
The
reason for this is.obvions - the official has to leave the
bly go outside the poet office to obtain these stampe: An
tion Should be mentioned, Pron,liny 9th to 29 th * 1964 a poet
tre of Zarieh was short of postage steep* and used stook* of

pa (coil etampe) * During thin time postage dues were
typo35aL and cancelled with the
?
4
),The aacciaaagt office cancellations confi
in
rm
49 eramplea aro known to exist*
0",amp booklets and coils are used in 00004 where the person

thla stook of 20 0 flgoroG ent

?see 95

W TITiA

UV LTU
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colleating th* itemhi
eneee be has everrriiht to do,
his
eheareeras
wecome so
V oae1a on t4te-b$e3s, automobile stamps, Pro
Juveatute and Pro Patrice
1955 ell postage stamps with sT,
oancels, or nest of them at lsact, exe E sseipuletions i . An exempla of this is
a Pro ?stria stamp, the 30+10
of 1947, valid until the end of that Tear,
with a neat 'T s +moil.
The 3o. stamp of the 'Induetry & Landseape s series in interesting.
Issued an /moat let, 1949, itetew sold out by June 1955. All such staspa so
far seen with a 4" canoe' have been cancelled to order ae4 no senuine examples
have been seen on cover,
Another curiosity is a. oover with 40c. publicity *tamp valid from
Yebruary 15th to December 31et, 1955, which ooul4. only have been stuck on to an
unftanked letter with a aachine cancellation of 24,T01954, with a publieitY
slagen *Swiss Masieians tele Nowa 11-45 June 1954", and then provided with a
/arge 'T*
Letters often contain i eguiw shape. which can distort cancellations.
This also ovoure when letters are eanoeIIe4 on an uneven surface. 114 than eet
strong* seers and images which cawot be cla.aaed an varieties, an 'd ebt be
thought at first glance. All poet offices peewees racks for half-a-Aosta
different eancellers. Among these we can always find a 4" aud an 'UFGOLTIGI
handatamp. It can happen that the counter clerk makes a nistske and uses the
Irma( bandstaap.
or example, there are steeps which have next to the 'V a
wavy-lined canceller, or a PP steep (port per00
pure coincidence when
in pled* of the normal
the tas canceller for forei aUl appear.
ntinued)

From P uzzle Corner
Another **rims itme found recently by a sesber, is a, cover
tree Neteeiee (Poland) to Dern on 23 March 1.946 and marked in Inglish "Sw
Roapitsl Train Norte. Recollecting the Swiss Guard Trains used after R. .,
eat-pixies were direeted to the Comite Iaternetionsl de Is Croix Rouge in Geneva,
who repliedt

on November 1945
Poles interned in
staff - the officer
and the medical
r and . tbs trains brought
utinued on p 96)
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D D YOU KNOW
war Collector Ltd.
a tourist has aabled along
SWITZERLAND
Carl pitte1er promenade in Lucerne,
and now the Swedee have issued a eta* e in
ITA40QUE
hie honour, ne be reoeived the Nobel Prise
You may already have your copy of
for Literature in 1919. The background of he 24th
edition of this indiapensible
this stamp dhow ais 1845 birthplace,
Catal
ogue
... if not secure one with.
Liestal. HA, died in Lucerne in 1924.
out
deley.
pity Switzerland V&A not the first to
Still further enlarged to 139
honour thin Swiss poet.
pages,
there can be few, if any aspects
... that the PT? has supported the PJ
of
Seise
Committee very well with new and special I ed, so philately which are not includthat it beoones audh more than
cancellers for the eras stamps, a special a Catalo
for Sobeamendingen and two new '10 oancele English gue. No other publication in
containa so much information
for Cadro & Perry, with 10D ease day as
which
will
enable the philatelist to
the stamp*. But with ate they have
acquir
e
a
superb
sli ed there
collection.
a
e
isA no aeoe p lac , it is
PP ,
enaell
I
district in Ot. ee
In this new edition the ever-resinf
L Nearest
value of Swiss stamps is reflected in
cancel is the 'X' for Weisebed.
..... that apparentlyf a German dealer has thousands . of price changes, with 1400
bought up all the ! olklore e ste x i eum' cards hither0 to enlisted lines. In all some
13.00 prices are shown.
the PIT put an sale with blocks of 4
matching stampe. In this way he can hold
The Catalogue
Ails in the DOE,
the market if these 6 can be called fore- and Europe at £4.75 .(post
free) and
runners to the official No.1, the AAA 80o Overseas at 46,10 413,70. by seama
il
eanieue card sold by the Pff on 6.9079.
or 47,23 (016.65) by airmail. And
He will do even better if the latter get you can keep it up-to-date by subscribthe number 7 with philatelists.
ing to the Price Change Belle in.
that an interesting error has turned
up after 17 :mares the 1960 PP lemieture
LIEM250-1ANSM44Xia
sheet without the red signet and decorlton 20,24 Decatione at the top. There were 8 blocks
en
r
a
mobile P.O.
per printed sheet, so where are the other
Will
be
in ateend71
ance
in
BETHL
EHEN
..... that in Alba next year the new
bei-Be
rn,
witene
meil
SFr.3.50 definitive will appear, obeying
posted
then
will
the Astronomical Clock in the Zytalogge
receive the special
Tower, Bern. This looks like the end of cancel
lation 'home.
the 1960 Historical Buildings set.
..... that vetoes are heard saying that
there are too few chileren shown on PJ
stamps, and that the arms aeries would
have been better on PP stamps.
Sat. 5th January '80
Discussion Leader
•
that e the new PP seta will have
Kr.
LeGilchrist
Tradesnene Sips as motive, a nice idea
and suitable for many theeatic collect- 1 To be held
ool n-Nharfetale.
ions.
oNDON GH0UP2 Ned 9th January '80
. 4... that on 24 November *7
'THE ANT
THE
GEE'
Pee E.32b was withdrawn, as som
Guest
S
ert
r.
P Bennett
the PTT suddenly discovered that they
also had a local publicity slogan 3.147
since December 1971, and double publicity 2.12-JELAWEL
i* not allowed!
.... that the answer to Question Nowe
from 9.10.24 'till 30.11.24, Id by
special decree any letters posted in a
box on the last day, too late for
collection that day, could he oancelle'
for the first collection only on the
1 let Dec., i.e. with the PJ stamp
s*
I(See illestrat ).
.... that Question No.87 is an e asy
,ones hioh Swiss stamp shoes the beet
plate
Carl Spitteler?
M. gUTiKPO0D
00

00400

1

(Coat.)
Poland. It is probably
r those trains in which you
sted. The hospital train 'Berth'
shss
E 5) - did indeed leave
hen for latowice on IS Marge
• Pour to five days were needed for
'e journey.*

It in ita new venue at the
Wenbley Conference Centre, the Exhibit
got off to a splendid start on the open-ing days With the greatly increased
space available there was noes of the
overcrowding formerly experienced and
*soy more dealers were able to take part
even if many prices were horrific).

It would **ea probable that the
letter was sent to Bern by someone co
The displays were placed in the
ed with the Red Cross in Katovice as
centre of the circular building, and it
date indicates a knowledge of
is with great pleasure that we offer our posting
train's arrival there. The handstamp
cotgratulatione to three meebers who
*Swiss Roepital Train North* may have
achieved awards.
been applied before the letter was posted.
A pair of scale *Don Suisee/Schweisere
W.Cdr. R.F. Buletrede not only
received a Silver-Gilt for his outs.and- spende/Swisa Aidiboas Svissere were
ing 'Proofs & Essays', but MIS also
applied to the flap - again pointing to a
awarded the Ebby Gerrish Xemorial Trophy Swiss national, perhaps *"4".4454 with

the led Cross. It is a pity there is no
arrival math of Bern.
Nas anyone any knowledge of ouch
re If so please let the Secretary

for the beet Ft:reign Steep Xshtbit.
Lt.-Col. Ca. Lalonde (one of our
American members) achieved a Silver for
his excellent display of he Postal
Reader: of Geneve', while a Silvere
Brous* was *warded to Dr. N.E. Morrison
for his splendidly detailed study of the
'U.P.U. 1900 Issued'.
Other subjeetes 'Canoellations on
'Fiscal Stamp* by Mr. R.L. Katcher, and
'Rotel Pests' by Mr. I. Tillen.

0

MEMBERS ABE REMINDED TRaT RENEWAL
AXE DUN OX let JANUAR!.
Proapt payment does much to help in
S smootheruenteg of the Society by
keeping records up-to-date.
£2.00 - U.K. Europe & Common
ealthi OS.00 /14.00 for airmail to U.S.

+
Nee Editions pub ished Septets

man Bescoratic Rpublic

ARMSTRONG

Liaa..6.124.=
zoemBILA-tmoo v119102._istv vol. n
t

MEIN TO HILLTETIL MEMBERS

All Socialist countries including

German Deaocratic Republic, but without
Yugoslavia e
Weglefaelasee

.

ALL GOOD MISERS FOR
CRRISTMAS
AND ?RE COMM

42. Maiden Lana, •trsnd,
Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue are
published in the 'Berner BriefmarkenZeitung'.

TEAR

and will be at their service
at all ties to moot their
philatelic requirement*.

The
•d in MA$ 19

For fine, first class stamps - eeRTTIES
OP SWITTARLAND AND EUROPE - send yoer
Want Lists to

14,

LOW

LaneleTorrisholme,

MORECAMBE
LANCS. LM 6PX
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
P.O. Box 2585

